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second meeting of the creditors within three
months after the date of the warrant, the
debtor may appoint such a meeting with
same effect as if it had been
appointed by
the assignee.
Several petitions asking for a State reformatory for women and in favor of municipal
suffrage of women were presented.
In the House the following were present-
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There will be no committee
hearings till the
middle of next week.

Augusta.

judgment will best accommodate
dates who signify their intention

Journal.

To-Day’s

Done at

The House and Senate held short
sessions to-day, and not much of importance
was transacted.
In the Senate Mr. Roberts of Oxford presented a bill, an act to create a State board
of examiners of teachers and define their
duties, which provides that the Governor
shall have the appointive power and shall
select a person from each Congressional district. They shall provide for holding examinations at least twice a year. Shall give
proper notice ou the holding of the same and

County.

for Maine

is the papes

Legislature.
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What Is Said and
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By Mr. Littlefield of Belfast a petition of
C. B. Hazeltiue and d3 others of Belfast asking for sufficient appropriation for wardeu
PAGE 3.
Vjf, •capital ot Nicaragua...Three | service m Waldo county for the years 1897
and 1898: (petition of F. O. Smith and 24
“.lent of \\5 rcestershire Salt
|, ation..My Dead pot-iin..The others for same: petition of H. P. Thompson
■oi ipoem) < ibitnary.
ami 29 others of Belfast for same.
By Mr. Austin of Milford petition of Fred
PAGE 4
L. Pratt and 29 others to allow the use of a
I’el fast Schools Papers and Pedrift net to catch salmon from 0 o’clock Fri'Ot Ice Harvest ..Obituary.
day till Saturday at 0 o’clock.
al Estate.
Mr. Durgin of Orouo presented a petition
PAGE 5.
by B. B. Cummings and 12'.* others of
signed
Helfast.
Orouo for the same. They were referred to
PAGE 6.
the Committee on Inland Fisheries.
im1 robe..Maine Firemen Register
By Mr. Dudley of Brookton petition of A.
essels..Literary News and Notes. Craig and 20 others, lumbermen, that the
cbarter of the Penobscot River Darn and
PAGE 7Improvement Company be amended so that
said corporation shall be compelled to keep
gat Alford's..Globe Sights. State
the logs out of the driveways at Five IsMaine Post offices.
lands, Brown Islands, Gordon Island, MonPAGE 8.
Dam. Passadumkeag Rips and Birch
■•nils County Correspondence..Ship tague
Island
Rips.
Hirths.. Marriages..Deaths.
By Mr Sewall of Bath a resolve appropriating $1,000 for the purpose of replacing
Secret Societies.
au<l renovating the monument of ex-Governor King iu Oak Grove Cemetery at Bath,
and £100 for the care of the monument. Reanon of officers of the American
ferred to the Committee on Financial Afcty was postponed one week fairs.
on account of the unavoidW

j
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f the installing officer,
The fight of the session will he on the
State college question, with the odds now
vision, U. It., K. of P., received
strongly against much if any State aid for
o participate in a Knights of
t hat institution ; the tight over Senator Endrill, etc., at Gardiner Thurs- gel's railroad bill which is in the interests of
the Boston and Maine in its desire to get
day, but owing to other engagecomplete control of the Maine Central; and
inable to accept.
the attempt to repeal the present insolvency
laws or to
their many defects.
PerRoyal Arch Chapter elected haps it can remedy be said
that there will be
hardly
g officers at its annual convoca- a fight on the last named matter, as all seem
Monday evening. H. P., Oscar to agree that the insolvency laws need doctoring, hut. there are many men of many
i rank L. Field; Scribe, Martin G.
minds as to just what the remedy shall be.
easurer, N. F. Houston ; Secretary,
There is a hot race on between .fudge Savseating; C. of H., U. A.Hoyt; P. S.,
age of Auburn and Judge Cornish of Lewisibhy.
ton for the position on the Maine supreme
f .M. Uebekahs have presented Mrs. < ourt
bench, soou to be left vacant by the ex!
'•!•. Past Grand, w ith a “Fifteen
piration of the term <>f Judge Walton. Both
are said to be excellently well prepared for
Veteran Jewel,’ as adopted
tlie place. Judge Cornish is reported to have
:gn Grand Lodge in 1SP2.
The the greater part -»f the
strength of the Anyellow metal, 1 1-4 inches in droscoggin bar behind him, while Judge.
relies more on the general support of
I' lind bar at the
Savage
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enauitop
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Maine bar.

Jan. 21.
There were brief sessions of both
branches of the legislature to-dav.
in lia*
a;

Pill
j amending tin- laws relating top;eVntcd
laws m mindbill amending the laws relating to title
ing,
|
bill
and
-r**

=

iic

figures

“15"

arc

encircled

by

an

ith, and pink and green enamel
authorizing governor
i'ii’u.ius.
The entire length is 2 1-4 i by descent,
council t<> examine into unpaid taxes by
Rumford Falls and Buckfiehi railroad with
fail authority to abate any or all of them.
•>.’
Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood, j
Among tiie new measures presented in the
<-d the following officers for the eu- !
House wen -: Bill by Hill of Portland,
Past Chancellor, Mrs. W. II.
j raising the age of consent, to 18 years; bill
CliancePor Commander, Miss An- ^ enabling wives and widows of soldiers to

peddle without license: bill to remove trees
and shrubbery, except properly cared for as
shade trees, from sides of the highway ; reExchequer. Mrs. Win. H San- j soives for $1,000 each for warden service for
"f Records and Seals, Mrs. A. Hancock, Knox and Lincoln counties.
Mr. Little lie hi of Belfast presented a reMistress at Arms, Miss Emma
solve in favor of Children's Aid Society of
Assistant, Mrs. Rut us C. Barton; Maine; also in aid of said resolve, petition
Mrs. Wm. A. Kimball; Out- j of John Lovejoy of Rockland and M2 others;
of
S. Tucker of Norway and 17 others;
Mrs
Horace W. Twombly; of Cyrus
John G. Brooks of Belfast and 25 others;
Mrs. John F. Chapman; Organ
of A. S. McPeters of Old Town and 54 others ;
of H. Davidson and 11* others; of Matilda
AthurC. Whitney.
Burleigh of South Berwick and 55 others;
of Jane P. Pendleton of Searsport and 27
ot River and
Fisheries, others; of J. A. Clark of Caribou and 25
j others; o Samuel L. Lord of Saco and 28
Editor of The Journal: Ir. ; others; of Charles H. Hooper of Castine and
M2 others ; of Jesse Prentiss of Milford and l‘J
is to be yet another attempt
others; of George W. Field of Bangor and 25
" inter to
the
lishI
present
repeal
others; of Frank M. Burdette of Calais and
our river anil bay.
In the past j 20 others; of Horatio D. Crie of Criehaven
ami 12 others; of A. W. King of Ellsworth
tv lias been
so hampered and
and 04 others; of A. E. Nickerson of Swanand hedged and hampered, by
ville and 20 others; of George Cary of Houltheorists and imported sports- tou and 20 others; of William Dobson of
their allies, that our fishermen Pittsfield and 12 others; of James Pulsifer
of Auburn and 15 others; of W. H. Wildes
to ask at the recurrence of each
of Skowhegan and 23 others; of W. B.
what kind of a job will the Arnold and 24 others.
Mr. Littlefield of Belfast presented a petiii
on
to
us
now?” The
try
put up
tion of George E. Johnson and others to iniaw fixing the
close time before
crease. the salary
of treasurer of Waldo
■o and after July 15th was enacted
county, and moved its reference to the Walfullest past experience and the do county delegation.
Mr. Littlefield of Belfast presented a pearching inquiry and has been rea- tition of
George E. Brackett and i>7 others of
to
the
fishermen
and
to
•citisfaetory
Belfast to establish a reformatory prison for
Chancellor,

\

Mrs. Duncan

Prelate, Mrs. Henry Staples;

—

j

Bay

j

Fifty years ago, and twentyMr. Pearl of Bangor introduced an act to
's
ago, weekly close times had been
provide for the appointment a commisbe utterly useless and the State sioner of
highways The act provides for
ned them. An attempt is now made the appointment of this officer by the gova term of two years at a salary of
** these old
exploded laws that never ernor for
$1,500 and expenses not exceeding $500.
use excepting to harass the hard
This official is to have general supervision
i"
fishermen and put plums in the of the roads and bridges of the State.
of a chosen few to junket up and
The report of Labor Commissioner Matl c Bay and River.
thews consists of some 130 pages, and outside
of the cold statistics is an almost encyknows
observer
that
practical
iias provided all the ireekly close clopedic compendium of useful information.
Extended investigations and descriptions of
•.ceded. First, the fish make their several
special industries are given in this
stream in the night in deep water—
report. These industries are the iron shipstarch and tannery plants, also
me in shore.
Then, they euter the building,
rued.

-■

women.

small part of the young
id ebb tides. No fish euter these
c
five or six hours of the low tide.
weather and easterly winds are
n

1y

on

a

into

and every thunder storm drives
deep water. Salmon especially

led

in

irnes ;

shore

only by

the

choicest
of

brief reports of the stone pottery and ax
and scythe manufactories. The report says
that

it is of

some

interest

historically

to

know that the first naval vessel launched
from a Maine yard was the Katahdiu, and
her first commander was Lieut. Preble, son
A few
of Commodore Preble of Portland.
years after, in 1884, there was built in Portlaud a single turreted monitor, called the
Waasue. There is no record that the Wassuc ever saw active service, as the war of
the rebellion was over about the time she

part of the season
three weeks of easterly ;
was completed.
in which there were practically no
*ken.
With all these natural barri- j
Jan. 22.
After a half hour session of the
u lil seem the fishermen
have hard j House and Senate this morning both branchLittle new
es adjourned to 4 p. in. Monday.
n •ugh without the State interposing
business was done.
In the last

■

re

are

were

the salmon’s worst enemy.

An

gent, observing fisherman tells me be
k* the seals eat more salmon than are
in all the weirs.
Night time and bad
■

ailier drive these fish off shore

into the

them.
catch him

seals lay
as a salmon is a seal can
.v time. The present bounty of one dol-.
per head on seals has had a very good
t.
If we could make this bounty three
"ur times more than it is, as Massacbuam

where the

ft

M"'*.does;
1
"'finally
"

•*

in wait for

State, we would
the seals that are of
use whatever and save the salmon that
nil so much want.
Why can’t we all
rk <»u this line of known fact, instead of
!|g hack to these old exploded, impossitheories?
S. A. Rendkll.
like that wiser

exterminate

f ry the new Historical and
Geographical
gntiie “Histo-Geo.”
It is a wit sharpener;
price 25 cts., at M. P. Woodcock’s.

The resolve appropriating $75,000 per year
for State pensions was passed to be engrossed.
Passed in concurrence, orders that committees on State college, on agriculture, education and military affairs, with such other
members of the legislature as care to join,
be authorized to visit the State college.
A resolve was introduced appropriating
$5,000 for a new bridge at Kingman.
Bills were introduced regulating the election of directors of corporations; placing the
judge of the Old Town municipal court on
salary of $1,000 and turning the fees to the
county; regulating the descent of property
to widows; an act to incorporate Searsport
Water Co. with J. W. Black, F. J. Maitland,
W. Grinnell and W. H. Hayden as incorpo-

rators.
Kinsman of Cornville introduced a bill relating to the creation of private fish ponds.
It was referred to the fish and game committee. It provides that owners of surrounding property may cultivate and capture fish
in any

pond

not

exceeding

The committee

ten acres in area.
inland fisheries and
fish exhibit in the tanks

on

game is to place a
in the State house.
Most members went

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

home for Sunday.

Jan. 25. A late train from the east delayed the opening of both house* for half an

hour to

day.

Senator Clason presented a bill to amend
the law regulating the election of
senators.
Petitions were presented for warden
service
in various
places, to raise the age of defence
in girls, and to establish a
reformatory prison
for

women.

In the House, Mr. Briggs of Auburn
presented bills to .-prevent adulteration in

seeds, feeds and fertilizers. Mr. Pierce of
Frankfort had a bill to enable Winterport to
acquire the plant of the Winterport Water
Works. A bill to provide
whipping chairs
for certaiu criminals, was referred.
Both
Houses adjourned at 5.30.
Gov. Powers is back from Boston and on
duty. He is not well, but says he is coming

out

all

1°
Hon

right.

Labor Commissioner
S. W. Matthews Governor Powers has
paid a merited compliment to an efficient
and painstaking official.
Mr. Matthews has
been at the bead of this
important State department since its establishment, and to his
efforts is due the high rank it enjoys as one
of the, best conducted labor bureaus in the
country.

re-appointing

tion praying that the common council of the
city of Waterville be abolished. The petition was signed by W.T. Haines, Charles F.
Johnson, E. F. Webb and other prominent
citizens.
The

Wayside Zepher.

(A Recollection.)
[Read at the meeting of the Maine Press
Association in Augusta, Jan. 27, 1807.]
Speakin’ ’bout newspapers
An’ members er th’ press,
Er forin immigration
An’ financial distress,
On account er gold an’ silver
An’ overproduction an’ sich,
Ez I told Ezra Jackson
We cud lift all be rich,
An’ we had this pint settled
Round th’ stove in Crabtree’s store
An' argied all ter pieces
Till we cudn’t argie more.
Thet, farmers, th’ producers,
Work too many hours a day,

Which gives

us

overproduction,

An’ thets why th’ farms don’t pay.
Wile them chaps down ter th’ city
Thet make sich a pesky fuss,
'Bout their luv’ fer th' farmer
Git their livin’ out er us.
Wich makes me think er som’thin'
It ain’t like I’ll forgit,
An’ tho’ it happened years ago
It lingers1 with me yit,
An when I git excited
On sum’ new scheme er plan,
l calm myself by thinkin’
Er th’ Wayside Zepher man.
Munt .*r been thet
year er Timo
'• 11 your mt •Jwvcnt.y.tlirK1.
Thet, lank suscription agent
He fust appeared ter me,
An’ said he’s introducin’
All’ enterprisin’ sheet,
Without th’ Wayside Zepher
No home cud be complete.
1 ’lowed we didn’t want it

But finally scz lie,
I’ll stop ter dinner ’long yer
An’ send it six months free.
My woman tlio’tshe’d like it
Ter hav’ one fer ourselves,
Ef ’twasn’t good fer nothin’ else
’Twould do ter cover shelves,

An' so I took th’ pesky thing
An' th’ agent went away,
But never a hair er hide er him
Hev' I seen since thet day.
One night I ilrempt I caught him
An* hed him by th’ collar,
An’ broke my goad stick over him
Wich cost me most a dollar,
An’ when I woke up I wuz sorry
Now jest between me an’ you,
Thet these pleasant, dreams er ours
So seldom do cum true.
Wal th’ paper cum along all right
An’ equiled my wust fears,
’Twuz mugwump in it’s politicks
An’ neutral in ideas.
It had some funny items,
Sum yarns thet wuz surprinin’,
Few deaths an’ marriages th rowed in
Th’ rest wuz advertisin’.
It cum ter us week arter week
Till ter see it made me sick,
It staid with us year arter year
Like a plaster, hound to stick.
An’, sir, yer cudn’t stop it
No mor’n yer cu’d th’ sun,
A risin’ over th’ hilltops
An1 settin’ when day is done.
I wrote th’ critters to stop it
An’ m’wife she wrote ’em too,
An’ sum er th' neighbors wrote ’em
An’ su’d postmaster Drew.
But they paid no attention
An’ th’ paper cum in each week,
While th’ bill kep’ growin’ bigger
Most swampin’ us, so ter speak.
Till along cum another agent

An’ called on me one day,
With a bill fer twenty dollars
Wich he sed I’d hev’ ter pay.
Now I’m a church goin’ man, sir,
An’ don’t mean no one harm,
But I put my cowhides ter him
An’ helped him off er my farm.
Then th’ sheriff cum ter see me
An’ I told him ’bout th’ trick,
He said he didn’t blame me
’Twuz time fer me ter kick.
An’ tho’ he ’tached my property
Ez he hed ter by his writ,
I cu’d see he wuz oneasv
An’ didn’t like ter a bit.
Wal they got n execution
An’ er course I hed ter pay,
But when another number
Er th’ Zepher cum next day,
I sent it hick with a letter
No Christian man sliu’d see,
But th’ blowin’ up I gin ’em
Wuz a great relief ter me.
1 don’t take no newspaper,
But I’ve got a Saint Bernard.
He ain’t jest fond er agents
An’ when one strikes our yard,
Thet dog he interviews him
With an’ awful smile, they say,
An’ th’ agent’s coat-tails vanish
O’er tli’ lulls, a mile away.
Frank H.
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NUMBHmT
PERSONAL.
A. Whitten of Vinalhaven
friends in Iiockport last week.

Horist,

palms

with

and

ferns,

pinks

Marshall Parks of Bradford, N. H., arrived Saturday to visit friends in Belfast
E. L. Curial of Anoka, Minn.,
spent Sunwith Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Sibley.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Storms of
Rochester,
N. Y., are visiting at Capt. Charles Baker’s.

day

Miss Blanche Sullivan left yesterday for
York, to visit the family of J. W.

New

Dougan.
Mrs. Chas. S. Pearl of

Monday evening
Field, Esq.

Prof. H. S. Webb of the Maine State Colwas a guest of
Superintendent Brick
the first of the week.

and

lege

Capt. N. B. Foss and wife arrived h une
Saturday from Boston, where Capt. F. has
been for medical treatment.
A. C.
_

"V

K.

our

one

who

vvas

street, which has been used for the game to
some extent and partially graded.
The people here are enthusiastic and it is expected a
strong team will be put into the held.

way

Resolved, That

whose chastisements

Concerning Local Industries.

the

of Local Dealers.

and who

man

a

way
With the

needs

excess

brings

indigestion or
Hesh, strength, sleep,

about

an accumu-

lation of aches, pains and many dangerous
local maladies.
The stomach now can do nothing alone.
We must appeal to some artificially digested
food which can also digest other foods. That
is to say, we must use the Shaker Digestive
Cordial. The effect is prompt and cheering.
The chronic pain and distress ceases. Appetite presently revives. Flesh and vigor
gradually come back, and the sufferer recovers.
But he must be careful iu future. A
trial bottle for 10 cents.

the article proves to be not as reprethere is no redress. They rarely visit
the same territory a second time. The local
dealer stands back of his goods. He is iden-

Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it iu place of Castor Oil.

rRockland

Star.

Governor Powers has nominated L. C..
Morse, Esq., of Pittsfield a trustee of the Reform School; and F. H. Colley, Esq., of Old
Orchard a justice of the peace and quorum.
Mrs. G. E. Brackett of the
Temperance
Record, F. I. Wilsou of the Age and 0. A.
Pilsbury of The Journal went to Augusta
yesterday to attend a meeting of the Maine

year.

will

News of

the

| iug

Granges.

|

There will he

:

a drama and darn-, at
Equity
Tuesday evening, Feb. 2d. II
stormy it will be postponed unti the next
fair evening.

Grange

County Deputy Harding will meet with
Farmers Pride Grange, Saturday evening,
Jan. JUth, for the purpose of installing thenofficers. It is hoped every member f the
■

Grange

will

be present.

Mystic Grange had two candidates h r the
second degrees last Saturday evening. The attendance and interest at the
meetings are increasing and interesting programs are presented.
first and

the regular meeting Jan. 20th of HillGrange, East Thorndike, the officers of
the Grange, whose election was recently
mentioned in The Journal, were installed
by Past Master H. L. Wing of Harvest
Moon Grange.
There was a large number
present, including visiting members from
Sunlight and Harvest Moon Granges. Slipper was served, after which a pleasant literary entertainment was presented.
At

The following officers were installed in
South Moutville Grange, No. 271, Jan. Pith :
Master, C. M. Howes: Overseer, G. F. Ran-

who are now entitled to take
first and second degree, and it is desired
that they be present next Saturday, in order
that the third and fourth may he conferred,
with harvest feast the Saturday following.
the

The

Palermo. Last Sunday was observed as
children’s day at the lirst Baptist church,
with a sermon by the pastor, I. N. Allen.
In the evening there was a concert consist-

ing

of

singing,

select

reading

and recita

The pulpit was removed and the rostrum was decorated with evergreen trees.
About two hundred persons were present.
Each part was well performed and the evening was much enjoyed by all-John Perkins returned from Boston last week and is
with his sister, Maria Marden.John
Black’s children were sick last week, but
I
tions.

|

are

improving

now.

j

literary

program

was

interesting

and

included the song “Some things are better
left unsaid,'’ by Worthy Master Mudgett.
The Social Season.

service.
Remarks were made by
pastors and others, showing tin- bent of
feeling to prevail and a union of efforts to
exist between the two societies.

The services at the Cniversaiist church

Sunday will he as f.- iows: Mo-utug
S
c-.
worship with sermon at p) 4o.
it
“Asleep at t he Post." Sunday >.
twelve aud Voiuig People's Christian
next

ug at six o’clock in The vestry.
Sunday s
observed generally throughout Cuiversaiist churches as Young People s Sunday and

■

in tin*

Division, U

for

keu of Portland will be present and w ill inspect the Division aud install the officers
prior to the ball.
A.

E.

Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans,

making preparations

for

is

the third of their

of assemblies to-morrow evening at
Odd Fellows’ Hall, and expect to make it
even more successful aud enjoyable than the
others. The music will be by Sanborn’s
Orchestra. Refreshments will be served.
The Camp also contemplates a Fourth of
March ball, at which a cane will be presented to the most popular man in Belfast, to be
decided by tickets, each holder of a 50-cent
ball ticket to be entitled to 5 votes, additional votes to be sold for 10 cents each.
Seaside C. L. S. Circle will meet

w

ith Mrs.

George R. Carter Monday afternoons during
February at 2 p. m.

: t

he

vest-rv

of the Cniversaiist last week the fob, w.uig
officers

elected:

were

Moderator,

,J. b

Wi

B. IveiSecy., C. E. Johnson Treas
Iey; Collector, Miss L. Lothrop Standing
Committee, Messrs. PC Cottrell, YV Libby
Richards, Miss Auuabelle Walker and Mrs.
J. PC Wilson. The parish was shown by reports to be in excellent, condition with no
outstanding hills, all property in good re-

son

;

pair and the

prospects bright.

The topic for the weekly prayer meeting
at the North church tins, Thursday evening
“Our Own Church Covenant, l Coi
: Ps. hi; Heb. 30:10 J."
The Hand
Books, containing the prayer meeting topics
will be reaily for distribution. The monthly ottering for home expenses will be re
eeived at the morning service next Sunday.

Mill be

1-: 1—-‘H

the C. E. S-e-.ety
Sunday afternm ti at <•
o’clock, for which a special program appropriate to “Endeavor Day" has been arranged. Lecture by the pastor at 7 o’clock.
The consecration service of
will

he

held

next

Services at the Baptist Church next S inwill Vie as follows. Morning worship
with sermon hy the pastor—subject, “Paul
in the Storm," Acts 27:25.
Meeting of the
Y. P. S. C. E. at
o’clock, to which all young

day

people are cordially invited. Subject of the
meeting, “Endeavorers loyal to Christ;
what will they do?’’ At 7 'dock there will
be a general praise ami preaching service
followed by the ordinance of baptism. The
will

sermon

W on”—Acts

be

upon “Tin

4:14.

The

that
include

Witness

music

will

following selections Morning—“There
Happy Laud," Mavy ami sol•- L heard
the Voice of Jesus say," Perry, b; Emery
the

is

a

White.

Evening—Selection “Kw II

y

Seen," Gaul, chorus; Solo, “Trusting
Thee," (’rowley, hy Mrs. Pitcher.

N.y
in

desire has been expressed by
me tor
series of evening services in the
M.
Unitarian Church. Tin pastor, Kev.
Leighton, has therefore arranged to g;ve a
The

R., K. of R., is prethe annual Knights of I’ythias
hall to be given in Belfast Opera House,
Friday evening, Feb. 10th. Col. E. C. MilliBelfast

evening services will take note

day appropriately.
At the annual parish meetingm the

■>

short

a

paring

union

the

Hall

course

tified with

of Joseph Hall Simonton, sou of
Hon. and Mrs. T. E. Simonton of Camden
and Miss Isabel Ormsby Cone at Brooklyn,
New York. [Rockland Star.

no

dyspepsia, with loss of
ambition and mental pow er, and

and if

Cards have been received announcing the

stops eating the moment his hunis the wise man. Nature
more food than she calls for.
Con-

appeased

tinued

sented

wedding

who

ger is

asked, “just to show that you are one of our
customers ;M but it appeared later that an
iron-clad note had been signed. People have
paid to pedlars from $3 to $5, and even more,
for spectacles which any of our local dealers
would gladly supply for $1. In fact, the
prices of the pedlars are alwrays excessive,

the community, pays his share of
the taxes, and is here to stay. Why, then,
pay to an outsider, who is here to-day and
gone to-morrow, perhaps double the price
for an article that is often inferior and sometimes worthless? Why sign your name to a
note that may cause your property to be attached later by a foreign holder and lead to
infinite trouble and expense?

Charles Frohock and daughter, Ida, of
Lincolnville were in town Thursday. Miss
Frohock was on her way to Worcester,
Mass., where she will spend several weeks,

we

twelve persons

The man who eats because he is hungry, is
thus far, on a level with the brutes. The

obtained.jhe signatures
to notes in such

Sewall Knight of Castleton, Dakota, visited friends in Waldo county recently. He
was a guest of Adelbert
Knight of this city
last Thursday.

feel confident our method of manufacturing and of dealing with our customers
will insure us ample business for the w’hole
years

dall; Lecturer, Bertha Adams; Steward, E.
S. Adams; Asst. Steward, W. W. Lunt;
Chaplain, Mrs. Rachel Morse; Treasurer, C.
F. Conner; Secretary, B. F. Knowles; Gate
Keeper, Arthur Morse; Pomona, Alice ProcD. C. Greenlaw and F. L. Libby shipped
tor; Flora, Nellie Adams; Ceres, Mrs. C. E.
last Saturday 4 oxen and 11 cows. One pair
Gilman; L. A. S., Hattie Gilman. The offiof oxen were raised by Mr. Greenlaw and cers were installed
by Past Master C. S.
weighed 4,000 pounds.
Adams. The Grange is prospering finely.
Seaside Grange had an attendance of
The local ice dealers begin cutting this
week with good clear ice from 13 to 15 inches more than a hundred last Saturday evening,
thick. Capt. J. W. Burgess is cutting on including visitors from Farmers’ Pride,
Ritchie
and Equity
Little River and Gurney’s Pond, and T. P. Granite, Frederic
Logan & Sou on Goose River. The egg Granges. The third and fourth degrees
dealers, milkmen, marketmen, etc., are lay- were conferred on a class of eleven, ami six
new
names
were
There are
proposed.
ing in their supplies from the usual sources.

The lightning rod game is a thing of the
past, but is not yet forgotten by its victims.
Since then $3,000 has been taken out of the
farmers of Waldo county by a gang from the
West, who put in grafts at four times the

price

President Nathaniel Butler of Colby Unia Camden boy, of whom our old
has abundant reason to be proud.
[Camden Herald.

versity is

town

Speaking locally, my own firm are supplied with orders for as many shoes as we
can make in the next six
weeks, and we
confidently expect such a liberal receipt of
orders during that time, as to cause us to
run our plant to its
largest capacity through
the spring months, and, judging from past

Geo. T. Read made some alterations in the
spool wood machinery of A. S. Pendletou of
Unity, last week.

are

heartfelt sympathy
and sorrow of this Assembly be extended to
her husband in his affliction.
Resolved, That these resolutions he placed upon the records and a copy thereof be
transmitted to the husband and father of
our deceased sister by the K. of R. and S. of
this Assembly.
Miss Emma Welch,
Mrs. A. A. Knight, > K. of R. & S.
Mrs. A. Whitney. )

Buy

eoinber.

year.

side

The Belfast representatives arrived home
Tuesday evening, and the friends of the
game are to meet in Belfast Opera House
Friday evening to make arrangements for
the season. It is proposed to lease and tit
up the Howes lot in the rear of Congress

worthy of our respect and regard.
Resolved, That we sincerely condole with
the family of the deceased on the dispensation with which it has pleased Divine Providence to afflict them, and commend them
for consolation to him who orders ail things
for the best, and
meant in mercy.

manufacturing

Mrs. Leroy Cobbett and four children of
Brattleboro, Vt., returned home Saturday
from a visit toiler mother, Mrs. C. O. Ma-

in-

dustry in general is not being pushed at this
time, and in some cases is very nearly or
quite “shut down,’’ I am expecting to see a
revival in this industry in the near future.
I can see no reason why the
year 1897
should not witness as many shoes "manufactured in Maine as in any year of its
past
history. And, taking into consideration the
increased number of shoe
manufacturing
establishments which will probably be
operated in Maine, over any previous year,
also my strong belief that
general business
is to revive to a very
large extent, and with
it the manufacture of shoes, I feel
very confident that the number of pairs of shoes,
and hence the amount of labor employed in
the industry in Maine in the year 1897, will
greatly exceed the amount for any previous

The Maine League of Professional Base
Ball clubs was formally organized at a meet-

ing held at the Tontine hotel, Brunswick,
Jail. 25.
Delegates were present from Portland, Bangor, Lewiston, Rockland and Belfast.
The following officers were elected:
President, Elmer F. Woodbury; vice president, Lawrence F. Smith, Bangor; secretary
and treasurer, M. J (iarrity, Lewiston. The
circuit committee elected is M. J. (iarrity of
Portland, Thomas Haugh of Belfast, Mr.
Richards of Augusta and Chris. Toole of
Bangor. It was voted to levy an assessment
of fifty dollars on each club to be paid in
monthly instalments for the secretary’s salThe circuit will
ary and for protection.
probably include Portland, Lewiston, BanA salgor, Augusta, B lfast and Rocklaud.
ary list of $900 per month was adopted.
This includes salary of a manager. For
any club that violates this rule there will be
a penalty of £50.
Umpires will be paid £5 a

of R. & S.

every

snoe

|

)

in

wniie me

Maine’s Base Ball League.

Belfast, Nov. 3. 1898.
Primrose Assembly Pythian Sisterhood.
Whereas, in view of the second loss we
have sustained by the decease of our friend
ami sister, Mrs. Cora V. Stephenson, and of
the still heavier loss sustained by those who
were nearest and dearest to her, therefore
be it
Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to
the memory of the departed to say that in
regretting her removal from our midst we
for

at

■

game.

mourn

mi

Press Association.
There are numerous indications that there
be much more industrial occupation for
labor in Belfast this year, than in former
The Churches.
years, and as this is the basis of prosperity,
the opportunity of labor to find full employment at a fair remuneration, 1 am confidentWe learn that the work under Bro. 'Veils
business.
ly expecting much better times, as regards is going on finely at Belfast. He finds he
The business of manufacturing shoes is al- business, for Belfast
during the year of 18i7 has a pleasant settlement and the parish has
most at a standstill at the present time, ow- than for the past few years.
an excellent pastor and
preacher. [Gospel
I think general business will
ing to a recent rise in the price of hides, folimprove very Banner.
lowed by somewhat of a rise in the price of decidedly. 1 hope it will not boom. I would
The Rockland District Ministerial Assoleather and an attempt, on the part of shoe rather see a gradual return of
prosperity
manufacturers, to establish an advance in and development of business in generai, ciation and Epworth League convention will
the price of shoes. Similar advances in the than to see it start off with too much of a
meet in the Methodist
Episcopal church,
prices of hides, leather and shoes in the last, rush. The conditions are not ripe for a very
few years having been lost after a short large increase of general business, nor will
Thomaston, February stli, ‘>tli and 10th.
time, the purchasers of shoes have become they be for some time to come. Bur r think
The Methodist Sunday
school awarded
exceedingly wary, and, 1 suppose, feeling the conditions are sure to come iu 1897.
the prizes f<»r securing the greatest number
that this rise has not come to stay, are holdMaine enterprise is sure to secure its share
off re-ordering to the utmost limit consisof this returning prosperity, so that wiiile I
of pupils for six nmuths as fallows
first.
tent. with carrying on their business.
know but little with regard to local condiThis
Miss Freda CouU : secoud, Miss F.fhe' Sa\
is only a local disturbance, meaning by lotions affecting other industries, I should
say
cal, a disturbance confined to this industry without hesitancy that all industries located ery; third, Master Winfield Hopkins
aloue.
It will naturally solve itseif within
in Maiue will be much more
The Young People’s Christian I n ai of
prosperous in
in the year 1897, than they have been in the
a short time.
the l niversalist Church went t,u tic- N< rth
fcdioes are Oeiug wi.w.
Saiiie extent
two years.
past
* '.K
as usual aud necessarily jobhSrSa“?l
*
errs irui.v,
1 wr
Bnndav and with the Young
ers of shoes will have to replenish their j
A. C. Sibley,
1 People’s Society
of
Christian Emieax
stock sooner or later.
I think very soon. !
Pres. Belfast Board of Trade.
of that church,
held a very interest-

Mae ingaiio, au«i ..t
the still heavier loss sustained by those who
were nearest and dearest to her; and
Whereas, it is but just tliat a recognition
ol her many virtues should be had; therefore : be it
Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to
the memory of the departed, to say that in
regretting her removal from our midst vve
mourn for one who was in every way worthy
of our respect and regard.
Resolved, That we sincerely condole with
the family of the deceased on the dispensation with which it has pleased Divine Providence to afflict them, and we commend them
for consolation to him who orders all things
for the best, and who’s chastisements are
meant in mercy.
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of
Primrose Assembly be extended to her
mother in her affliction.
Resolved, That these resolutions he placed
upon the records of the Assembly, and a
copy thereof be transmitted to the mother
of the deceased Sister by the K. of U and S.

Mrs. A. A. Knight,
Mrs. A. Whitney.

vuuuuiv.

Belfast, Jan. 2, 1897.
My Dear Mr. Blandiny:
In response to your inquiries in letter of
Dec. 30th, with regard to the business outlook in general aud prospects for Maine
business in particular for the year 1897, and
especially with regard to the line of business in which I am engaged, that of shoe
manufacturing, I can only give my views
with regard to the outlook for my especial

Respect.

of this Assembly.
Miss Emma Welch,!

uujilivao

Indications Tor Belfast’s Leading Industry.
During the closing hours of 1896 the Industrial Journal of Bangor addressed to a
limited number of prominent business men
in different sections of Maine, largely Board
of Trade officials, a letter asking for their
views as to the business outlook for 1897,
suggesting that, “It would be pertinent to
treat of the business situation in your own
immediate vicinity, and also throughout the
State, and it would be specially valuable if
you touch upon those lines of business with
which you are most intimately associated.”
The result was a most interesting collection
of letters, published in the Industrial Journal last week. Among them was the following letter from the President of the Belfast
Board of Trade:

Belfast, Nov. 3rd, 1890.
Primrose Assembly No. (», Pythian Sisterhood.
Whereas, in view of the first loss by death
ui

SIBLEY, PRESIDENT BELFAST BOARD OF TRADE.

Favorable

with
white
chiffon and
white
satin
ribbon, wearing a cluster of pink roses.
The church was very charmingly decorated
for the occasion in evergreen and cut fiowers.
From the chandeliers
there were
steamers of evergreen, which ran back to
the sides and corners of the church, and
around the sides of the building were placed
wreaths made of spruce and evergreen. On
the altar was placed many beautiful pinks.
After the ceremony was performed, the
newly married couple received many congratulations from their friends who were
present. They were also the receipients of
many beautiful and costly presents. Mr:
and Mrs. Greeley have many friends, both
at their home and in this city, who wish
them every happiness. [Rockland Daily Star
Jan. 20.

.>,oaoc

Bangor arrived
her father, B. P.

Misses Ellie Wardwell and Emma Ivuowlof Camden visited Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Hubbard the past week.

mony was performed at the Episcopalian
Church, Rev. Mr. Phelps of Thomaston officiating. It was exactly 7 o’clock when the
couple entered the church, the groom coming from the east side, accompanied by the
best man, E. J. Clifton, and the bride entered from the west side, accompanied by ilie
bridesmaid, her sister, Miss L. L. Hoimes.
They marched to the altar to the sweet
strains of the wedding march, which was
rendered by Miss Ella Orne. The bride was
very beautifully dressed in a blue silk, trimmed with white lace and blue silk ribbon,
wearing a bouquet of bride’s reses. The
bridesmaid, Miss L. L. Holmes, was handsomely gowmed in white silk, trimmed

>i

to visit

ton

Greeley-Holmes. Two of Swanville’s
! popular young
people, Miss Esther Marie
Holmes and Elbridge B. Greeley, were
united in marriage last evening. The cere-

we have susi.'t’nen iv
iriena ana sister, Miss

J. Pottle is at home from Brockton,
a vacation.

N.

roses,

Resolutions of

visited

Mass., for

payment had to be made.
warnings of this kind it behooves our
farmers to be chary of signing their names
at the behest of a glib-tongued agent. In
the case of the grafting crew signatures were

continue with unabated interest. Elders Stairs and Kinney are faithful workers
and there are many converts.

trict

— —■

W.

many

very

■■■■■

Norwood-Shepherd. One of the prettiand most perfectly appointed home weddings of the season took place Wednesday
morning of this week at the beautiful residence oi Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Shepherd, Rockport. The contracting parties were Dr. Joseph Frederick Norwood, a young and rising physician, whose family name has so
long held a prominent place in business and
social circle, of his native town, and Miss
Minnie Pierson, only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Shepherd, the father being President of
the well known firm of the S. E. & H. L.
Shepherd Co. The fair bride was lovely in
an elegant gown of white satin, with the conventional veil, and carried a bouquet of
white roses. Miss Maude Norwood, sister
of the groom and maid of honor, was charming in white tulle over pink silk, and carried in her band a cluster of lovely pink
roses.
Mr. Joseph F. Shepherd, brother of
the bride, looked and did his best as “best
man’’ to the happy groom, and the whole
party were attended by two merry sprites of
hoys, who bore the white ribbons, between
which the bridal group entered the drawingroom to the sweet strains of Mendelssohn’s
Wedding March. The house was elaborately decorated hv Mrs. Mather, the Rockland

that

pleasantly spent-Mr.
James Jacobs was quite ill during the past
week. His friends arc glad to see him out
agaiu_Miss Alma Partridge of Prospect
visited friends in this vicinity last week_
Mr. Isaac Partridge has arrived home from
Northern Maine, where he has had employment in a logging camp. He will attend the
Robert's district. High school the remainder
of the term_Mr. Truman Lathrop is attending the winter school at, Prospect village_The meetings in the Lanpher disevening

■

est

usual

Masters
North Stockton Springs.
Willie Jacobs and Clifford Staples are suffering from severe sore throats-The
Centre district Sunday school ruet at Mr.
Emery Calderwood’s last Monday evening.
An excel laut program was enjoyed and the

■■

Wedding Bells.

of their customers

Colley.

.1

JANUARY 28, 1897.

and looked a veritable bower of beaua fit setting for the charming wedding
Jan. 2<>. There was a short session of ty.
true lovers knot of
both branches of the legislature this morn- party grouped under the
white fiowers at the rear of the room. The
ing. A large number of bills of a routine beautiful and solemn service of the
Episcopal
nature were introduced.
Church was most impressively read by the
Billings of Waldo introduced an act au- Rev.
Rector of St. Thomas,
Jones,
Henry
thorizing the governor and council to ex- Camden. A delicious
wedding breakfast
ecute a contract with the Camden and Rockwas served to the intimate friends and near
land Water Co. for a supply of water for
relatives of both families, after which Dr.
fire and other purposes for the Maine State
and Mrs. Norwood, amid a shower of good
prison: Also several petitions for woman’s
wishes, rice, old shoes, and white ribbons,
suffrage and for a reformatory prison for took
their departure for a short trip to Monwomen.
treal. They will he at home, Rock port, to
In the house, Hamilton of Biddeford in- I
receive their friends after the tenth of Febtroduced as act providing for an increase of
ruary. [Camden Herald.

punishment for forging and counterfeiting,
to at least ten years in State prison.
Walton of Skowhegan introduced an act
to prohibit the manufacture and sale of
cigarettes in Maine, which was referred to
the committee on temperance.
Philbrook of Wat< rville presented a peti-

■

six brief lectures on subjects .-eargood citizenship and social rder.
ws
The subjects to be treated are as f.
Some By-thoughts on Education: The Leisure Part ot Education; Concerning the llelations of the Strong to the Weak : To Gain
course

ing

of

upon

Income, ami to avoid Waste and ExtravThe Problem of Crime and the
Treatment of Offenders ; Tin Humane Treatment of Animals. These discourses will be
delivered fortnightly, beginning next Sunday. Jan. 51st. Special music, both vocal
an

agance;

and

instrumental, Mill be a feature of these
Next Sunday morning the pastor
will preach on the subject,
Works and
Days.” In the evening at 7 o’clock, lecture
No. 1, subject: “Some By-thoughts on Edu-

services.

cation.”
Pine Tree

Circle, King’s Daughters, will
Kimball, No. 2 Miller
Monday eveuiug.

meet with Mrs. W. A.

street, next

The Little Orphan.

uncle.
a

into this house just as
soon as your feet will bring you!
You
have been sauntering around playing with

“Lena,

come

lamb all of live minutes and not

that

dish have you washed.
understand that there is
du

a

I want you to
some work to be

Danforth had accumulated

Mr.

large

of wealth out West.

amount

had visited foreign
travels there was a

lands; but
drawing in

towards his native land,

i

of his

1

Maine

The

his heart

thought

country

angels
hardly

for years.
keep his

in i.i.s house to-day.
It is ironing'
It seemed almost*that
eyes from Lena.
day,
churning has got to lie done, his
sister was with him again.
When lie1
sim : besides your pa has got a man helpleft home she was about Lena’s age.
It
iijg him. and we shall have two men to !
was a sad thought that his letters never
dinner
and
for.
supper
get
reached her; and to think how much he
it i.s just as 1 said before, not one
might have done for her and her child.
will
to
Smart’s
step
Myra
you go
party Mr. Danforth
was a noble hearted man
this afternoon unless you handle yourself \
and did not live for self alone.
this
forenoon.”
quite nimbly
It was a sad day for Mr. Jackson, for
The thought of the party made Lena \
he felt that Lena would go home with her
feel that she could do almost as much ;
uncle.
She had twined around his heart
work as a woman could. She went about
and he could not bear the thought of
her dishes and it was not long before the
parting with her.
work was done in the pantry, and well
As for Mrs. Jaeksou, her first thoughts
<h ne. Her next job was churning, and in
were about self, as usual.
She began to
a short time the cream was changed to
think that her burdens in life might be a
butter.
little heavier and that her “morning
The next work was ironing; and when
naps” would be among the things that
it was time to prepare dinner Lena had
were after Lena left.
In being deprived
the ilolling all done but the starched
of sweet sleep in the morning perhaps
clothes.
Mrs. Jackson chose to iron
there was an opportunity for her to see
them herself.
the sun rise iu all his majesty, if she had
liefore the clock struck twelve, Lena
eyes to see.
had prepared tlie dinner and called the
After Mr. Danforth had made arrangen eu.
As soon as the noon meal was over
ments with Mr. and Mrs. Jackson to take
in
ii. to do up the work, and in a very
Lena home with him, it seemed that her
it thm- everything was put in order,
longings and aspirations were about to be
slu put the last thing in place,
fulfilled.
i11 ii : ! cr ii.\me called from the sitThe day that Mr. Danforth with Lena
,’ L
*m. and as she opened the door
left for his western home, Mr. Jackson
Mik-- n said,
1
want
to
Lena,
you
could not keep the tears from falling; he
ai
daik gingham dress to the
ui
felt that the light was going out of their
ne

j

'\v

woods for
ii

‘lieii
ai

>

-.

home.

Result of

In

know-

no

*‘y«

I want, you to
wash tin- supper
,cst of the chores.*

m

s

she

i*

in*"

1

from Mr.

right

CURED BY TAKINC

Cherrr
A VPP’g
O

iV I

not

feel

Consulted

A.

ilr: t;.

:

I

|

pai ;y.
n -ailv ago J.mia

a

im;

or.
!

neiglibor-

;i

got along wonderfully in
< Mien

doubly

was

li\id in

1

a

let-

to

she wiote

and

Ml.

her

and sent messages of love
She could
Jackson,

never forget Mr.
Jackson’s kindness and
fathers deatli. |
she tried very hard to kindly remember
and 1-st his life in a |
Mrs. Jackson.
There was too much real
\ >t lung after Mr.
1 i;i:c 1
mil
g.
refinement and politeness in Lena for her
!,iiis<-1: > death Mis. Hanson moved into
to nurse an offended dignity.
*
A.- her health was delicate,
T
any.
As the wheels of time rolled round
the
>hr ti.ought
change might be beneLena was an assistant teacher in a semiviai: but it was not long before her health
nary not far from her uncle’s, and not a
failed.
time elapsed before she was united
i
t:.■ was an only child.
Mrs. Hanson's long
in marriage with one of the professors in
She had
gi '-a', anx ct\ was for hei child.
the seminary.
Iler prospects look bright
l-» iclatixes hut a brother (if living) who
for a happy life.
JruA C. Mi im.ett.
v. .-nt West years before.
As her strength
Stockton Springs.
tailed she felt that she must make arrangeShe knew she had
imnts about Lena.
Ocean to Great Lakes.
little to leave her. Lena was a
but
.a:

il

liia

man.

■;

w;s a

alter i

Prospect,

active child of six

bright,

intuitively,and

seemed to know

understanding than

She

summers.

Keport of

had better

to-day
deep

Father to

a

It

;c»t.

he:

i’li

w

|. 1 e

1

ut

»

w

i ut such a one
■old feel at home with.
ted

ai

good
wh

a

o.se

since.

Mow

Ian

d.

go.

«‘in

s*

looketh

l>ut

eaiaiK'c.

on

an
in

Jackson could

the

uncommon

ght be quite

see

that Lena

it
to

give the little orphan a home. .She soon
found that she was just the child to suit
hoi.

well

as

as

-Jackson knew
n

graves

nothing

never

Mrs.

about

had

She dill not realize how much the

•over.

little orphan's heart yearned for

a

j

mother’s

with

this

|

make-up.

She had

a

lovely

Her unselfishness endeared

her

acquaintances.

to

been

her

changes

no

There

had

until

she

for Lena

reached her sixteenth year.
One morning as she was busily
in household work she heard

door, and
tall nice
had

she

opened

rap at the
it she found a
a

fooking

passed

inquiry

as

man, who years before
His first
the meridian of life.

was

if

a

Mr.

Jackson resided

there.
Lena called Mr. Jackson and in his conversation he found the stranger

SETTER THAN ALL OF THEM.

Mocha coffee from Yemen in Arabia, is
reputed
to he the best; hut the
principal supplies are now
obtained from Ceylon, Java, the West Indies
Brazil and Central America. No matter where it
comes

engaged

was

Lena’s

Some objected to the tax not being equa!
to all for schools, and some said if the
State was
schools

going

underlings

in

take

to

and leave
each

charge

town

to

large part of the inefficiency

them, they
would

favored and
cue

of the

small remnant

a

whole

as

charge

a

to

schools tc

hoped

the State

responsibility

and

raise the money by a State tax and take
care of
the schools and let the towns
alone.

Some

(i It A N IFF.

IXIH'STUV.

thought that with

county supervisors and with grouped towns, and superintendents using all their time, it would
be expensive.
Some thought that with
efficient and better methods of teaching
the smartest scholars would get through

mi: LIMESTOXK

Ol’KATIOXS.

|

product by

building.

81,000,000;

|

disagreed

falling
industry
commenting

turning
State, taking

product

entirely
largely

particularly
production
notably
creased, perhaps

business, ability

thought
change
dawning

alleged

from, every berry of it contains caffeine
a slow poison. The more coffee
you drink

which is

the more your nerves are disordered and
upset
and your digestion injured.
Coffee makes you
fidgety and wakeful, then you take sedatives to

quiet you. A bad business all around. Break it
t up by using Grain-O instead of coffee. Made
from pure grains it is a true food and
body-builder
as well as a delightful and healthful
beverage.
Make this change and you will soon cease to real-

ize that you have a nerve in your system. The
coming table drink is Grain-O. Consult your
grocer. Packages I5e. or 26c. each—one-fourth
the cost of coffee.
Im2

probably

pervision. Some thought that
put all the money for two

to

we

ought

terms

of

schools into one term and hire the very
best teacher.
Some thought the town
never had
money enough to hire the best
teachers.

Some thought there were too
many young and inexperienced teachers.
Some thought that if there was a
good

tuberculosis,
George
Bailey
representing
Commmission, writes an exchange:

“One of these agitators has told me that
lie believes in making such an estimate as
will keep up the excitement and get a
larger appropriation from the State so that
more tuberculosis testing will be done and
there will be more business for those engaged in it.”

Of course all will be glad that public
attention has been aroused, and milkmen
generally are having their cows tested,
but exaggeration has been unnecessary
teacher here they could get better
pay and some
statements that have been sent
somewhere else.
Some thought it was
out have bee.i injurious to the
State,
unjust the way we fared for schools com- whose herds will average healthier than
with
the cities.
pared
Some thought if those of any other part of New England.
With regard to the estimate of 17 per
we had State
supervision altogether, all
cent, of our cows being
diseased, Dr.
officials would be of the party in power.
Bailey wishes it to be
underAbout this time a Normal student read a stood that no member of the Cattle Comspeech from the President of Bowdoin mission endorses such wild cat statements
He adds:
College about the schools in Maine, and
“When it is realized that we have over
that stirred up some more
talk.
Grange
200,000 head of cattle in this State, and that
Some thought President Hyde talked in order to have one per cent, of them affected it, would amount to over 2,000 head of
good, and if what he said actually did diseased
ones, and that the last report of the
come to pass sometime in the future it Cattle Commissioners shows that
hut 202
would he better than other States are do- head were found during 1890, it would seem
to be about time to stop talking. The Cattle
ing. Some thought it was customary Commissioners have proved their case by
everywhere to report schools deficient and actual results and such reports only work
mischief to a good cause. The statement
wanting in nearly everything.
Some that Dr. Choat makes this week is unfair,
thought the large amount of money for for we killed but two cows at Lewiston on
Tuesday, one of which showed the disease
schools was one cause why so
many as- and the other did not; and while he menpiring champions of schools were so anx- tions killing 14 head of young stock at Minot
Center, all more or less diseased, he forgets
ious to impart knowledge for their fu- to
state that he tested 18 cows at the
very
ture benefit.
next
farm and they proved to be all sound.”
Some thought that these
A controversy has arisen over this subgreat champions were off their base some
between the Maine Cattle Commiswhen they recommended grand views and ject
sioners and the Veterinarians’ Associacostly pictures of the great masters to tion.
adorn the interior of a small
country
school house. Some thought the country
Condensed Testimony.

distinctly

people

had better try to get accustomed
to the former doses they have had to
swallow about schools, and turn afl over
to State supervision. Some thought the
schools

were

always

good

enough.

[Granger.
Even catarrh, that dread breeder of conto the healing influences
of Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

sumption, succumbs
HOOD’S

PILLS

Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. Ail Druggists.
cure

Chas. B. Hood, Broker and Manufacturer’s
Agent, Columbus, Ohio, certifies that Dr.
King’s New Discovery has no equal as a
Cough remedy.
J. D. Brown, Prop., St.
James Hotel, Ft. Wayne, Ind., testifies that
he was cured of a Cough of two years standing, caused by La Grippe, by Dr. King’s
New Discovery, B. F. Merrill, Baldwius-

ville, Mass.,

says that he has used ami
ommended it and never knew it to fail

rec-

and

would rather have it than any doctor, beit always cures. Mr. Hemming, 222
E, 25th St., Chicago, always keeps it at
hand and has no fear of Croup, because it
instantly relieves. Free Trial Bottles at
Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
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erty.
Executive Committee—W. G. Hunter
of lteadfield.
Member of experiment station council—
B. Walker McKeen of Fryeburg.
New members seated for three years—
John J. Frye of Portland, John L. Talbot
of Andover, L. O. Stevens of Newfield,
•J. H. Goodwin of St. Albans, T. E. Skolfield of Brunswick, and Nathan Hinckley
of Blue Hill.
Messrs. Straw and Skol•
field were re-elected.
The secretary and treasurer of the
board hold over, as their terms do not expire this year. In the afternoon the reports of the secretary and executive committee were presented, and a paper was
delivered by Prof. Charles D. Woods,
member from the State college, on “Influence of Width of Tires on Draft of

Washing

Powder

cleans everything and
cleans it quickly and cheaply.
It

Chicago,

Wagons.”

In his annual address, Secretary McKeen referred to the subject of tuberculosis, and said: “I believe that the suppression of disease depends more largely
upon proper sanitary conditions than upon
the killing of animals, and am of the opinion that there should be a rigid inspection
of barns and stables by some competent
authority. It would seem that a part of
the money appropriated by the State for
extirpating contagious diseases could better be used for this purpose than in
paying foi animals after they have fallen a
prey to disease.”
In speaking of the low price which
Maine farmers are receiving for wool, and
the remedy for the state of things which
exist. secretary McKeen said: “It is generally understood that there is a very large
amount of shoddy used in the manufacture "i so-called woolen
goods, a fact which
tends very much to lower the price of
wool in our markets and lessen the income
of our sheep raisers.
1 am informed that
in many instances there is but ;i
very small
amount of wool used in much of tin* cloth
is
which
supposed to be all wool. This is !
^
iii the nature of au adulteration and an j
■
the
as
well as
imposition upon
purchaser,
One county in the
upon the producer.
Mate in which the people are
particularly
interested in sheep raising has taken concerted action to endeavor to bring this
matter to the att« ntion of our Legislature,
thinking that perhaps some law may b<‘
passed that will remedy the evil, wholly
oi in part.
1 believe the exigencies of the
ease demand prompt action, and think all
the States in sections where sheep raising
can be made more
profitable should unite
in the passage of some uniform laws on
the subject.

.) j
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Powers of Maine finds cause for

congratulation in the fact that the young
men are no
longer leaving the State to
seek homes in the West.
The migration

of young and middle aged men has been
for two or three generations a tremendous
drain upon the population of Maine and
other New England States, and now that
it is gradually ceasing it will
probably be
followed by a broader development of the
resources of that section. These resources
have been misunderstood and
ignored
in the eager rush to the more attractive
regions of the West, and there can be no
doubt that with the application of native
energy to their own fields of enterprise
the New England States will
experience
within the next twenty years a greater expansion of their material interests than
they have ever enjoyed. [New York Mail
and Express.

Open

Yv inters.

A

A

(iood Pocket Knife, 25c.

A

good trade in'*1*"

One of the most remarkable “promicitizens” on earth is evidently Major
William Dickey of Fort Kent, Me., who
has again come to his hotel room in the
capital city to serve his 27th consecutive
term in the Maine legislature.
He represents a Republican district, of
course, for
there are few of any other kind this year
down in Maine and his district always has
been Republican, for the mat ter of that.
The Gladstone of the Maine legislature,
however, is a life long Democrat and for
25 of his 27 elections he has been sent to
Augusta without opposition. He also
served in the legislature from 1842 to 1801
when he went to the war and attained to
the rank of major.
[Providence News.
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room
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And we guarantee all good
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Underwear, $1.CO,

Swits Conde
Natural Wool

Heavy

Fleeced Lined Wool
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Camel’s Hair
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“
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“
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“
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Boys’ Underwear at the same reduction.
Mens and Boys’ Outside Shirts
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“
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“
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“
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“
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Hosiery

Hundreds of articles that
he room to mention.
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STAPLES & COTTRELL, 12 Main
RONCHITIS
The inflammation,soreness,cough,purulent <lis« h.trues,.!I *
and weakness which accompany this disea
m

r-.iwo lira

pETOlEyM

Legislative Gladstone.

nent

(iood Sleigh for

A (loud Razor. 50.

PLEASE CALL AND SEE

This is remarkably mild weather for so
late in January, certainly, but it will not
do to conclude that the winter is to be
escaped, says the Portland Transcript.
31anv winters like this can he recalled,
(apt. Allied Oliver of the Forest Queen]
says that, about :>8 years ago lie was on a
towboat run by ('apt. William Willard,
who had a contract, to keep the harbor
free from ice, for which he was to get
*500 for the season.
Up to the first of
March there had not been any more ice
than there is at present, and as Capt.
\\ ilia ixl came aboard that day, he exclaimed; k*I don’t believe we are going to half
earn our pay this
year!” But the next
day a mighty cold wave struck this reand
ebb
tide for a week the
gion,
every
towboat was kept busy keeping open a
channel through the ice for vessels.
Maine’s

Paints and Oils.

Churns, $1.00 to $5.00.

j

in

Steel rind Iron, ?

and Handle, 75c.

W m. E.
Mason was elected United
States Senator in joint session of the ll- I
linois Legislature, Jan. 20th.
The vote
was:
3lason, 125, Altgeld, 77; divided as
follows: Senate, Mason, :’»7; Altgeld, 1:1;
House, Mason, 88; Altgeld, 04. The joint
session passed unanimously a resolution
eulogizing and endorsing Shelby M. Cullom for cabinet position.
White £11 Wco!
Men

\

HARDWARE.

United States Senator.
Teller appeared and accepted the honor in an
elaborate speech, in the course of which
lie discussed national affairs.

Young

2

it) 1)0 THIS.

Mrs. Potts’ Irons t>5c.

as

Maine’s

\ r

WE til ARANTLii

joint session of two Houses of the
legislature in Denver, Col., Jan. 20th,
elected Henry 31. Teller to succeed him-

self

r
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package like
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follows:

The last report of the geological survey
also sums up the magnitude of the gran: ite
industry in the State for a year,
j MaineLs granite product, quarried from
j1 her rock-ribbed hills, was worth $1,400,000.
The paving Mocks cut during the
The granite
year were worth $030,0(53.
I output by years from 1890 to ls94 was as
| foil *ws: 18<>0,$2,227.S3'.'; 1801, $2,200.0:0;
; 1802, $2,300,000; 1803, $1,274,074: ami
it will be seen that
1804, $1,771,030.
j there has been a marked falling off in the
j amount of business that the granite linns
j of the State have been doing in the last
! four or five years.
The geological director says quite a large
number of small quarries have ceased
!
operations altogether for a time hut will
1
probably resume when general business
j improves. Operators who have continu d
through the past three years without inhave
complained of poor
j terruption
i business and constantly lowering prices,
i especially in paving blocks,
j The increasing use of asphaltum paveand of various kinds of paving
; ment,
United Sta es Senators Elected.
! bricks is beginning to be felt by producers
of Belgian blocks, which, on being thrown
Senator Jones of Nevada has re-electout in large cities, have declined sufficient ; ed himself with neatness and
despatch.
1 to allow of their use in some towns that
Connecticut is to be commended for rehave hitherto been content with macadam
j or
similar cheap paving material.
Some i electing Senator Platt.
of the producers of the finer kinds of
The re-election of Senator Gallenger by
granite are complaining of competition New Hampshire Republicans gives general
with Scotch granite, which, they say, is I satisfaction.
more profitable to dealers than the AmeriIn choosing ('. W. Fairbanks to succeed
can.
Senator Voorhees, tlie Indiana RepubliTHE EXTENT OF THE SLATE INDUSTRY.
cans appear to have made no mistake.
The last geological report also deals
Roth branches of the Missouri Legiswith the slate product, which in Maine
lature met in joint session, Jan. 20tli, and
was 23,774 squares, worth $118,701, while
slate was quarried for other purposes to George Graham Vest was formally rethe value of $21,303.
The value of the elected United States Senator.
product by years is given as follows, 1890;
Ex-Congressman Wm. A. Harris was
Tool,
-—-.ft
ftOO. 1 *<):> sg.")0 000
$.219,000'
nnmlnotoJ
I'uitorl
StatOK
Son'jtnr from
The re- Kansas to succeed Wm. A.
1893, $139,200; 1894, $140,838.
PetTer
the
port says the quarries in Piscataquis Populist caucus Jan. 20th, on theby
*11th
county yielded an output valued at ballot.
Of this value $118,791 repre$140,174.
The vote for Senator in North Carolina
sents the value of 23,774 squares of roofwhile
the remainder is the value on the joint ballot Wednesday resulted:
ing slate,
of milled
stock.
The roofing
slate Pritchard,
Republican, 88; Thompson,
commands a price well above the average Populist, 4J; Houghton, Democrat, JJ.
Pritchard’s majority of the vote cast is 12.
for the country.

ly.

little ; commissioners, though
comprehensive as
the time and facilities at their disposal
persketch Lena had lived in Mr. Jackson's !
mited, does not definitely deal with the work
1
family six years; and a more capable child they were called upon to consider and omits
some other details related to it.
Thus far
ould not be found. She very easily learn- I
they have labored without compensation
ed to do any kind of work and had good j and part of the small sum appropriated for
the payment of their expenses still remains
judgment for a child.
unexpended. I suggest to the Congress the
Before she was twelve years of age she propriety of making economical
provision
would get up in the morning and prepare for such further prosecution of their work as
will more fully
develop the information
the breakfast while Mrs. Jackson was en- necessary to act and
a complete understanding of this interesting and important subject.
io\ing her morning nap.
GliOYKR Cleveland.
Mr. Jackson realized what a treasure
I lie report of the water
ways commisIf
he
ever
was
in
the
Lena
family.
sion gives a detailed account of the work
'.thought there was too much required of i ot the commission and after
considering
He was ; the question in various aspects, presents
he: he wisely kept it to himself.
these conclusions:
:
only nominally at the head of the family,
I hat it is entirely feasible to construct
foi the words of his “better half” were
such canals and develop such channels as
will
be adequate to any scale of
law in the household.
navigation that will be desired between the
told her !
great
Jackson sometimes
Mrs.
lakos to the seaboard and to conduct
xiiends that she was so lirm on the Lock | through the same
domestic aud foreign
that she did not think it possible for her : commerce, and that, in our opinion, it
.She often had misgivings will be wise to provide for securing a
to be moved.
channel of a navigable depth of not less
future state.
about her companion’s
than 20 feet.
if
she
had
read
“St.
at
Peter
the
That starting from the heads of Lakes
Perhaps
have
been
a
benefit to Michigan and Superior the more eligible
Gate,” it might
is through the several great lakes
route
her.
and their intermediate channels aud the
Lena had the advantages ot the district
proposed Niagara ship canal to Lake Onschools. She was an apt scholar and tario, and the Canadian seaboard
may be
bookishly inclined. All that hindered reached from Lake Ontario by the way of
her from feasting her mind on suitable the St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain
and Hudson river, or by the way of the
reading was want of time.
Oswego, Oneida, Mohawk valley and HudThe older she grew the more her son river.
her
real
worth.
It
was
friends praised
plain to be seen that there was fine material in her

brought

Till-:

such

as

disposition.

was

A great deal was
out for and against new methods.

proficiency

love.
At the commencement of

feature

schools.

our

thought
training,

a mothers
been any little
the church yard for her to weep

There

A"ve.

she could be suited.

interesting

the discussion of the best methods of im-

largest
everything
sibility. Still,
great

was

child, and she thought
advantage to herself

an

the most

teachers,

heart.''
Mrs.

a song from Melvin Clark,
and then supper spread by the sisters, am
you may be sure the Grangers did not neglect to perform their part.
At the last

body

outward apthe Lord looketh on the

“Man

Brauch Grange,
by Past

installed last week

Finally

be considered

to

Schools.

Forty

Mrs. Jackson

as

ijuile apt

an-

orphan

an

were
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President—J. W. Dudley of Castle Hill.
Vice President—W. II. Moody of Lib-

1

Maine’s product of limestone was worth
going to the town school at 12 years
similar commissioners as
of which 8000,000 is the value
of age instead of 1(5, as now; but the more 8700,000,
on behalf of Great Rritof the lime and 8100,000 of that used for
ain or the ihuninion <>i Canada, coucering efficient the schools are the shorter time j road
The value
making and for
the feasibility of the construction ol such a
the dull scholars will go o school.
! of the
years is given here:
canal as w;ii
enable
vessels engaged in
1
1800,
81,722,400; 1891, 81,200,000: 1S02,
ocean commerce to pass between the
great, years ago about all the scholars went to
lakes ami the Atlantic oc an, an I consent to
;
1802, 81,177,000; 1894, 8810,school until 21 years of age.
every- 08l).
Jt will he seen that there has been
action and the probable cost of such canals,
was in favor of better schools and ! a remarkable
with other facts and information in relation
off for the limestone
to construction and use.
in the State.
better
but
as to who
The commissioners have prosecuted the
In
on the
of Maine
should manage the schools.
But the
work assigned them with great y.eal aud
the report says that the limestone of
intelligence, resulting in the collection of a,
number favored
over
Maine
is
almost
burned into lime,
mass < ( information embodied in their reto the
which enters quite
no responinto the marport, and its accompanying exhibits, which is I
of great importance and interest as related
kets
of
the
more
there was not one but said
important cities on the
to the project subjected to their examination.
Atlantic coast,
New York.
that a
deal rested on the parents for
The advantages of direct and unbroken
Since 1802 the
has
dewater transportation of the products of our
the success of schools.
About teachers
on account of
competiwestern states and territories from conventhere were
various opinions.
Some tion with Canadian lime.
ient. points of shipment to our seaboard
ports
are plainly
a taste for the
palpable. The report of the commissioners contains, in my opinion, a deand
ought to give the best results
Tuberculosis in /Taine.
monstration of the feasibility of
securing
as teachers.
such transportation and gives ground for the
Some
the
in reference to
statements of a
anticipation that better and more uninter- in
as teachers is
slowMaine veterinarian sent broadcast over
rupted commerce through the plans suggestAbout
the
ed between the great lakes and
same
teachers
are
hired
the
to
the
effect
that
17 per cent,
foreign ports,
country
with the increase of national
prosperity now that were hired under the old dis- of the cows of Maine are afflicted with
which must follow in its train, will not
long trict
Dr.
II.
of
system and about the same teachers
escape American enterprise and activity.
the State Cattle
Portland,
It will be observed that the
teach under the State sureport of the will
ence

very kind

as

Indigestion.

on

Topsbam.

m.

reorganized and officers elected
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WASHING

You Can’t
Go Amiss

The annual meeting of the Maine board
agriculture was held at the rooms of

Augusta, Jan. 20tli, at 11
Seventeen out the 19 members of
the board were present.
The board was
a.

DOST

“

the board in

scientist out

!

After the installation the program
was full of enj >yable pieces,

proving

a

j

It
up.
ending with

meeting

of

continually compiling.

MAd.MTI

master, Win. II. Ginn, was one of the
charter members 22 years ago and served
as the first master,
with several terms
came

sends

might he appointed

the world goes.
to prosper and make a

woman

>

Illinois, appointed commissioners tinder the
authority of the law passed March 2, ISP.'*,
to make inquiry aim report after a confer-

well-to-do
Mr. Jackson

and

man

preliminary exdeep waterway

Cooley

home.

a
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7" the Sf>nuto and 11<>>>se of Ifep/'esentxitiees'
I herewith transmit the report of Messrs.
Jas. 11. Angell of Michigan ; John E. Russell,
of Massachusetts and Lyman E.
of

were

childless.

were

interesting
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the ocean to the great lakes.
He
accompanied it by the following message:

the house of many manbefore her death she arranged
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Hanson grew rapidly worse and in
time her weary hands were folded

daih
w

waterways commission,

its work

Mi

1

The President
sent to the House the report of the

rmr«nmr*<>

iiei.

>!';>.

deep waterway project
Congress.

on

Washington, Jan. is.

As the days passed Mrs. Hanher years.
son felt more resigned to leaving Lena,
she believed God would be

nltiee

sent to

children of twice

some

com

1

Master Arthur Boyd -»f Granite Grange,
assisted by Mrs. Boyd.
Our present

1

veiy

Cure

The officers of South

studies.

Mis.
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Grange Talk
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She
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People at all familiar with the mineral
resources of the State will underj
stand that there art gushing waters from
that
have
never
in
the
State
many springs
;
been utilized on account of distance from :
large towns or because the location is inaccessible.

Doctor
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Ayer’s

of

of great commercial
much so that the

water
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Ayer's Cherry Pectoral

After the little orphan got rested she
began hci school days in earnest and had
could desire.

at

who found, on examining my lungs, that the
upper part of the left one was badly alter ted.
He gave me some medicine which I took as
directed, but it did not seem to do any good.
Fortunately. I happened to rend in Aver's
Almanac, of the effect that Ayer's Cherry
l'eetoral had on others, and 1 determined to
give it a trial. After taking a few doses my
trouble was relieved, and before 1 had finished the bolt !e i was cured."'—A. I.i m.ah.
watchmaker, Orangeville. Out.

welcomed by her aunt,
that she was among

slu- e >ubl.
While about her
-•l:i- ’bought how nice it would be
I every advantage she
■'•■.o :
pink divss and new boots to

Pectoral.

1

Danforth that they arrived
in the far west.

warmh

was

L<Iy

I contracted'a severe cold, which settled
on my lungs, and I did what is often done
in such cases, neglected it. thinking it would
go away as it came; hut 1 found, after a
little while, that the slightest exertion
pained me. 1 then

his home

at

did

a

Help,

Which Doctors Failed to

Mr. Danloyth’s children had
all settled not far from their early home.

i-
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to be

Cold.

DISEASED LUNGS

strangers.
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tci

Lena

up to her room, liei
'■ <i Aitii Tans. but one
kept them
\>

Jackson seemed

due time Mr. Jackson received

all
am’

meek little

m a

Mrs.

one

In the last report there are fourteen
mineral springs credited to Maine.
Of
these but nine reported sales and only
their names are given in the volume.
For
Hancock county there is the Bluehili
mineral spring, at Bluehili while in York
county there is but one spring recorded,
Cold Bowling spring, Steep Falls, Limington.
Androscoggin is credited with
three springs in the report. These are the
Cliiystal springs at Auburn; the Keystone
spring, at East Poland; and Windsor mineral spring at Lewiston.
Cumberland
county is likewise credited with three
These are Paradise spring at
springs.
Brunswick; Underwood springs at Falmouth Foreside; and Wilson spring at
North Raymond.
Sagadahoc county is
credited with but one spring- Pine spring

a
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Agriculture.
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every year to write up a list of the mineral waters tl.at gush from mother earth,
that they may be tabulated for the benefit
of readers.
la the great nnsso t records
that are collected in the big iron building
on F street in
Washington may be found information of every known mineral spring
in the wide land, whose waters have value
and have been placed on the market.
There are undiscovered waters, of course,
tiiat are not met with in the records, but
new ones are added yearly and written
down in the volumes which the scientists

am! the

lids

spring product

mineral
is

importance. It i.-. so
geological survey now

and little knew that she

only sister,

had been up among the
Mr. Danforth could
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It possesses a special power to promptly allay the inflammation, relieve tin
cough, cleanse the poisoned membranes and strengthen the weakened mrvt

Cod-Liver Oil compounds, it is perfectly agreeable to take,
sists stomach and bowel action and restores lost flesh

Druggists, 50c.

and

$1.00. Pamphlet Mailed Free.

Atomizers Repaired
AT SLIGHT COST.
We have just received a lot of Covered and
Plain Bulbs, Valves, Tubes and Fittings.
Can make your old atomizer as good as new.

POOR <& SON
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!

:i;_

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO.. BOSTON MASS

FOR THE NEW YEAH.
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gaze swept over
scene,
And then it rested on
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Scald Head,

Powers’

icines. It will save hundreds of dollars of
doctors’ bills, and hundreds of days of
misery. All good druggists sell it.
Mrs. W. B. Duncan, of Arlington, Phelps Co..
Ilo., writes:
My husband took four bottles oi
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery when he
was (as he
thought almost into consumption, and

very thankful that such a medicine could
be found. I’wish all persons troubled with cough
would take it. Long may the Golden Medical
Discovery' and Favorite Prescription be made.
I shall always recommend and praise these
medicines.”
Any woman who feels that she ought to have a
handy plainly worded, well illustrated medical
book iti the house, (and what woman does not?)
should secure Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Ad; iser. Dr. Pierce is so well known as chief
consulting physician to the Invalids’ Hotel and
Surgical Institute, of Buffalo. N. Y.. it isn't worth
while to say a word about him. The book’s the
thing. Until recently this book has sold for $1.50.
At that price, 680.000
copies were sold. Now there
1 is an enormous edition of this book, bound in
heavy paper, that will be given away, fora limited time, absolutely free to whoever will ask.
The book contains 1008 pages. There are 300
illustrations. Send 21 one-cent stamps, to pay
; cost of
Cloth-bound book may
mailing only.
be had for 10 cent extra—31 cents in all. World’s
! Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
we were

4

4

the edifice was fully completed. It is used
occasionally,
however, when some Spanish
j
I troupe comes along, brave enough to risk
financial disaster by giving a few poorly! patronized performances. The play is

Hall Dedication.

j
J

Planning for a Grand
Time, February 22.
The coming event at Pittsfield will be
the dedication of Powers’ hall, which is
nearing completion, and the occasion
seems destined to be a State affair, and
wrell it may be, as the Maine Central Insti*
tute is largely indebted to Governor Powers for his liberal subscription which assured the erection and equipment of the
handsomest hall in the State of Maine.
The exercises will be held on the afternoon and evening of Feb. 22, and Governor Powers and staff are expected to be
present in the evening, when a reception
will be given the governor, to be followed
by speeches by prominent men of the
State, and to close with a concert by the
Bowdoin Glee Club and Orchestra, composed of 32 members, with other talent
suitable to the occasion.
In the afternoon will occur the exercises
of the alumni, dedication ceremonies, and
many prominent alumni et alumnae from
all over the State will participate.QThe
hall will accommodate about 1,000 persons, and admission will be made by
ticket, so great is the demand from those
desiring to attend. It will be a gala day
in Pittsfield, and among the graduates and
friends of Maine Central Institute.
Central

|
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novel manner, in this land
where newspapers are not in fashion.
Instead of distributing hand-bills and
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They heed no sun, nor transient breath of
flowers,
Nor hurrying footsteps passing to and fro.
lies not with the rest, but far away,
Where precious lives of men, like grains,
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day to day
One unrecorded, of the vast “unknown.”
Ah
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NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

O life, how blest, and yet how sad thou art!
To thee we cling though green graves in-

Soapstone Foot-Warmers,
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un-
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promise like
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rainbow set,

he who sends the longing and the pain,
The yearning for each dear, familiar face,

But

Will surely give
Rich with the

| [Helen
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again,

Baby

Hasn’t

composed by

little

leeth.

a

flo’s

it got teeth, mother?”
Asked Flo in great surprise.
“Oh my, hut isn’t it funny,
No teeth, hut nose and eyes?
I guess,” after thinking gravely,
“They must have been forgot.
Can’t we buy some like grandma's?
I'd like to know why not?”
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tively engaged in business enterprises, formerly iu the Grand Banks fishing business
and general shipping, later converting his
fishing vessels into a successful coasting
fleet, being whole or part owner in eight
or ten craft.
He was associated during
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EF“ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

ltf

House for Sale.
A

story and

half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under

Lucky

Chance

for

the

Sick

and

M. C.

DILWORTH,

Main St. Belfast.
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Greene,

of 34

com-

Dr.

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,

who has the argest practice iu the world,
and who is without doubt the most successful specialist in curing all forms of nervous
and chronic diseases, offers to give free consultation by mail to all sufferers.
You have
the privilege of consulting Dr. Greene by

letter, describing your complaints, and lie
will, after carefully considering your condition, send you a letter fully explaining all
your symptoms, telling you everything about
your complaints so plainly that you will understand exactly what ails you. Write to
him at once, for you certainly can be cured.
“I am an old soldier of the Rebellion.
A
year ago I was in bed all winter with chronic
rheumatism. Three doctors failed to give
Two bottles of Burdock Blood
me relief.
Bitters put me on my feet. It is worth its
weight in gold.” W. B. Knapp, Litchfield,

Hillsdale Co., Mich.
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Total liabilities, except capitai stuck
and net surplus....si.],.
Capital actually paid up in (.ash
t.oo*
00
Surplus heyo; d capital.
05

Aggregate amount <d Liabilities, including net surplus.
,911,4:
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast, ~le.

1

.1

Insurance Corn y of North America

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at.$5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwist via all routes, for sale i>\
F. K Crowley.
(iEOKCF. V. FYANS,
Agent, Belfast.
(leneial Manager.
•F. E. Boot hr v, (Je..’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1890.

OF PHILADELPHIA. PENN.
Commenced Business 17:
incorporated 171*4.
ciiaki

Bla ri, 1‘resident.
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All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc
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1 »E< KM BEK

ELY’S CREAM BALM is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples lor. bv mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York City.
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Water

Hot

SYRINGES.

Company, in Equity,
Company.

In tub Supreme Judicial Court.
All persons interested in the above named >uit
are hereby notified that it has been ordered by
Hon. Win. P. Whitehouse, Justice of said ( ourt,
that a public bearing on all claims against Petit
Manan Land A Industrial Company be held at the
Court House in Augusta, in the County of Kennebec, on Wednesday, February 17, l»s*7, af ten o’clock
in the forenoon, and by adjournment from dav to
day until said hearing is completed, before‘the
3w3

SUBSCRIBE

JOSEPH

WILLIAMSON, Jr.,
Master in Chancery.

FOR.^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL,

i ll A i

Just received, direct from China.
Our customers’say it is as good as

vs.

Petit Manan Land & Industrial

undersigned.

e-

30c,Tea 30c,

Tlloiiie.

WALDO SSL
Petit Manan Land

st-.miL>T, Agents, Belfast. Me
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TWO TONS MORE

Etc,,

A. A. HOWES & CO.
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liabilities,

Bottles,

FOR SALb BY

Suffering.

Here is a chance for the sick of our
munity which should not he lost.

a

good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
Or C. B.-HALL

One of the oldest inhabitants of M&tiniFor
cus, Capt. Lewis Ames, died Jan. 12th.
many years he was the Sunday school superuntil
his
intendent,
declining years made it
impossible to longer attend to the duties,
and he was succeeded by his only sou, Edw.
E. Ames. Capt, Ames was 1> iptized at Matinicus by Elder Abraham Plummer and was a
member .>f the First Baptist church of Rock
land.
He leaves one sou, Edward, with
whom he lived at the old homestead, one
daughter, Mrs. Lisetta Norton of Auburn,
and a number of brothers and sisters, who
have the sympathy of the whole community.
Capt. Ames, had he lived, would have been
84 years old next spring.
A

30
40
P M

iu

T. Emerson, who was with him in his
last moments, and his two brothers, are the
survivors in his immediate family.

s

..
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l 20
4
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11

Amount

stand-

the community: a long-time prominent member of the Congregational Church
and of the strictest moral and business
integrity. He survived his most estimable
wife but a few months. His last illness was
comparatively brief and was a sudden breaking down after rather remarkable health for
his advanced years. One daughter, Mrs.

h\ the

claims.§

900

part of his life with his son-inEmerson, now of Worcester,

W.
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place he moved to Orlaud in 185(> and
in 1880 came to Bucksport, where he has
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Assets,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.

Waldo...
Brooks
Knox..
Thorndike.

us

Insurance

TRAVELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO.
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5

FROM BELFAST.

and finish baby,
from little Flo.”

Boots,

Fire

DESIRABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.

ton will

“Dear God, the baby you've brought
Is awfully nice and sweet.
But because you’ve forgot his tee ties
The poor little fellow can’t eat.
That’s why I’m writing this letter
A purpose to let you know.
come

($13,000,000)

On and after Oct. 4, lMHi, trams <•<.u*t« t mg at
Burnham and W aterviile with through trains tor
and from Bangor. Waterv oie. I'm; ;,).<•
d Bos

At last the letter was finished,
A wonderful thing to see,
And directed to God in heaven.
“Please read it over to me,”
i.ittle Flo said to her mother,
“To see if its right, you know.”
And here is the letter written
To God by little Flo:

Please

Millions

Thirteen

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Inserance Co., Fip.e Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.

TIM E-T a 15 JC i;:.

That afternoon to the corner
With paper, pen and ink
Went Flo, saying, “Dou’t talk to me;
If you do it’ll ’sturh my think.
I’m writing a letter, mother,
To send away to-night,
And 'cause it's very ’portant
I want to get it right.”

harnesses

Belfast, Maine.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Maine Centra] R. R

“Why hasn’t

STEVENS & ERSKINE,

Hi£h street

Fred Atwood, Winter port, Me.,

letter.

Can’t eat like you and me.”
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M
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following verses
13-year-old girl, we

little baby brother
Had come to live with Flo,
And she wanted it brought to table
That it might eat to grow.
“It must wait for a while,” said
mother,
Iu answer to her plea,
“For a little thing that hasn't teeth

STEVE5S BROS.,

sell them.

we

that the

A sweet

Tobaccos.

Are the best and

immortal grace.

Troy Times readers will agree that
they have remarkable merit, and that the
young author has clothed her unique
thought in a very graceful anti pleasing
form.
The lines were written by the little Miss without any assistance whatever,
and are made public for the first time in
the columns of this paper.
[Troy Times.
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our own

of
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me
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fruitage
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Glenwood Ranges and Heaters
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OIL STOVES of all kinds

fairer, brighter dawn.

gentle promptings

Then would despair, like waves engulfing,
roll,
Anu memory be a thorn to vex and fret.
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Sold,

are

numbered

Death’s dreaded path may be a roadway
sweet,
And heaven but earth raised into purer air.
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Who dare den} that clasping hands may meet
Beyond the borders and the curtained
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soul,

honest tobacco
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will not be buncoed
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goods. Men know the
name R. L. means best
leaf
tobacco, finest
flavor and most for
The
their money.
on
the
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will show most chew-
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But in the glow' of God’s encircling crown
Of patriot souls, he is not there "unknown.”
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RUBBERS.

The Name is

wandering

down,
w uu

She comes with holy patience, gentle art,
A spirit beauteous out of heaven born,
With tender love she binds the wounded

Constipation

gestion, bad taste, coaled
tongue, sick headache, insomnia, etc. Hood’s Pills
cure constipation and all its
results, easily and thoroi ;Uiy. 2f»c. All druggists.
Prepared by (’. I. Hoo I & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to take v. -b Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

but it’s so.
different styles, shapes
and sizes, L. Candee & Co., New
Haven, make 2,000 distinctly different
rubbers—enough to fit every foot and
every fancy. They are the oldest rubber
makers in the world. They began 55
years ago, with a few dozen pairs a
week. Now they make 25,000 pairs a
day. If you want the best rubbers ask
for

Where birch sways low, and graceful maple
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seen.
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ago, ah yes,
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hot tears, of every life a part,
And Hope, the angel, dries them all

Institute

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver, indi-
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scope.

There,

We shed

Fine GooGs.
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KINDS OF ROBBERS.

slope,

grassy

flesh.

man or woman who is losing flesh
vigor should waste no time in taking
this most marvelously effective of all med-
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every

Where reddened leaves lay soft and light
between
Each mound, distinct within its narrow
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Eczema of the scalp,

still

aristocracy, intermarriage having
largely obliterated race lines. Fully nine-

level ; but not so the
are elevated to
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Big Shipment

sight,
in its most severe form is uever-failingly
when night shut
cured by Doan’s Ointment, the
surest
became of them, specific for all itchiness of the skin.
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festival of the year in Nicaragua.
Being the commercial metropolis of
the country, Leon has still many wealthy

effective,
and
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cone.

“Old Tombo” with greater
than ever, and the “Baptism of
volcanoes” became the greatest religious
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diseases because all disease has its origin
in the blood. Pure blood is a safeguard
No germ can exist in a
against disease.
perfectly healthy body. Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery makes the blood pure.
It kills disease germs of whatever kind
wherever they are found in the body. It assists in the digestion of the food. It stimulates the action of stomach, liver, bowels,
and kidneys. It sends rich, vitalized blood
into every fiber of the body and makes firm,

—

coats-of-arms
In

•ling facades1•

Mr. Headley wrote
“Washingand His Generals,” “Napoleon and
His Marshals,” “History of the War of
1812,” and several other books of an historical character.
He was elected Secretary of State in 1835 on the “Know Nothing” ticket, after he had been a member
of assembly from the first district of
Orange. He is survived by a wife, two
sons and a daughter.

CAKE OF TOILET SOAP IN EVERY PACKAGE.

The early scenes, familiar yet, and still
How changed! No breath floats back from
rock or tree,
Each childish haunt is silent, and each rill
Sings only mournful songs of memory.

—

!
$ decades 1.

Greeley.

President-elect McKinley pressed an
Its crater lias been extinct for hundreds
electric button at liis Canton home 800
nf years, but the island was evidently a
miles away at 7 o’clock a. m,, .Jan. 7th,
sacred place to the aborigines. In the and operated an electrical contrivance on
forest which now covers it. are ruins of the throttle of a locomotive starting a
vast consignment of 174 ears of salt over
gigantic idols and vast temples, the former the Erie
road for the New England States.
hewed out of solid rock.
The walls of The
big train, a mile and a quarter long,
Leon having been several times shaken was the Worcester salt special, bearing
This
down by earthquakes, a peculiar custom 5,450,000 pounds of Worcester salt.
enormous shipment was to fill orders in
has arisen
ailed “The Baptism of volNew England, nearly all of which had
canoes"'
a
ccremmy which is believed been given contingent to Major McKinThe undertaking was
by the superstitious, to be effective in ley's election.
details airanged, and all of the
keeping tli'1 forces of nature in subjection. planned,
sold
goods
by Harry W. Nash of Boston,
Tee observance is as old as the first Euas an evident precursor of
prosperity seropean settlement in Nicaragua, having emed by his election. G*>v. McKinley has
iiiginated with the first erruption after: taken a personal interest in the “Special."
The undertaking is remarkable in severthe conquest, which took place about the
al ways.
It is the largest single shipment
year 1when Le m was only a promis- of a manufactured commodity ever made
It is shipped in the
ing infant. It is repeated year after by one concern.
largest number of cars ever used in one
year, on the anniversary of the last distrain.
The starting of the train by Maj.
turbance caused by each particular vol
McKinley 300 miles away by an electrical
cam*.
The priests of the nearest city device is also
something novel and unique.
take the affair in charge and, followed by i Six locomotives were used to draw the
train, which was run in three sections
a large company of the faithful, ascend
and live minutes apart.
the crater and sprinkle holy water into it
This shipment contained 14,222 barrels
with impressive ceremonies.
volEvery
packed with salt in bags and bulk, 10,
774
sacks not in barrels and itemized as
canic peak in Nicaragua has been repeatfollows: 300,055 2 1-2-pound bags, 313,edly sanctified in this way
except 740
5-pound bags, 58,350 10 pound bags,
Monotombo, greatest and most unregen- 44,232 14 pound bags, 1,030 28 pound bags,
erate of them all, who has never permit0,080 50-pound bags, 320 250-pound bags,
ted human feet to approach its crater. 40.550 4-pound cartons, and 1,504 barrels
in bulk. If the barrels were placed on top
Some two centuries ago, after Old Tombo
of one another, the most elevated barrel
had been behaving particularly bad, three would be over six miles
high, placed side
brave monks determined to try the effect by side they would cover 27 acres of
and
make
a
line
live miles long.
ground,
of holy water upon him at all hazards,
If the 2 1-2-pound bags were placed in a
Followed by the populace to the foot of
row end to end,
they would reach 200,700
the mountain, amid the pealing of bells feet.
Under like conditions the 5-pound
If the
and the chanting of the Te Deura, they bags would reach 303,740 feet.
sacks were placed end to end they would
started for the summit, dragging a huge
reach 131 miles.
crucifix, which they proposed to erect
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is found in Doctor
Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery,
to perpetual health.
It is the only medicine used in thou-

Jonathan Drake, an old time abolitionj ist, died in Leominster, Mass., Jan. 17th, !
He leaves a widow, 81 years old.
De- I
ceased was born in Hampton, N. H.,
June 22, 1804, came to Leominster in 1830
rrom uie lower oi at.
Jeters
aineand for the past 50 years had occupied the
When
the anti-slavery
<lral, thirteen volcanoes can he seen, sever- same house.
movement was at its height Mr. Drake
al of which are active.
Eighteen of them conducted
public meetings and was otherstand in solemn procession around the wise an
active Garrisonian.
He was a
lakes Managua ami Nicaragua.
None of personal friend of Garrison, Wendall Philand
them are as high as certain peaks in lips, George
Thompson, M.
his efforts they addressed antiGuatemala and Costa Rica, but they look through
on
several
occasions.
slavery meetings
much higher, because rising immediately Drake’s house was a station of the “unfrom the level of tide-water their whole derground railway” through which slaves
When
bulk to be seen in full grandeur, unobscur- made their escape from the south.
the noted Shadrack escaped from the
ed by lesser ranges. Monotombo or “Old
Boston court house in 1851 he came
Tombo” as it is irreverently called, straight to Leominster and was shielded
spiiugs boldly out of the waters of lake by Drake, who dressed the negro in
woman’s clothes and assisted him to CanNicaragua, its bare and blackened summit ada. James
Jackson, a slave of Jefferalways crowned with light wreaths of son Davis, was also befriended in a simismoke, attesting the existence of perpet- lar manner. Aside from being an aboliual tires within, and so far no human foot tionist, Mr. Drake was a strong no license
j and anti-tobacco advocate.
He was a Jefhas scaled it.
Now and then the tires
fersonian Democrat and cast his ballot for
break forth and deluge "ffs sides with the re-election of Andrew Jackson in
burning floods, killing every living thing 1832. After that he refrained from votfor any President.
Up to the time of
in their path. At the base of the mount- ing
his death Mr. Drake retained his mental
ains are several hot sulphur springs, and faculties to a wonderful
degree. He disat intervals heavy rumblings are heard tinctly recollected the war of 1812.
He
was then living at Hampton, near Portsbetokening internal commotions. A few j
mouth, and remembered hearing the guns j
miles away, out in the lake, is an exact ! of
the British when they invaded the liar- j
1
of
one-fourth
bor.
Mr. Drake was a shoe maker by
duplicate
Monotombo, only
trade.
its size.
It is called Monotombita, (Lit-

■

and at the

A PASSPORT

afterwards associate editor of the New York Tribune with
Horace
was

Frank R. Jackson, the actor, who made
great hit as the village constable in
“Jed Prouty” for so many years,and who
had also played the title role with excellent effect, died in New York Jan. 12th.
The funeral took place the 13th, and was
in charge of the Actors’ Fund of America.
The interment was- at Evergreen
cemetery. The profession was well represented at the funeral. Mr. Jackson was
a
native of Portland, 48 years old and
married,
lie had many friends throughout Maine who w ill regret to learn of ids
lie had been in poor health for
demise,
a number of
years past and his death was
not unexpected.
Mr. Jackson played the
constable in the “Jed Prouty” company
for eight or nine years,
lie was afterwards with Peter F. Dailey in “The
Country Sport.” He was considered a
lfis widow
very clever character artist,
is an actress.

They found the try, and the constitution recognizes the
with Indians, ; fact by declaring: “Article b. The religIn J ion of the Republic is the Roman Catholic
nave cacique. Nicaro.
» the home
government the Apostolic. The Government protects its
lavish in their praise of practice.”
It also tolerates other relig|

1

The sunset’s gold in faint, perspective lines
Seemed melted with the blue in changeful hues.
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the frequency of revolutions in Nicaragua, one might almost say the uninterto

the interior.
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They
bay where they rupted succession of them—and to the
* Puerto
Realjo, (now fact that the so-called “Liberal” party
hence they marched in- has been extremely liberal in the matter
mighty forests and past of helping itself to church treasures. Yet
noes.
until a great lake Nicaragua is eminently a Catholic coun-

j|

Mass.

begin to compare to that of any church
city of Mexico. Maybe this is due

can

I

his residence, in
Newburg,
Headley was born Dec. 30,
1813, at Walton, and in early life was a
Presbyterian clergyman at Stockbridge,

N. Y.

of the churches

design

My Dead.

Autnor, Actor and Abolitionist
IHtn. Joel T. Headley, a former secretary of State of New York, died Jan. 10th

other

of

Deaths.
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A. A. HOWES & CO.
1

Notice of Foreclosure.

WHEREAS.

LEWIS

A.

TFRNER of Belfast,

n

(’ounty of Waldo, b\ his mortgage deed
! dated the
December 2(5, 189,% recorded in Waldo Reg
I istry of Deeds, Volume
J47. Page 21, com eyed to
a certain parcel of laud '1111
me, the
undersigned,
| ate in said
Belfast, on the easterly side «d Bn\
View street, in said Belfast, being the same eon
veyed to said Turner by S. B. Fletcher, by his deed
dated June f>, 1893, and recorded in said Registn
of Deeds. Volume 23$, Page 1£>9; and whereas the
condition of saitl mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mortM A RT H A C. < R A Y
gage
Belfast, Jan. 9, 1897.—3w2

Obituary.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST,

THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 185)7.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co,

Republican

Cures

David Lancaster, one of the oldest mercity, died in his store last Friday evening of heart disease. He had been
attending to business as usual during th'e
day, and at about ti o’clock stepped to the
door to deliver some goods to a customer m
a sleigh.
Returning to the store lie had en-

ebants in this

Prove the merit of flood’s

but a few steps when he lell and expired almost instantly Deceased was a
native of Northport, a son of Humphry and
(iootl Roads.
Lucy Lancaster, and was horn Nov. 10, 1814
!
The good roads movement is making He learned the house carpenter’s trade
when a youth and worked at it in Northsteady progress and eventually, no doubt, j
port until 1852, when he went to California
we shall have highways equal to those of
with his brother Frank M.
They returned

VKI FS A.
\
L*:• ARLtft

EDITOR AND
BUSINESS MANAGER

1
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World, if not better. We are just
beginning to recognize our shortcomings

the Old

iu this direction, and to realize that poor
roads are expensive.
Ou the w7ell made
and well
horse will

kept highways of Europe one
easily draw as large a load as

horses

two

draw

can

ill-made

our

on

illy-kept dirt roads,

and

thus lessening the
of transportation one-half.
But it is
not necessary to point out the
advantages

cost

of

good

roads.

No argument is needed in
their behalf.
The only serious obstacle
the movement has to encounter is that of

tered

in 1855 and went into

the grocery business

continued

at

out

call for many officials and large appropriations; and at the present time such an ex-

fairs, yet never aspired to office. His only
public position was that of chairman of the

bureau,

as

proposed,
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scraped

or

the roads to be washed out
ran.

blown away in

or

was a very healthy man, as lie never had a
sick day in his life
He was a brother of
Amos Walker of Thomaston, who died in
the same manner some six weeks or two
months ago. Mr. Walker was man ?•* years
of age, well known and highly esteemed by
a large circle of friends and relatives, who
mourn his loss.
He leaves two brothers,
Col. Elijah Walker and J. A. Walker. He
was an uncle of C. M. Walker of Rockland.
The remains were taken to Swanville for

city.

Ibe mattei of
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drainage does not
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oft. i. ,.f itiMifficient capacity,
The dele, is in our methods of
he highways are largely due to
old-time customs
nciowing
ban :o individual neglect or in«»f
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Theie has been progress in
but very little in
lid.-: at.d the campaign of education on
d roads,
inaugurated by the wheelti
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other
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direction,
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men "l

begun

was
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too

soon.

The Journal had
with

talk the other

a

day

practical road-builder, and his ideas
" dh
regard to the policy to be followed
by our city are of interest. Ilis plan is

to

Isaac Walker of Swanville, Me., who has
been spending the winter with his brother,
J. A. Walker of I'niou. dropped dead Wednesday morning, Jan. 20th, his death being
occasioned by heart disease. Mr. Walker

The services were
conducted by Rev. Geo. S. Mills. The bearers wen John G. Damon, E. R.
Conner, L.
L. Robbins and David Alexander.
of the

a

macadamize

each year;

as

a

exceeding

out

certain amount of street

much

as

the

can

usual

ire done with-

appropriation,

starting with the principal streets and
until all have been macadamized.
As the system is extended the
st of repairing the sections thus treated
" oitld
be reduced to the minimum aud
the amounts available for the permanent

continuing
■

wmk

would

be increased.
the I’osion Herald ou good

brings

cut

one

A writer in

road-building

idea which is worthy of
in tills connection.
He

consideration
wi'U.d allow grass to grow on the shoulders of tire road to lessen the dust
area,
and provided tire grass is cut there and
in the gutters tire
plan is to be comrnendo.
it would also prevent
washing in
man} places and lriaki the roadside more

Farmington
respected citizens, Walter Nichols, Esq., has
passed away, and it is with sorrow we note
Another of

s

aged and highly

public

office

Farmington

did

not cause

him to lose

born in Union and of ten children two
brothers only survive, Elijah of Somerville,
Mass., and Joel of Union. But those who
remain have the

a

operated,

Brick favors re-estab! sh;ng some of the
suspended suburban
schools
The question of a general observation of Washington’s
Birthday, with exer-

by pupils

Mr.

from

the

various

schools,

discussed. The teachers of the Central
have named Messrs. R. L. Ilsley and
H E. Ellis as members of a committee of
arrangements, the School Committee added
was

Tools

died

on

assurance

dollar

in

settlement of all claims.

The Maine
gusta

Press Association

yesterday and

will hold its

met

in Au-

literary

ex-

Senate chamber this afternoon.
This evening they will attend a reception
given by President C. B. Burleigh.
ercises

in the

The Maine Amateur Press Association
will hold its next meeting at Hebron Academy, Hebron, Feb. (>. This association emluaces nearly every school and academy

in

paper in the State, and as the society is a
very active one a very interesting and beneficial meeting is expected.

January number of Farm-Poultry, a
semi monthly published by I. S. Johnson &
Go., Boston, begins its eighth year and a
The
new front cover signalizes tlie event.
aim of this publication is to teach how to
raise poultry for profit, and that is what a
good many people want to know. Any one
sending 15 cents in stamps to the publishers
will receive, postage prepaid, a late sample
copy of Farm-Poultry and a 25-cent book,
‘‘A Living from Poultry.”
The

Penobscot

A

Ice

in

Grove Cemetery.

RED
ROUGH
HANDS
Itching, scaly, bleeding palms, shapeless nails,
and painful linger ends, pimples, blackheads,
oily, mothy skin, dry, thin, and falling hair, itching, scaly scalps, all yield quickly to warm baths
with Cuticitra Soap, and gentle anointings
with Coticuka (ointment;, the great skin cure.

Harvest.

Bangor, Me., Jan. 24. The harvesting of
ice on the Penobscot has commenced. The
ice ranges from 12 to 15 inches as an average
of thickness, but it will thicken a good deal
after ploughing begins. It is thought the
cut of the present season will be about 175,000 tons less than last year, or from that
amount to 150,000 tons. Several firms will
cut no ice this season.

(Qticura

Is sold throughout the world. Pottbb Dedo akd Chem.
Cobp.,*Sole Props., Boston,
fr How to Produce Soft, hite Hands, free.

ITCHING HUMORS *CmeVBA Remedies/

Spool Colton,

price for

this salt

i

I

Z

\

sliPy Soiie

Night Shirts,

yards lengths,

AT REM9ANT PRICES.

2 Spools for

WILL CLOSE THE BALANCE OF OUR

5c. Eider Down

Flannels, 35c Goods

1

___

Come in and hear the story of it,

1 Lot of Thread.
Good

Quality of

I Lot Cotton Challie at

Dormet Flannel at 4c. 10 Pieces All Wool

Unbleached Cotton Flannel, 10c. quality, at 7c.
Odd Lots Children’s Wool

Hose,Kf

Novelty

Serge at

Dress Goods,Sew

Goods just ope:

3

5c. SHAWLS,
Will close the balance of our SI
COST and less, which means
possible value for your money

Remainder of Our 10c. Outings, 6 14c.

A MONEY SAVING TIME TO ALL CONSUMERS OF DRY GOODS.

A. P.

Masonic

MANSFIELD’S,

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Kuights of Pythias, ami was vice
president of the Maine Homoeopathic Medical Association.
But that which brought
him into greatest prominence was the great
interest
and
activity he manifested in
the advancement of the fish ami game interests of Maine.
His nearest living relatives
are his widow, a brother, Dr. Haines of Dexter, and a sister, Mrs. Jayne of New York.

sons

Temple,

v>/

and

AND
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*

On November 29th

Charles Wiggiu of lvnox died at his home
that town Jan. 21st at the age of 82 years
|
and 5 months.
He had been a miilman
through life and made employment for many
hands. He leaves a wife, three sons and one
in

daughter, Riley Wiggiu of Knox, B. F.
Wiggiu who lives in Connecticut, Sidney W.
Wiggiu of Lowell, and Mrs. Eva Segar of
Worcester, Mass. The funeral was held
Sunday and was largely attended.
published last week notice of the death
in Philadelphia, Jan. 12th, of Elizabeth,
wife of Israel Gould, in the 81st year of her
age. Mrs. Gould was a daughter of Mr. and
We

Mrs. Josiah Stetson of Lincolnville and formerly a resident of that place.

the

The Girls

V7illimantic

Cotton Pant Cloth,

20.

1 Lot Gent's

of that year married Miss Phronia L.
He had held the leading positions
the local lodges of Odd Fellows, Free Ma-

William H. True, for many years a
citizen of Portland
Me., died
Jan. 23d, aged 72. He was prominent in
Grand Army circles and was a member of
Thatcher Post, G. A. R. At the age of 15 he

A CARD.

Our store

We wanted to open Saturday, but
the insurance companies delayed,
and we were obliged to disappoint
We are open now, and will
you.
sell this stock to the last dollar, at
less than cost to manufacturers.

we were

badlv

damaged by smoke

part of the stock burned beyond
use, but the majority of the goods were only slightly wet,
which when dry (as they are now) are just as good as

and water,

Not Our Fault.
!

caught tire and

I

new.

'(here

was a

We have settled with the insurance

companies

We w.mteil
r
the insur.it *®
anil we vsera
,.0,
We ;t
re
you.
sell tuie stoi
k r
less than ct >st to

at

LESS THAN 50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR.

CHA

CHARLES O’CONNELL.

And

to

dispose

of this stock AT ONCE, will sell you

w’l.t

sen

tauics
,| t.n <i

>

now

last
tianut’a
■

O’CON

an

Dr.

prominent

in

ainily tomb

1

*rom I to 10

Heavy

Our

Regular price

Eldridge.

street, and Ella and Ellen died at home, the
last four of heart disease. About a year ago
Mrs. Patterson had an attack while out riding and was pronounced dead by the bystanders, but she rallied under medical
treatment. On the day of her death she was

f

Warren

fall

in-

aesthetic and scientific view.
The bearers
were I)r. ,J. B. Brewster of Plymouth, Mass.,
Messrs. John E. Chapman, Samuel Otis of
Boston ami S. S. Bartlett of Boston and R.
T. Rankin of Belfast. Clinton G. Ferguson
of Winchester, Mass, and J. F. Springer of
Bowdoinham came to Belfast to attend the
funeral. The remains were laid in
the

years.

15c.

TfAmnfmt
nwimidllt wldOllCO,

nr

cDC

that if

entered Freedom Academy, Waldo county,
apparently perfect health and good spirit, and in 1850 graduated from Harvard Medical School.
After his graduation he located
ate heartily and attended to her household
J IT Howes, and the teachers of the subin Freeport where he practiced medicine
duties as usual.
She leaves a husband,
until the outbreak of the Civil War. He
urban schools will meet Friday to name one
father aud three sisters; the latter being
was made first assistant surgeon of the 25th
more men her.
On suggestion of the Super
Mrs. Mabel Whitcomb of Fitchburg, Mass., Maine Regiment and laterwas attached to the
mtendeut he was instructed to attend to a
20th Maine. He returned to Freeport after the
Mrs. Etueida Randall of Springfield, Vt.,
war with the rank of major.
In 1809 he lothorough cleansing of the schoolhouses with whom the father is
living, and Hattie cated in Portland where he has been in sucevery term. Adjourned to the next regular
cessful practice ever since. He was promiE., who lives in England.
meeting.
nent in the Maine G. A. R., and an active
1
he n\« mug school has been
given up for
Republican. His wife died in 1883, and of
tl i* season, owing to a lack of interest I
The funeral of Albert B. Otis, Esq., was their five children only two survive, a sou
held at his late residence last Thursday and a daughter.
uuorg those who might he benefited by it.
afternoon, and notwithstanding the storm
Gen. Henry G. Thomas died at Oklahoma
there was quite a large attendance. Rev. J. Jan. 22d of pneumonia, at the age of 59
Papers and Periodicals.
M. Leighton of the Unitarian Church of- years. He was a sou of the late Hon. W.
VV. Thomas of i ortland and brother of Hon.
Tlie publishers of the Maine Democrat, ficiated. There were a large number of W. W. Thomas, Jr., who was with him
floral tributes from many friends, who knew
when he died. Gen. Thomas was a graduwhich suspended business in Augusta last
well his love for dowers, both from an ate from Amherst College in 1858. He enweek, have offered their creditors 15 cents on
a

point reached for

Table Oil Cloths,

luatiug from the Hahnemann Medical
College in Philadelphia. In 1877, he moved
to Ellsworth, opened an office, and in the

instantly. Charles, the eldest sou,
the rupturing of a blood vessel;
Arthur

lowest

former pric
37c., now

REMNANTS.

NOT

gra

died from

sea:

blessed

Walter M. Haines, one of the leading
physicians of Ellsworth and among the most
prominent and popular in the State, died
Jan. 19, of Bright’s disease, aged 41 years. Dr.
Haines was horn in Dexter.
He took a two
years’ course in Boston University before

place. The Journal revery pleasant visit from him a few

Preston died at

i

Dr.

years ago.

most

Regular

Cotton, 6 l-4c

3 Bales 36 in. Lockwood Cotton, 4 3-4c.

their lives are hidden with Christ in God,
reunion will he forever, iu a brighter,
better world.

Mrs.

S' me
ases, and the favorable conditions
taler which some of the outlying schools

Poles, Ik

their

terest in his native
calls

5c. Curtain

-

was

our

Carrie G. Patterson of this city died
suddenly Tuesday afternoon. She was
sleighriding with a neighbor and when coinThe Belfast Schools.
ing up Church street lew companion noticed
that she. appeared ill. They stopped and
I;p
regular meeting *»f the School Com- she was taken
into the City Drug store,
mittee was held Monday evening.
Some where Dr'.-.
Ellingwood and Kilgore attenda: »«>r details of the
coming High school ed her. She died in a few minutes after
graduatu.n exercises were discussed.
The
being taken into the store. The physicians
Sup* r:ntendeut outlined his forthcoming repronounced it apoplexy. Mrs. Patterson was
it, v n.eli wiil he read in full and acted on
boru in Belfast, July 28,1800, was a daughter
at the next regular
to
the
meeting. Owing
of Capt. Sevvall and the late Roxy Patterson,
•rowded condition of the central
schools, and wife of Andrew Martin Patterson. Of
'he unsatisfactory transportation facilities
her father’s family of nine, six iiave died al-

•ises

Starkey of Chelsea, Mass., Charles L., and
Augustus L. of Swanville. The deceased

present Congressman
ever held.
Mr. N. was postmaster at North
Searsport for many years, and bis removal
to

[Rockland Star.
correspondent sends us the following
iu regard to Mr. Walker:

death of Mr. Isaac Walker Swan*
ville loses an old and much respected citizen; for all who came in contact with him
felt his sterling worth of Christian integrity.
The prayers and admonitions which he so
often offered in their behalf will never be
forgotten by the children left to mourn their
loss, of whom there are three—Mrs. Henry

in Searsport Mr.
prominent Republican politician, and was a leader in securing the
nomination for and election to the office of
Clerk of Courts of Hon. S. L. Milliken—the
first

•

Iu the

was a

very

he

note

[Farmington Chronicle.
During his residence

sightly.

an

A

l>4t

Nichols

going price, but

Present

burial.

the fact.
Mr. Nichols took a severe cold
Jau. 15th, from which 'pneumonia developed
the following day and lu* sank rapidly till
his death, which occurred at his home on
Main street Tuesday evening J in. tilth about
half past five o'clock. He suffered no pain
his heart grew weaker and
apparently,
weaker and finally ceased its action.
The
deceased was born in Searsport, Dec. 11,
1812, and was the last member of a family of
ten children—six sons and four
daughters—
all of whom, with the above exception Jived
and died in Waldo county towns.
In 18(58
Mr. Nichols removed Ids family to Farmington, to take advantage of our fine schools,
and here lie had since resided. A widow,
one son, John \V. Nichols, M. D., and one
daughter, Mrs. John M. S. Hunter, all r<siding in Farmington, survive, and mourn
the loss of a kind husband and father. He
sleeps the sleep of the just and upright Godfearing man. Mr. Nichols was best known
over the county as a strictly accurate surveyor, whose plans and surveys were always
considered official by the justices of our Supreme Judicial court.. The funeral was held
at his late home Jan. 22d, Revs. F. Starbird
and E. R. Smith officiating, and the remains
were laid to rest in Riverside
cemetery.

Yarn,

j

1 Case Fruit of the Loom

:

first to aid in the various charities in this
city, that, gradually led up to the establishment of the Girls' Home.
The article iu this number of our little paper, upon the work of Miss Octaviallill in
’London, wes sent to the editor by Mr. Otis.
We mourn with the bereaved sister and
feel that we have indeed lost a valued friend.

r>>ads, would iu ten years time Gorham and Hum] hry N. of Belfast, James
Maine a system of
highways that of N..rthport, Mrs. Lucy Holbrook of Rockwor/.d meet all requirements.
Much land, George. R. of Bangor and John A. of
San Francisco. David was married twice.
n. »\ also be done
by individuals, ifpubHis first, wite was Rebecca Knight of Northr.timer.t .-an be aroused iu this diport, by whom lie had two daughters Lvdia
m
In any community practical
and Delia, the former now deceased, both of
can see when* the
public money is whom married IJ C. Pitcher of this city.
v
-sled in inefficient and ili advised work His second wife was
Lucy Dean of Lincoln1 pon tin roeds.
The road machine, now vilie, who had one son, Charles W. The
into
general use, does its work funeral was heid Sunday afternoon at his
v. Km
properly handled, but other- late resilience, and was largely attended,
•<
c
entails a large expenditure witli- especially by the merchants and other busi-

in

Co., Proprietors, Lowell, Mass.

HillS

Home, issued

'or

men

4c. Cut Prim

-

Sarsaparilla

Poor,
One of the sad records to he made in this
penditure is not to be thought of, especthe past two years. The Lancasters were paper is the sudden death of Albert B. Otis,
as
the
same results may
ially
practically
Of
his
father’s
along-lived family.
family Esq of this city.
be attained by each town or city acting inMr. Otis was a man of rare intellectual atof eight all except three celebrated their
possessed the t.iue humanitarian
dependently and spending no more money golden wedding, and all lived to a ripe old tainments,
spirit, and was always glad to help by purse
than at present.
It is safe to say thaJ the age. The only survivor now is Frank M. and intineuce, any good cause that appealed
ln-mcy absolutely wasted, thrown away, Lancaster of this cits.
The others were to his judgment. Mr. Otis was among the

ness

2,000 Yards of Ginghams at

Hood’s 1 Case Colored Outing,

David
the cor-

would

A .State

which

the old stand
Charles Stephenson on
ner of Main and High streets, where Masonic Temple now stands.
When the Temple was built Mr. Lancaster sold his lot and

bought

or

WITH THE CLOSING OF THE HOLIDAY TRADE WE BEGAN TO PREPARE FOR A GRAND CLFA N
SALE in every department of our store. We have now completed our arrangements, and the next
It is not our policy
few weeks marks the exit from our store of ail goods known as Winter Goods
This means very advantageous buyii g for our
to carry over until next year this season’s stock.
patrons. Somebody must take these goods away- Why should you not be the one to save the money?
Sav to your friends' to meet you at our store and join the great bargain choosing now going on.
THEY ARE MERELY A SAMPLE OF THE GREA"
We only quote prices on a few things.
\\[l(l

Cures »f Nervousness by properly toning and
feeding the nerves upon pure blood.
Cures Of That Tired Feeling by restoring
strength. Send for book of cures by

the spot where Swan & Sibley Co.’s store
now stands.
The next year they moved to
the store on the corner of Main and Washington streets, the lot which Frank still occupies. Their store was burned in the great
tire of October 12, 1805, after which Frank

built the brick store on lower Main street
which he occupied to the time of his death.
He always took an interest in municipal af-

cost.

able to work

Cures »f Catarrh by expelling the impurities

on

and

Sarsaparilla—posi-

tive, perfect, permanent Cures.
Cures Of scrofula in severest forms, like
goitre, swelled neck, running sores, hip
disease, sores in tire eyes.
Cures Of Salt Rheum, with its intense itching
and burning, scald head, tetter, etc.
Cures of Boils, Pimples and all other eruptions due to impure blood.
Cures of Dyspepsia and other troubles where
a good stomach tonic was needed.
Cures of Rheumatism,where patients were un-

as a private in the 5th Maine Volunin 1801 ami had a distinguished miliHe was honorably mustered
record.
tary
out of the volunteer service in 1800, but remained in the United States army as
master, with the rank of major, for many
years. Gen. Thomas was the first regular
officer to accept the colonelcy of colored

listed

teers

1

pay-

-+*

OVERCOAT, ULSTER, SUIT, HAT

*

or

CiP

*

<

<i

For Yourself and Children at Less than ONE-HALF Former Prices.
■

t
(

Gloves, Neckwear,

Cardigan Jackets, Sweaters,

wOnly slightly damaged by smoke,

at about

one-quarter

the

origin

j

1

al p

troops.
Transfers in Real

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo Couuty Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 27, 1897:
Sliadrach Hall, Brooks, to Chas. W. Lord,
do.; land in Brooks. Sarah S. Freeman, et
als., Belfast, to Ralph E. Freeman, Waldo;
land and buildings in Waldo. David Webber, Belfast, to Eleanor A. Mortland, Searsport; land and buildings in Searsport. Margaret R. Jones, Brooks, to Eliza J. Leathers,
do.; land and buildings in Brooks. Ed. B.
Hunt, Unity, to L. H. Reynolds, do.; land
and
uildings in Unity. Julia Etta Reynolds, Unity, to Chas. O. Hoxie, Plj mouth;
land in Unity. Melinda Doe, et als., Somerville, Mass., to Fred L. Blanchard, Stockton
Springs; land and buildings in Stockton
Springs. W. O. Whitcomb, Belfast, to Cyrus
W. C.
T. Hubbard, do.; laud in Waldo.
Tower, Lincolnville, to Abbie E. True, do.;
B.
H.
land in Lincolnville.
Knowlton, Belfast, to Betsey T. Littlefield, et als., Winterport; land and buildings in Belfast. Frank
H. Tilton, Troy, to L. E. Prentiss, do.; land
in Troy. Asa Sawyer, Moutville, to Edna
F. Boardman, do.; land and buildings in
Montville.
Have you tried the new games “Pilgrim’s j
find it very entertainI Progress?” You will
ing; price 25 cts., at M. P. Woodcock’s.

To Illustrate What this Moans:
now

$3.00 to 4.00

now

4 00 to 5.00

10.00 to 15.00, now

7.00 to 8.00

Men’s Suits, former price $6.00 to 8.00,
“
«
«
„
8.00 to 10.00,
Dress Suits,

“

“

^

A Lot of

Damaged Mivear
cost

soc.

,1
1

PRICE.
Mens and Children’s Pants at HALF
Pant.
cent
50
a
25 cents buys

$2.00 buys

a

5c.

or

$4.00 Pant.

*!

;l-21’rirt
I

all the
Come at once, as the best always goes first. It will pay you to buy
t^REMEMBER THE PLACE,
will want for a year to come.

THE WHITE STORE,

*

81 Main

Clotljiing

you

j

St., Belfast

CHARLES O’COKTNEIAj.

j

NEWS OF BELFAST.
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next
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I is in the

were
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HOW

on

fast horses

£«»* t.eii'r°r8
Wrappers

SOAP
wii

The recent

I.

snow

amount, and

INo- ?! I
X

on

runners

and haul-

Mr. Norton is to finish
nage house.

bit horses.

Society of Maine acreceipt, for the Girls’ Home,
Miss Mary E. Hughes of Castine.
esters, aged 5 and <» years, named
f Searsmont, were received into
i<Iren’s Aid

& Son will not occupy

hinnon

shop

mtli

Washington

on

street

announced last week,
building for rent. It is an exas

!--nse

e

for

n

that

blacksmith, having

a

business for many years,
Rockland last week
of G. W. Rice of

ifeeived at

drowning

x

Island. Rice was out in a sloop
* arbor when bis boat was
eapnail. Boats at once put out
•rc, but too late to

rescue

him.

citizens thought they
M< uday morning, when they saw
Miakes near the sidewalk on
They feit better, however, when
? hey were real snakes, thrown
Coombs when lie disarranged
of

our

:.doW.

have joined the
M-r Carriers' Association and
d
charter for the local branch.
is follows
President, C. I».
,erter-'

-i

ai

riers

Thompson; Trc as., H.
The local body is known as
A.

No. 584.
New York price list at A.
Co., the other day we came
:irti> les which may seem strange
■•aders.
For example, there are
iy, boneless goose breasts at 55
ind, wild rosebuds, dried, 20
:iid, cockscombs, fresh goose livisted and truffled, string beans
•ovr a
-v

■

iisks,

"•■i

etc.

has a copy of an almanac
Nathaniel Ames. The contents
resemble those of modern ai-

born
o

astronomical calculations,
predictions, sage remarks, etc.
Mr latter, under dates of Oct. 27-31,
"Behold a change in Nature’s
ms, Ladies, too, will be your case."
the

■u

Mcimi

Mb

held

hearing last
sday .!i c;• not)q on a petition to take
gin, Flossie Davis, under
i:«■ 1
provides that children
pi-'vided by their proper guar"Mitalcc foot 1 clothing or school
i> be placed in homes by the
’hirers. The petitioners and a
witnesses
were heard
and the
e.i their decision uutil the Feb’ig of the City Council.
o

:s

a

■

BP

option a lady’s or gentleman’s Pierce
Special bicycle, price $luo,00.
The lO Competitors who send in the
Next Laraest Number* of coupons from the district in which they reside will Each receiveat winner's
option a lady’s or gentleman’s Gold Watch, price $25.
Tile Competitions will Cloae the Last Day of
Each Month during 1897, Coupons received too late
tor one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3* Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified. Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
will be forwarded to Competitors in about 21 days after
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brothers, Ltd., will endeavor to award the
fairly to the best of their ability and judgment,
ut it is understood that all who compete agree to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.
I,EVER BROS., Ltd., New York.

NAME

OF DISTRICT.
New York City, Brooklyn, Look
and Staten Inlands, New Jersey.

Vol. 1 of the Girls’ Home is just
issued and is full of interesting reading in
relation to the institution whose name it

original widow’s pension has
granted to Sarah J. Briggs, Belfast.
An

We have received notice of “An ExhibiX-Raise," to be given promptly at

tion of

Suuday

half

past seven o'clock, Friday evening,
Jan. 29th, at the North Church vestry, by
the V. F. S. C. E. in aid of tlie music fund.
Admission 10 cents.

and Castine

High

rooms on

street last

who

at

or

last

week

elegible
more

—

to-morrow, Friday, at 2.30 p.

;

un-

firmary.

formerly
>t

of

a

runaway in

which

Morrill,

Dr. J.

W.

the sufTerMr. Richard Thoruwas

doctor was at
the head of Elm street, and his
lie gate. The horse got frightened

madly

re

down

through the

town

reins, etc., dying. He whirled
the corner of Chestnut street, and
ruing a perfect circle, ran against
tier of C. A. Messer’s
barbershop,
Jig the big front window—a close
r the horse—then
leaving the bug^y
>»♦*«»

ihi 11s

sticking through the window,
n Main street and
got tangled up
Standard Oil Company’s horses,
stopped in front of Cleveland’s,
oid panting ami slightly cut. The

Mid

Old

Messer’s window

were

wrecks.

Chopper, Good-Bye.

•he modern housewife doesn't need
aid of the chopping knife in the
preparation of mince pi.es. she uses
None Such Mince Meat; chopped, and
deliciously seasoned, ready to fill the
'•rust. Made of the very finest, purest
and cleanest materials—
•he

NONE SUCH
MINCE MEAT
pies as fine in taste and

makes mince

quality

as
any home-made mince
hi^at. Makes delicious fruitcake and
fruit, pudding, as well. Sold everywhere. Take no substitute. 10 cents

package—2 large pies.
Mr«

Popkins' Thanksgiving,"

a hook hy a famous
mailedfree toauyoue sending
of this paper.
L SOCLF. CO.. Syracuse, N. Y.

n iinnmus writer, will be
«nn
address and name

MFHRFI

1 here has
probably been more infringe
on the genuine “BELFAST” 5c.

Nients

than any other brand made in New
hnsrland. Did you ever notice how people try to im itate a good thing ?
'gar

in.

j1

j

conducted by Mrs. M. C. Clapp
All are welcome.

amusing comedy “Chums:” Mrs. Breed,
Annabel Walker; Flora Strong, Miss
Littlefield; Mr. Breed, Dr. G. P. Lombard:
Harry Breed, Wm. IL. Quimby ; Tom Burnham, Will Havner. This cast includes our
best local talent and the comedy alone should
be a sufficient attraction to fill the hall.
Miss

H. M. Prentiss, clerk on tlie Belfast &
Burnham II. I\ O., has shown us a circular
asking all persons connected with the postal
service to look out for one Philip Fredericks
of New Orleans, La., aged 16, who left home
in

July

last to visit the

larger

a

goods

that

the wreck

at

goods

prices

on

yard

1

wide

Remnants, 5c.

20.000 yards 40 in. Lockwood, 5 l-2c.
Fruit of the Loom Cottons, 61c
2,000
3 Cases Standard Prints only 4 l-2c.
2.000 yards Standard Ginghams,
a
vvwim

10 Pcs. Blanket

1

ss

IVJC.,

just succeeded

astonished

now

All Wool Remnant

e

1 Case Dre3S

Percales,

1

1 Case Fine

Rug lengths, only 25c.

Do not fail to

yard wide, sold everywhere at 17c.
just for fun we shall sell them at 62C.

1 Case

Lovely

er

A few

iiaiiiuui^.

entirely

cent

new,

bargains

.

TABUNGSTand

in this line of goods.
5c. to 20c. yd.

elegant patterns, from

We

All Wool

Carpetings,
Superfine, for this

Extra

left at GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

more

New Summer fabric, worth t7 l-2c., now
25c.
We
offer
the
trade
the
most
magnifiHntnhllt*0*C
Our stock is

Dress Pattern while this sale is on,
you will
money. A beautiful picture g.ven to every customwho buys $3.00 worth of Dress Goods.
a

LADIES’ JACKETS.

6ic.

Brocades,

buy

save

Dimities, Beautiful Goods,
Le Plesse

to

DRESS GOODS.

62C.

Pongee Dress Goods,

12 1-2c„ now

we want

5 Pieces Brocade Satin, only
69c., same patterns sold in Boston at $1.2?.
50 Patterns of Silks for Waists
just reeeived, ranging in
Price from 39c, to SI.25 per yard.

yard wide,

Worth

agents,

nn.spiw^

300 Yds. Wash Silks for Waists, 2k-*

1

1 Case

mill

hurricane had

DRESS SILKS.

12k;.

Worth 12 l-2c„ for this sale,

purchasing from

a

2l;a

Carpets,

Good

though

as

2rTcs7MRG^™iMSonlyl5Gtsr

10 Pcs. Turkey Red Tabling, Fast Colors, 15c.
1 Ba

counters

_

Outings,
Sold at 17c.,

in

our

2,000 Yds. Dress Piques only 7c., ,7,11.

m

UlliJ'

swept from

were

have

we

20,000 yards Lockwood Cottons.

present the trade
and

._

during

an

entirely

the month of

NAPKINS

NEW STOCK of these goods
January shall sell them at 25

per cent, reduction.

month,

ience since he took the Emmeline
last spring, where she has been laid up ever
since.
After leaving her he took command
of Mr. Kimball's somewhat famous steam
yacht Amadis and spent last summer on her
navigating the Great Lakes with a party of
Washington postal officials. During f hat time
he passed from Lake Erie into Lake St.
Clair, thence into and through Lake Huron,
and the Straits of Mackinaw,visited the Sail It
St. Marie, and through the Sioux River and
Lake Superior, and thence back to the start
ing point. He describes the long trip as a
a very delightful one, both to him and his
party, as indeed it must have been. Capt.
Bennett is at present acting as purser of the
steamer Vinalliaven. He is the same genial

gentleman

[Rockland Star.

as ever.

j

j
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cities of the

Lent comes late this year—Ash
Chat.
Fair. The adjourn- Wednesday March 3_Mr. W. A. Kimball
has issued invitations for the 8th annual
ed annua! meetiug of Waldo County AgriCanada Excursion Banquet, at the West End
cultural Society was held in the Court Hotel, Portland, on
Friday, February 12th.
House Saturday afternoon.
There was a _At the first meeting of the creditors of
the Excelsior Match company held in the Inlarge attendance aud the members were ensolvency court, Portland, last week, Frank
thusiastic for holding a fair the coming fall ! H. Colley,
Esq., was chosen one of the
and striving to bring the society again to the ! assignees_O. It. Webster is making good
progress on the sloop yacht he is building.
front. The secretary was instructed to reShe has been planked and caulked and deck
vise the list of members, and ascertain who
laid_Coombs Bros, are negotiating for a
are in good standing.
President Coombs, new engine for steamer Castine.E. S.
Shuman sold one of his large team horses
Secretary Hay ford and Trustees Holmes, last week to Samuel
Phinney of Montvlile
Knight and Ellis were appointed a commitNumThe People’s Lecture Course.
tee to prepare a premium list aud report at
was
an adjourned meeting.
Adjourned to Feb. ber four of the People’s Lecture Course
given in Belfast Opera House, Tuesday
13th, at 1 o’clock.
evening, beiug a lecture by the talented
Salmon Fishing at Alford’s.
Many of Southerner, Col. George W. Bain of LexingThe S’ bject was “Among the
our readers will be interested in the article ; ton, Ky.
Masses, or Traits of Human Character,” and
on the 7th page from the
pen of H. L. Woodwas handled in a manner which held the
cock, in which is graphically told the story of close attention of the audience. Many of
the capture of a salmon weighing 7 pounds The different traits f human character were
shown, and each was illustrated by some
8 ounces, to say nothing
of the lesser
amusing or pathetic in a way that
trophies of the rod, the whole making up a anecdote,
brought out the ideas of the speaker very
goodly catch. This article was contributed clearly.
Tin- verdict of the public is that
to the well known New York weekly, Shootj the lecture course of 1896-7 is thus far the
ing and Fishing, ami was handsomely i 1 Ins- best course of recent
years. The next lectrated, a portrait of the author-artist, appear- ture will be Feb.
18th, by Rev. P. S. Hening in the ornamental heading. Mr. WoodI). I). ; subject, “Fools.”
son,
cock is as skillful with the pen as with the
j
brush, and his articles in Shooting and Fish- !
New Advertisements.
A. P. Mansfield,
ing will aid materially in spreading the Masonic Temple, announces a grand clearfame of Maine resorts.
ance sale in every department, for which he
has been preparing since the holidays. All
Shipping Items. Sell. Hattie E. King arj winter goods are to be disposed of, and the
rived Sunday from New York with pliosprices
quoted on a few articles indicate the
pliaie for L A. Knowlton-Sch. Mazurka
arrived Sunday from Boston with cotton- great inducements offered to shoppers.
Shawls
at cost, and less_B. C. Dinsmore,
seed meal for L. A. Knowlton_Sch.Com88 Main street, proposes to close out at once
merce arrived Sunday from New York with
the remainder of his stock of warm goods,
feed for Oinn & Field....Sch Senator, loaded with hav fur Nickerson, Sprat.t & Gree- such as felt slippers, Jersey leggings, meu’s,
ladies’ misses’ and children’s overshoes. See
ley, sank off their wharf at Bar Harbor last
T. Colburn, McClinweek. The hay was got out, but in a dam- prices quoted-W.
tock’s Block, High street, offers great baraged condition-The captain and crew of
in overshoes—which are needed just
the schooner J. Manchester Haynes had gains
now in this zero weather—and all kinds of
their Christmas dinner in Demerara harbor.
winter footwear, at extremely low prices to
The schooner arrived that day from Portclose. Meu’s extra good felt boots only 50
land.In winter quarters at Buckscents-Burkett’s store was thronged last
port are twenty sailing crafts, three passenand on Friday and Saturday the rush
week,
ger steamers and one tug_Brig Henry B.
was
His bargain sale is
Cleaves, 370 tons, built at Bath in 1874, lias still unprecedented.
and some changes have been made
on,
been sold by Sargent, Lord & Skillins of
in his advertisement to which we would
Portland to Capt. William Nelson of Boston
call the attention of shoppers-Don’t forat S3.200.
The sale of the Cleaves leaves
the brig H. H. Wright as the only brig rigi get that you can get a good sleigh for $25 at
Geo. A.
52 Main street. See his
ged vessel hailing from Portland_Bark hardwareBailey’s,
advt. on the 2d page-There is
Rebecca Crowell has been erroneously renew at
Mixer’s candy store,
something
ported as arriving at Amsterdam from'Rot- Journal
building—mixed chocolates, made
terdam for Cardiff. She sailed direct to Amat
fresh
every week,
only 25 cents a pound.
sterdam where she is under charter to load
for Surinam-The coal barge Charter Oak, Call and try them.
Philadelphia for Boston with 1.400 tons of
The genuine “BELFAST** 5c. cigar
soft coal for Boston, foundered Jan. 23d off
Fire Island. The three men on hoard saved has
already found its way into nine difbut
the
clothes
had
on.
nothing
The
they
Charter Oak was formerly the ship of that ferent States in the Union, also the Doname.
She was built at Searsport, Me. in minion of Canada, and strange to
say, it
1854, for Benjamin Carver, and others, of
New York, and for years engaged in the is less than two years ago this brand was
East India trade.
In 1888 she was 'bought placed on the market.
The only cigar
by Messrs. H. G. Jordan Co. of Lvnn, Mass., made in Belfast that is
stamped “BELand converted the same year into a coal
FAST.**
barge.

Have

look

we even

the

Don’t miss it.

a

to

surprise you, and shall,

are

|

zero.

the wharf here

reports

meetings

of Boston.

front,

the

We substitute in their place

struck them.

Store for the Past Two Weeks
as

:

those

at the

bay

in

the
sus-

North.
He was last heard from in Syracuse,
Thf. Weather. There has been a great j
He is of good family, has
! N. Y., Aug. 8th.
of
weather
since
our
last
issue.
variety
The
always been a moral and studious boy, is 5
extreme cold of the early part of last week
feet 4 inches tall,blue-grey eyes,dark hair ami
was followed Thursday
by a severe snow
skin, round face, is a fluent talker and writes
storm, closing with ram which left about »5
a g< od hand.
Any person hearing of such at
inches of snow covered with a heavy crust.
youth is requested to communicate with E.
Saturday the sleighing was tine, and everyJ. Ryan, Supt. Railway Mail Service, Bosbody who had a team or could get one was ton.
out enjoying it.
Sunday was quite a cold
Captain \Y. D. Bennett, formerly of the
day with a high wind, and Monday morning
steamer Emmeline, has had quite an experdawned clear and bright but with the merto Boston

Belfast

‘den Herald
VU

are

The members of the Alliance
requested to meet with Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington

who served six
or who were
sooner discharged by reason of wounds—
are invited to join.
Full particulars can be
obtained by addressing the adjutant, M. C.
Dilworth, Belfast, Me.
are

months

in

abated.

m

services at

“Chums.”
Friday, Feb. 3th. the Belfast
Band will give a supper at (> o'clock followbe from the Gospel by St. John.
ed by an entertainment, concert, and short
Belfast Opera House. The folThe Waldo County Veterans Association ; dance at the
* lowing east of characters will present the
''ill meet with E. M.

Billings Post, Monroe,
Thursday, Feb. 4th, at 10 o’clock a m. If
next
fair
stormy,
day. Baked beans, brown
bread, tea aud coffee will be. furnished hv
the Post. Comrades out of town will bring
their pastry.
[Lorenzo Jones, Secretary.
Sheridan F. Miller Command, Union Veterans' Union, will meet in the Grand Army
Hall next Monday evening. All veterans

advertised,

compels

are

Sunday.

the

came across

religious

<

Mission

our

to withdraw several items

us

“

Francis Whitmore of this city has receivat Searsmont, of which Rev. William C. I
ed from a friend, in California a lithograph
Baker is pastor
His congregation of 50 peoshowing San Francisco as it appeared after
pie ask for the passage of a Sunday rest law
being rebuilt from the tire of 1840. The
for the District of Columbia.
i
forty-niners, of whom Mr. Whitmore was
There will he a lecture in Northport at 1
as
one, say it is a good picture of the place
the Wood’s school In *use this, Thursday, I it then
appeared.
evening bv Kev. W. J. Wilson. The subThe management of the Maine Musical
ject will be his travels in the West. There Festival to be held in Lewiston next Octowill be an entertainment in connection with
ber have requested that Belfast furnish a
the lecture. Admission 10 cents.
chorus of from 30 to 100 voices for that occaA petition to the State Legislature was sion.
All interested are requested to meet
circulated Monday, and received a large at E. S. Pitcher’s music store this Thursday
number of signatures, asking that the Char- evening at 7 30 o’clock.
ter of t lit' City of Belfast he amended so as
Meetings will be held at Peoples’ Mission,
to elect three Assessors next spring for one,
38 High street (next door to American Extwo and three years, and thereafter one
press office) every evening this week except
each year for terms of three years.
I Monday and Friday evenings at 7 o’clock,
A preliminary meeting for organizing a also twice on Sunday at 2 30 and 7 p. m.
Sunday school was held at the new Gospel Sunday school every Sunday at 1 p. m. The

calendar for 18P7 showing a man “in
stocks
We have received the eleventh
annual report of the Maine Eye and Ear In-

did not return

afternoon

Brick school house, East Belfast,
pended until further notice.

Senator Frye has presented in the U. S.
Senate a petition from the Methodist church

eury 10 below

ruing, but
remaining

been

J. A. Johnson and wife, evangelists, will
beat Bradman’s Hall, next Suuday at 2 30
and at 7.30.

bears.

Teachers were chosen, and it was decided to
hold the school at 1 o’clock every Sunday
afteruiH^i. The lessons for the present will

The Great Rush at

Erizes

Thursday s storm there was
Ackn< wi.kdgments. Mr.F. W.Augier,travhigh tide and some <>f the
eling passenger agent for the Union Pacific
A"ic si bmerged, but
very little
done.
A centre-board boat System, has sent us as a neat little booklet
entitled “Indoor Sports aud Pastimes,” a
Mi- shore south of the steamboat
m as
speedily reduced to kindling companion hook to Outdoor Sports ami Pastimes, both issued by the passenger departiioT known where the boat came
ment
of the Union Pacific System.... Edvmi«• 111 Edna, moored in the
upper
ward L Lelaud A' Co., bankers and
’ke away from her
brokers,
mooring, but
Exchange Building, Boston, have sent, us
stern fast.
She was chafed
The steamers

1897 in each of the 4 districts
be awarded as follows:
met Competitor who sends in the
PORTION
Largest Number of coupons from
the district in which he or she resides
will receive IOO Cash.
The a Competitors who send in the
Nc^t Largest Numbers of coupons from the district in which they
reside will Each receive at winner’s

mil

ig~,W<

y

mooring chain.

WRAPPERS

Every month during

fz~#L

No. 3 of

the

week.

_

RULES.

prizes

cimi

_____

the building formerly
as a slaughter house
•hport avenue to Peirce street Sat-

<

yumuii

ui

New York State (outside of w. r. City,
2 ! Brooklyn, Long and Staten Islands),
-Pennsylv ania, Delaware, Maryland, Went Virginia and Dis3
trict of Columbia._
4k
The New England Staten._
•The Bicycles are the celebrated PierCe Special,
1897 Pattern, mTd by Geo. N.Pierce4 Co., of Buffalo, Boston and New York. Fitted with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamp, New Departure
Bell, Standard Cyclometer, and Hunt Lace Saddle.

O. Norton

ist

SV.Nl:,CV,?X
they.can collect. Cut

—~~—

Mason moved

placed

riC

J-1*

made Monday in the train
Maine Central whereby six
ii the
the work formerly done by eight.
Mace is continued as conductor on
train between Portland and Banwere

•••s

iu|i

a*

1

be sent* postage
a
enclosed with
paper stating Competitor’s full name and address
and the number of Coupons
sent In* to l^ever Bros.* Lid.,
New York* marked on outside
(top lejt hand cornerfwitu NVJlHUK
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives in.

Shuman was employed to
with a road machine.

was

ini’

}*ons”)
ully paid*
sheet of

S.

i\vn

$3,400.00

THEM.

wrapper* that portion containing the heading “SUNLICHT
SOAP.” These (called ‘‘Con-

Northport avenue

about the correct

1,000.00

■

luai,y

are to

brisk times

>

TO OBTAIN
80 save

a. P »pe.

>

$100spicBu.Bicycles*2,000.00
_12

letters remaining in the
-t office, for the week ending Jan.
; .udies—Mrs. Clarence E. Bartlett.
ship letters, Capt. J. T. Irons,

!

$ 400.00

•

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00

1 aimed

1:ji•

each of $100 Cash

$ 25 Gold Watches
Cash and Prizes given each month

Parish has presented
E. Crowley with a handsome
vase m recognition of her serjanist at the church.

|

Prizes,

20 Second
40 Third

ersalist.

|
|

EACH MONTH

As follows!

put at work
the
Pa-

ary woodpile Monday, under
ienee of Frank Norton of

|

given free

inn nn w
PRIZES
«[>J,<rUUiUU

meeting of the City Council
Monday evening.

ir

*

20 c^oz10 doz.

F°ster’s7 Hook Suede Kid Gloves, former price $1.50 (everv pair warranted) only SI. OO
Foster’s Mousquetaire Glove sells for $1.75, now SI.25.

WILLIMANTIC
Only

3c. per

MACHINE

spool during this great sale.

Not

than 12

more

THREAD. ¥
spools

u'b^h"

$300 WORTH OF ELEGANT DAMASK TOWELS

to each customer.

>!

’

1

25c. EACH.

travelling, it will pay the country customers, to encounter storms, and get a good shaking up an these
some of these stupendous bargains we are offering for January.
to
We have procured extra help
roads,
procure
rough
and hope to be able to give our trade prompt attention.

No matter how bad the

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast.
BARCAl NS

GEO. W. BURKETT,
Mr. Harry Park of
Stockton Strings.
Rochester, N. Y., made a short visit to his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Pa rk, last

week_Dr. Trueman Griffin of Pittsfield
was in town the past week for a visit of a
few days to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
who celebrated the GOth anniversary
their wedding day Jan. 19th.Capt.
Nathan Johnson arrived home the past
week....Mr. Elman Dickey, Jr., arrived
home Friday from Augusta sick with the

Griffin,
of

Dickey accompanied himWardwell and friend, Miss

measles.

Mrs.

Ellie
Knowlton, of Camden were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. John Lancaster the past week....
Miss Alice Crocker is quite ill at her home
on Main street... .Capt. Albert Colcord and
daughter, Evelyn, arrived in town Jan. 19th
and returned to Portland Saturday... .The
officers of Pownal Lodge, F. & A. M., were
publicly installed Wednesday evening, Jan.
20th, by D. D. G. M. Rodel A. Packard of
Quite a large number of
Northport.
Masons and their friends were present.
Some fine selections were given by the
choir which consisted of the following
Miss Gertrude
ladies.
Pendleton, Miss
Lizzie Colcord, Miss
Colcord,
Evelyn
Miss Laura Marden, Mrs. Clara Shute, Mrs.
Ada Mudgett.
They were ably assisted
by Mr. Fred Trund.v and Mr. Albert lvane
of Searsnort, and Miss Susie Cousens, organists. After the installation supper was
announced and all did ample justice to the
feast spread in the dining room below. Supper was followed by a short program as
follows. Singing by the ch' ir; reading by
Mr. Fred Nickerson; solo, Miss Gertrude
Pendleton; recitation, Edith Fletcher; song
by Albert Kane; declamation by Harry
Park; declamation by Mr. Wentworth of
Belfast... .The Current Events Club sociable
will be held at Hotel Cleaves this, ThursMiss

day, evening.

OVER-SHOES

speedy

a

for

cure

HALE’S

the

HONEY

most

obsti-

MOUND

nate

cough.
It

AND

cannot

Hale’s

**; x"

OF

TAR

fail

Honey of Horehound and Tar 3
3

acts like magic for a cough or any throat
or bronchial trouble.
Ask your druggist.

Pike's Toothache

Drops cure in one minute. 1

SOMETHING NEW
...AT...

F. G. Mixer’s

“

Ladies’

“

“

"

Hen’s Heeled Buckle iiiildiers, £*
Hen’s Extra Good Felt Boots,

CANDY STORE.

Ail Kinds of Winter Foo

A LINE OF

At

Mixed Chocolates

extremely

low

prices

wear

to close.

at 25 cents per lb.

Deafness

Cannot

be

Cured

by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube gets inflamed
you have a rumbling sound <>r imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken

Consisting of Nugatines, Montevidios, Pe=
Peppermints, Checkermints, Vanilla,
Strawberry and Coffee.

cans,

These goods are made eacli week fresh.
Remember they are not stale 40c. goods
lor 25c., but fresh goods made on the
premises every Wednesday.
CODE IN AND TRY

—_

F. G. MIXER,
Church St., Belfast.
Journal Building,

W. T.

COLBURN,

PEOPLES
L. A

ncC,intock’s B,ock’ m«h st-

NATIONAL BANK

KNOWLFON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

out and this tube restored to its normal condi-

tion, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases
out of ten are caused by catarrh, which is nothing
but

an

inflamed condition of the

mucous

surfaces.

give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
free.
4w2
#ySold by Druggists, 75c.
We will

Belfast National Bank,
Belfast,

A Card.
anti

instrumental

instruction

tel

Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1

to

Searsport, Jan. 28,18i)7.—3w4*

July 24, 1894.
$59,180.29
Dec. 13, 1895.
$100,838.17.

Dec.

1894.

$79,480.59
July 14, 1890.
$172,093.10

March 5, 1895.
$83,978,53

A*m

UGC. I l j

S183,869.99

From

4 P. M.

the hotel.

DEPOSITS

28, 1894.
$30,353.09
July 1 1, 1895.
$123,085.58

Feb.

taken from our sworn statements to the Comptroller
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.
DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest payable January 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the first three days of rrertj month draw interest from the first
of that month. This department offers much '/renter security to depositors than Savings Hanks, inasmuch as every deposit is a loan to the hunk, an l all deposits in our Hank are nun mate, I t>y twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Hank being the latest established Hank in Waldo Countv, our vault has all tin* latest improvements in Eire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering <jrenter security to depositors than any other
hank in this county.
VP our boxes are are note equipped with extra
We still have a few ftS.QD SIPK DEPOSIT BOXESlocks, so they may he taken to and from the Hank if desired.
1yd
These

SURPLUS, $33,000.

at

Parlors. Parents wishing to consult with Mrs. Grinnell
can do so by calling upon her at

the H

DEPOSITS:

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000.

MRS. W. E. GRINNELL will give vocal

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

SOLICITED.

Htf

figures

are

MY

LADY’S

WARDROBE.

Wh»t Fashion and Famy May

[Our

New York

To be without

a

Literary

Pain-Killer.

It Should Contain.

Letter.]

suit of the coat and

now-a-days,

Pain-Killer.
This is a true statement and it can’t be
made too strong or too emphatic.
It is

a simple, safe and quick cure for
Cramps,
Cough, Rheumatism,

Colic,

Colds,
Neuralgia,
Diarrhoea, Croup, Toothache.
TWO S1ZBS. 23c. and 50c.

necessary to the existence of the welldressed woman, for she fully realizes that
it is one of the principal characters in

inspired by

was

a

First a Mole,
Tien Cancer,

The above

Daroe Fashion's latest novel.

visit to the

monthly

no disease carries such terin its path as Cancer—and well
may this dreadful affliction be regarded
with horror. In an alarming manner,
it slowly but surely preys upon the
life’s blood, bearing the victim nearer
the grave day by day. Beyond the use
of the knife the physician is powerless,
and too much cannot be said against
the folly of resorting to the knii> for
Cana cure of this terrible disease.
cer is in the blood, hence it is apparent
to all that no relief can be expected
from an operation. In ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred the cancer promptly
returns, if not in the same place, in
the same locality, and is far more malignant than before. The same is true
of attempts to remove the cancer by
means of caustic piasters, etc., and all
who have had this treatment claim
that death cannot be more painful.
But there is a cure for cancer—one
which gets at the seat of the disease,
and removes its cause. S. S. S. is the
only real blood remedy, and cures cancer and all other blood diseases, even
after other treatment has failed.
One of the well-known residents of
Macon, Ga., is Mr. H. Powers, the contractor and builder, who lives at 515
Ross street. For twenty years Mr.
Powers has suffered intensely from a
cancer on his face, which was treated
constantly, but grew worse all the
while.
He sought the best medical
skill in vain, and could see no hope of
ever being cured.
On June 22,1896, he writes: “Twenty
years ago, while being shaved, a small
mole on my face was cut, leaving an

Probably

!

ror

i

j

|
i

|
;

i
!

Tailor laJe Gown seen
Sorosis Meeting.

Visiting Costume Trimmed with

at

F ancy Silk.

Designed by Tin: National Cloak Co., West '23d St.. New York.
in New York, and the latest and most
unique is called a k,a rainy day club.” It
was

Register

started by a number of very clever
who promise to wear in bad

It

is

certainly

commendable

a

Vessels.

SHIPS.

weather skirts which escape the ground
by no less than four inches and no more

eight.

Water

|

Abner Coburn, J P Butnaiu, sailed from
Hiogo Oct 14 fur New York; passed St
Helena Dec 31.
A G Ropes. David Rivers, arrived at Sau
Francisco Oct. 13 frum New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30, from Philadel-

women

than

Deep

of

effort, and will surely recommend itself

|

i

phia

for Nagasaki.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from Hong
Rung Jan 1 for New York.
by I nr. National Cl ak C>*.. West
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
tume it will become a matter of conven•J3d Si.. New York.
Zanzibar Dec 4 for Singapore to load for New
tional
but
if
its
lirst
advocates
York
or Boston.
breakfast of >oivsi>. held at the Waldorf
El Capitau, A L Carver, sailed from
of convenlas: week, where
actual count two- are women with a
Hong Kong Nov 21 for Baltimore; passed
^
tor its uui*
it is useless to
thirds ot the gowns worn were on the
Anjcr Dec 15.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrivvviil
a
be
ersal
women
saction.
Young
tailor-made order.
ed at Shanghae Jan 5 frum New York.
to establish this
The sketches that embellish this page great power in
Emiiy Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
skirts, for the New York Nov 15 for Japan; spoken Dec.
will help in giving you an idea of the most sensible of
10,1 at. 5 N. Ion. 25 W.
wish to
smartness of these frocks, which when reason .that all women
Gov Rome, Nichols, sailed from New York
but if the Dec 5 for Melbourne.
properiy made an embellished with neat appear as young as
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at Marclubs adopt a mode
young wo- i seilles Jan 1 from Hobart Town.
inlaid collars and jaunty
men the dress will stamp them with a cerets are incomparaule and
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, cleared from
San Franciscu Dec .".1 fur Huuolulu.
I for one sincereOne well-known club woman, who is tain mark of maturity.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Hong
dress will become Kong Oct 1 for New York; passed St Helena
wore a severely
ly hope that a
Dec 18.
for certainly a skirt escapplain flock made of cinnamon brown a settled
Mary I. Cushing. J N Pendleton, arriva
live
inches
and
the
about
butbroad-cloth.
The jaunty jacket was
ed at Sydney. N S W Jan 5 from New York.
by
ing
May Flint. E D P Nichols, arrived at Sau
toned quite close and over it was worn a pair of neat
boots, such as are worn
Franeisc Dec 24 from New York.
to
short collarette, fashioned of sealskin and on the wheel, are far
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from Hiogo.
finished with a h’ussian sable collar and skirts which are all
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from Batavia
wet
shoes and
a cascade of sable tails dov.n each side of
Nov 21 lor Tagal.
1
R R Thomas, C (7 Nichols, arrived at Hong
As
the trout.
When the collarette was regowns occupy much of our
Kong Nov 25 from New York.
these
of winter fesmoved and the jacket unfastened a
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
The material tivities it ma\ interest some of my readers Dec 22 fur New York.
fitting vest was exposed.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, Hong Kong fur
used fur the vest was quite in
New York; passed Anjcr Dec 15.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed frum San
with the smar.ness of the gown.
Jt was
Francisco Jan 7 for Seattle.
tan
vesting spotted! with tiny red dots
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
and buttoned directly down the front
5, lat 8, ion 28 W.
witii suiail,
uind. red buttons.
The tan
Tillie E Star buck. Eben Curtis, sailed
frum New York Jan <1 for Sydney, NSW.
fell b e. that :eud such a titling crown
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
t« lib" biiei
id >uit. was
trimYork Oct :d lor San Franciscu: spoken Nov
med wei: Mown feathers and velvet with
2(1. hit 7 50 N Ion 52 10 w.
Wm 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, sailed
ui-h of brightness in the
just c
from Hong Kong Oct 17 fur New York ;
of
a
of
twist
red
velvet.
way
passed Anjcr Nu\ *>.
V'.’ d Rotcli, Sewali C Lancaster, at Hong
To ,t casual observei the owner of the
Hong Dec 4 lor New York.
suit u'-ove hcx ribt-d seems never to wear
Coat and Skirt

every skirt-bound woman. If the right
kind of women adopt this style of cos-

-4o

costume.

approval,

disregard
hope

by

tionality

j

j

I
|
]

stitel:iug>,

helping
rainy-day
naturally
possible;
rejected by

pock-

|

!

>

preferable
long
bedraggled, muddy
frequently
stockings.
evening
days
tight- thoughts during

MR.

insignificant

:

|

BARKS.

same

tube, but in reality it is

gown

the woman's cleverness in

Adam \V Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
!
Singapore Dee 11 for New Vork.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at

making

frequent changes in fancy fronts, soft
silk blouses and other vests of silk-or

Montevideo Dec 7 from Rio Janeiro.
Carrie L Ty ler, Lancaster, arrived at New

velvet.
To such

a

woman

no

the

touches

finishing

all-important, and

at

time have the fashions admitted of

so

of her costume

are

Cape

much individuality in this respect as at
present. < ollars are now-a-days a study iu

neMgie.-u

ot

Purple Broadcloth.

mr

i>y

.aaic-nai

St

themselves, and

miak

<

west

Yew York.

even tailor-made gowns
with picturesque cravats and to know of a delightful dress made for
jabots: while for evening wear the collar- I that popular little French singer, Miss
Anna Held, and which she wore to the
ettes and fichus of hu e, mousseline de
;
New Year's luncheon given by Mrs. O. II.
soie ami eh id on are as varied as
are
worn

are

they

j P. Belmont. The material is blue de ceil
I am going to tell you of an exquisite, moire antique and the style is somewhat
garmture for theatre wear, of which its on the princess order, the bodice and
skirt being both in one piece.
The skirt
most attractive feature is that it could be
made at home and with so very little fits perfectly across the hips and then
trouble, too. First comes a lace bolero, Hares out considerably at the bottom,

becoming.

purchased ready

which must be

where it is

made.

trimmed

with small sables

The bodice is
Next, plainer plaited mousseline de soie spread out full length.
arranged in nifties across each shoulder, charmingly girlish, for its only trimming
being sewed to a cap of white lawn, which is a strip of real lace drawn from the left

is

in

turn

fastened into the

is

shoulder to the waist line in

holes of

arm

it

front,

where

disappears
sable,
body also extends to the left shoullace, put on by hand, the effect is be- der, where the bushy tail rests among the
witching and quite repays one for the puttings of silk and lace ruffles that form
trouble sh.- may take.
A wide piece of the only bit of covering for the arms.
The right side of the bodice shows the
rose }'ink tafl'etta ribbon is next fastened
to the lace boierojust under each arm and,
tail and tiny claws of a second sable,
after being drawn across the bust, is fin- whose body extends across the back of
the

are

If

jacket.

edged

with

these mousseline rutiles

narrow

beneath the head of

whose

white Valencienue

coquettish bow in the front. the bodice
The collar is made separate and consists front.
ished with

of

a

med

a

folded
on

stock" of the tafl'etta trim-

each side of the front with

bow, and in the back with

an

a

ruff of the mousseline.

cloth"' and trimmed with

a

vest

and collar

of white velvet, strewn with raised dahlias, shading from the faintest pinkish violet to

deep purple

and

red, suggesting the
Orient in their warmth of coloring.
The natty little cape illustrated, completed a tailor-made gown of deep purple
cloth.
The bodice was neatly braided in
a similar design to that which finished the
cape.
The latest bid for the favor of
of fashion is

women

blouse of French flannel,
made in the tight-fitting Norfolk style,
with two box plaits down the front and
a

three down the back.
most

Plaid flannels

are

in demand at the present moment,
are generally dark in
design. A

but they

bottle-green

one, for
barred with light blue

instance,

is

cross-

or red in a
very fine
pin stripe, and cadet blue or old rose flannel have the blocks outlined with a faint
streak of white. Bright red flannel blouses

will, however, be most in demand by golf
players and cyclists, for nothing is more

charming
an outing

than

in

a

J
I

Another gown seen at the Sorosis breakfast w as made of a rich shade of red “faced-

touch of this

suit of any kind.
Women’s clubs are certainly

jolly

shade

indigenous

in

a

Maine

small

Elizabethan

a

similar fashion to the

Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Dec 12 from New York.
Serrami, R G Waterhouse, arrived at Garontolo-from Sourabaya.
St Lucie, Sineed, sailed from Fort Natal
Jan 8 for Barbadoes.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
from Fiosario Dec 2 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, AC Colcord, arrived at
New York Dec 29 from Barbadoes.
Santos

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Barbadoes Jan 1 for Demerara.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Portsmouth, N H, Dec 9 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Philadelphia Dec 18 for Christianstadt.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
New York Jan 13 from Savannah.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Fialtiinore Dec 22 for Curacoa.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball,
ton Dec 10 for coal port.

Firemen.

A Slate Association Formed at

York Dee 20 from Savannah.
C 1* Dixon, N F Lii 1 ke\ sailed from New
York Dtc 10 for Port. Natal.
Edward May, arrived at Hong Kong Dec
1") from Honolulu.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, at Montevnleo
Nov 5 for New York.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Townsenc Dec 30 from Santa Rosilia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived at
A. ajutia Sept 8 from New York.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New York June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
Iolani, McClure, arrived at New York Jan
5 rum Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
New York Dec 31 for Hong Kong.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Dec 20 from Montevideo.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana Jan 7 for
New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, at Hong Kong
Dec 22 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Rotterdam Jan 1 for Cardiff.

Portland.

The State Firemen’s Association was
at Portland Wednesday afternoon. Jan.
liOtli, about SO delegates being present front Lewiston, Auburn,
Saco and many other cities and
large
towns.
A
constitution
and by-laws
w ere
adopted, based on the Massachusetts
State Firemen’s Association and International Association. The following officers
were elected:
President, M. X. Eldridge, Portland;
vice presidents, Frank Morse, Hath; M.
J. Moriarty, Lewiston; F.
\V. Peck,
Deering; D. W. Estes, Lisbon Falls, F.
11. Welch, Belfast; W. If. Tolman, Fairfield; C. L. Goldthwait, Saco; secretary,
F. H. Moody, Deering; treasurer, J. B.
Longley, Lewiston; executive committee,
D. W. Morrill, Auburn, three years; Geo.
S. Parshley, Bath, two years, George A.
Dow, Portland, one year; sergeant-atarms, Capt. M. J. Holmes, Lewiston.
The next meeting will he held in Portland in August.
F. H. Little of Portland
was elected the first
honorary member.
President Eldridge was elected a delegate
to the International Firemen’s Association.
In the evening, the firemen of Portland
gave a dinner to the visitors in the hall of
the Veteran Firemen’s Association. After
dinner remarks were made by various
members of the Portland city government.

organized

sailed from Bos-

Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from Wilmington, N C, Jan. 18 for Port Spain, Trini-

dad.

Mary A Hall, Haskell, cleared from Darien Jail 13 for New York.
R E Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Boston
Jan 3 from Rio Grande, Nie.
FI W Hopkins, Flielihorn, cleared from
Baltimore Jan 9 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at New
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
Jan 7 for Mobile.
Willie L iNewton, E Coombs, sailed from
New York Jan 18 tor Havana.
$2

a

j
!

j

j
I

i

!

all subscribers, new or old, who pay
subscription to The Journal one year
in advance the New York Weekly Tribune
(price 81 a year) will be sent one year free.
In remitting, if the Tribune is wanted the

sore, to

Purely Vegetable
and cures Cancer, Cotagious Blood
Poison, Scrofula, Eczema, Tetter,
Rheumatism, Catarrh, or any other

disease having- its origin in the blood.
Books on blood and skin diseases
mailed free to any address, by th®
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Advertising Is
Like Driving Nails.
The first
a

nail

blow starts

but

followed

subscriber should

so

state,

as

squarely

must

on

the

head

to

Drive It Home.
An

unless

different addresses.
“An ounce of prevention is better than a
pound of cure.” Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup prevents consumption by curing
colds, and all similar lung troubles.

advertisement

mitst;be followed by

nis

Subscriptions may begin at any time,
year.
and if desired the two papers will be sent to

a

others that
and

to

get

the

the

are

clear

point to

desired

Long Tow.
ocean

tow

of the Boston

Licensed Auctioneer.
tf7

FREEDOM, MAINE.

-OF-

1
Promotes Digestion,Cheerful

ness and Rest.Con tains neither

Opium,Morphine

nor

Mineral

IS

Not Narcotic.
!

ALx.Sc/i/:e/
JtodtcUe Salts
Anise Seed *

j

jI

/\ppermmt

250 miles at an average of about 180 miles
Good weather was encountered
per day.
throughout, with the exception of a
heavy southeasterly gale which occurred
on January 15.
A

Special

Maine Almanac.

Farmer’s Almanac has just been
issued by the “I,. F.” Atwood’s Bitters people in a special Maine edition. All the calculations are figured out exclusively for
Maine, with correction tables for almost
It is one that will be prized
every h cality.
by everyone who is fortunate enough to get
in early and secure a copy. Most of the
medicine stores have them. In ease you do
not find them drop a postal card to the
agents, H. H. Hay & Son, Portland, Me.,
and secure one free.

THE

CF EYEEY

I

Jft Carbonate Soda
Ifiver/ Sec el

Clarified Sutjrr
Wmb/ynen f lavor
A

OH

WRAPPE:

Recipe of Old DrSAMVELPITCHER
1’umpkm See./

perfect Remedy

J
for Constipa-

tion, Soui Stomach.Diarrhoea
Worms.Convuls'ons Feverishness and Loss OF Sleep
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PROBATE NOTICES.
l’rohate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
A. I). 1897.

At a

|
|

!

j
|
j
|I
;

j

Probate (..nit held at Belfast, wCounty ..f Waldo, -mi the see..
•lanuary A. 1) 18'.'7.
certain instrument, purporting
will and es
of MAH
late ot Belfast, in said County ..t \\ ..
havnu been presentee for i rYl.at.
Jrdcred. That not n* 1 e un ei; t.
terested by eausinij a
py o| this
lished three weeks Mi.re.ssiv »•!v m
•Journal, print, d at Belfast, that tl
at a Probate Court, to be lield a: it.
and tor said County. on the seeoi
February next. at ten ol In « lot
and show cause, it any they haw.
sltoiiId m>t he proved, appio’v, d am
<;i:< • k. .Johns,
A true ropy
vttest
Cm as. P. ll v. ri
At a

the

Belfast, within ami for
the second Tuesday of

at
on

V

January,

T I/./.IE B. CKXNOIEMIRE d Belfast, in said
Lj County, having presented a petition represent
ino- that she and others therein named are heirs,
living m ditVerent States, of AN 11,1 1AM I>. 1)()K,
late oi Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deeeased, ami as sueh are owners ot certain real estate
described in said petition, praying that some suit
aide person may be authorized'to sell said leal estate at

!

puldi.

■

sal.

Ordered, That the said petitioner ghe notice to
all persons interested by causing a cony of this
! order to tie published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
i they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, .m the second
!I
Tuesday of March next, at ten ot the clock be! lore noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
: the prayer of said petitioner should mu be grant< 1 E<». E. J( > ll NS( >N, J
ed.
udge.
A true copy. Attest:
(Has. p. Ha/ki. 11 K. Register
1

[

At

I

Probate Court held

ii

at

tlie County of W aldo,
January, A. lb lS'JT.

j

on

to

U’

be the last

will and testament ot ABBA Si ATI) V. W S. !:i v
Northport in-aid County ot Waldo, deceased.
having been pre-ei ted lor probate.

ot

t MAS. p. ||

Probate

a

tile

» oil

Court liebi at
at v o| W aido. oil
A. 1 >. 1 s: 17.

Belfast, witbm aid
the
ond Tlie-.i,;v

1 ||\|

A.

SS
lu (
f Pi
on tile
md
I'm.
av
lU'iiii B. BhK Ill IN. |...
taie .d Hannah <>. ;
i.n n
a-, o
h.,
port. in said < ,>unty.
his first and linai ace
ut
d

UTALDO
fas;.

ls:»7.

1

January

I

-'

Ordered, l'hat notice be given to all per-.m; interested b. causing a copy ot tlusordei to bo
published three week.- sui-rc--iv cly m be Republican Journal, printed at Belfast* t
appear at a Probate ('■ tin. to be iiebl at Va lfa-t',
; within and for said * oimty. on tin- -»•■• ud Timday oi February next, at ten..! the eb-.-k bet.
; noon, ind show eause n ,,i:y they have, why ;be
>;u ue -iiould not be pr-vt
a opr
ed and ii lowed.
*.i:o. i:.SmiiNSt >n. Judge.
A true copy.
Ai it. t
t 11 AS. P li A / l' L INK. RegiAt

ALDO SS.

In Court of Pri<1 at
last, on the second
1 uesd
!•CKtJRt.K A < > I ! \11 \
last will ot IKKIH.KlCk <
HA R.\
Boston. Ma.--.,dc< used. ha\ iu_;
and filial a,.•count lor allow.me,
Ordered, 'I'liat iiotiee ihere.d be
weeks successively, in the Hep1;:
printed ni Belfast, in said •■ount\ ::
interested, may attend at a hi.
bold at Bellas'. on the s,
no
1 we,m\
ary next. and show aiise.
the said ae.'oiini should n,.t he
t. a » i: .11 111 N
A true ropy.
Atte-J.

Piet fast, wit lu: and for
the second Tuesday of

certain instrument, purporting

\

,,

v

|

said e-tate !<>r allow

an.

«

irdered. That non. ,• t!n i, •!
Weeks -in e-.-iv ely in ;
lb pi.I iv
pi luted n: B. It;,-: ,‘m -,,i
intei esied. may at tend at a I'i •u,
held a. Bellas!. m t he -e< *nd I
au-e
ii am
ary ne\:. and show
e

,•

ot

I I sTINNA 1 l.B ASS Bit 11 Mil', w-vv
Si W
kl.l. Bit ASS I: K 11 M 1
W in;.
d
-aid « ••itiity ol \\ abi". ue< ca-ed. having
•: m mi-t rat ion
| ii pet it ion pray tig that
I tate ot. -aid de ea-ed in: y be ginnted to .lob \»
Holm- ot -aid A\ mte! p\.
ordered, l'liat the -aid petitioner
Hot lee to
all persons interested by aiming
: ilue.-py
order to be published 1 il II
v\ eek
-m
i V i1 ill
the Itepuldiean Journal. pru. ed at B. ,.- TI la t
n.
held
nr. ;■
they may appear at a Probate
m t be
at Bel last, wit In e and I or -a i.:
a: i:
>
oud Tuesday ot I'ebruary next. at ten <d
be do. k
belore noon, aim -bow eause, ii an. they li.e."
why the prayer ot said j.etni. n.-r -bout, not be
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1
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hereby

■

granted.
A
At

true

;i

K. JOHNSON.
copy.

Probate

Attest:
Cuas. P Ha

ourt held at
ot Waldo on

ink,

tl

the County
January. A. I» IS',‘7.

I

j

|
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ll. 1.1AM

true

copy.

k.

Judge

Kegistei.

Johnson,

Attest:

.11'

fifty of V\

<

v

-if,
|

d.

d.
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'P 11 I -Ii b■«•! Iiefebv
1
that
and taken upon huiise
tor of : h,
-tan
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,.t
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11
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e-
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p'a

a-

tlm

S MI-.lH 'd

ru-r

,\

lb,

in the county
Waldo, deceased, by
as
the aw direct-. he there!,-re rope
v,i.- w!i>> arc
ndcbl ed ;.,
make immediate payment. ,nu rii
any demand.- t lie icon t, ex h ib it
tlement to hum
Id N 1*1 l.\ ll \b
<

>■

TH h. -IllTiber hellbv
1
ned. Mb -ii,and taken upon lierse
t rix ot the estate d
II !..\H\

U1 V.
b.t
the trust

N. \\ 11.M

S.

\

w

ill

the
oimty of \V abm. dee, a-ed
he ;.iw direct.she hereto.,- <, .■
who are indebted to -.ml ,ie.
to make immediate pay ment, and I b
p.
any demands thereon, w exlubo
tlement to her.
\ N N \
as

;.

sons

At a Probate Court ln-ld at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on t lie second Tuesday ..t
January, A. I). IH'JT.
4 NNTK (,. TA1NTOK, widow ot WILLARD o
TAINTOR. late -f W mterpoi t. In -ai < .miii
ty ot Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for an allowance out of the personal estate
of said deceased.
( Bale red. That the said pet it inner give not ice to
all persons interested hy causing a ropy of this order to he published three weeks sm ecssivelv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at,
Belfast, within and for said County, <>:\ the seeond
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the elo.-k
before noon, and show eause. it any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
A

Hie

I*

hko.

7

annex. •'

per-".-who are in... Med p -.ml'.
t1
make immediate pay m, n:. ami •!..
any •leiuami- lu-reoi in ,-\ bi
I lenient to her.
Mill 1

t
tate
in said

granted.

the Will

it Ii

W

WII.I.IA M (i. >Ii;i p\

SMART, Administra:.a ..t tie
WILLIAM l» SM Alt f, kite t >, ars
County of AN aid... deei ase.l, h;n ing
pert,
pr.—ented a petition praying !->;■ an onier t <ntributioti. aeeording to law, m the estate "I -an!
j deeeased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give not me to
ot tinlull persons interested by causing a
order to be published three weeks sm .-e-sively in
! the Republican Journal, printed at H-diir-t.Tli.it
they may appear at a Probate Court t" l-e In-i.l
at Belfast within and for said County, m the
! second Tuesday ot February next, at tea of the
it any they
clock before noon, and show can-,
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not lie granted.
CFO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
(has. P. HA/ia.i'iNK, Register.
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TH K sul'serider hereby
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,-oncerned. hat lm
and taken upon himself
tor of the estate ,*i
BARNABAS
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\\

_w\e- o
ha- be.-n
them;-:

KOBKIifS,

hit,

Springs

the t 'oimty of W aid, d.'ee.ised.
the law directs; he then-tore
,pu
son- who are indebted to -aid de< ea-e
inak.
immediate payment, and tie,-,
any demands t tiereon to exhibit the-.,
tlement to him
.It >S1 A 11 I
|{|(

111
as

MowNrii^cr's
O l'Fl'i:

Judge.

>

'*k
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in
■!

S11 F. ic 11
M > INK, \N

-i

P.

Hazki.!

ink.

h

I\ot i<
\\ vi

i'o
■

A

BFi.FA.vr, .1 aginary IB, a i>. I
This is to jjive imtiee that mi tin
D. LS'.iy, .t
Wan.iii!
At a Probate (’ourt held at Belfast, within and for \ danuary, A
K .1. hnson .1 mi.
I
the County <>t Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
j was issued by • tor >aid
ol \\
A. 1>.
ot Iiisolvenry
County
January,
I
Ai;K
r A IUA .M. STAPLES, willow of LI. VI STAPLES, | the estate of HAKTSO.N «
!
late of Stockton Springs, m -aid County <>t said County, adjudued t« la- an Ins.
1
Waldo, deceased, hav ing pre.-ented a pet it ion that or on petit ion ot said Di .t u. a h i. b
I administration of the estate of said deceased may tiled on the loth day of .1 mti.iiy. \
w hu h date interest on elaiins is o
be granted to her.
Ordered, Flint the said petitioner give notice to that the payment ot any debt to ot l>\
1j
all persons interes ed hy causing a e..pv of this and the translei and delivery ot any
him are I >i iijitih n |»\ law t ha a
order to he published three week-sueee-sively m
pi.• 11,, >
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, tliat et editors ot said I h iitor
ehoose one >r more assignees o| his•
a
Pr-.bate
be
held
at
C..un,t.>
they may appear
I•<
held at a < ourt ol tnsol\em
at
Belfast, within and for said C-muiv. on the
seeond Tuesday
I-eluuaiy next, at ten ->t the 1‘rot.ate 'Hit in said Belfast. ..u
1
A
D
t
wo.
at
s*.»7.
V,■hmaiy
clock before noon, ami show can-.-, it any bey
have, why the prayer ot said petitioner should
C ven under m
ha .mi (lie ia! ti
not be granted.
ten
SAMI'I'.I «. V
(,K*». K. JOHNS* IN, Judge.
u;
Sheri!!. as ..n-ei m
he
A true copy
Attest
lor said < ounty ol Wane*.
< has. P. Hazki.tini
B.-gi-ter.
( has

Register.

f

..

I-

1

■

o

e

e

A

t a Probate
the

Court held
ol \\ ald<>,

at

Pel fast. within and
the >eei»nd ae-d.i

on

of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved and allowed,
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Mazeltink, Register.

day

of

February next,

at ten

Xotici of .1 signer of his
ment.

I■
ot

County
Shawmut, ('apt. Fuller, with the
.January, A. I). 1897.
big founnisted barge Atlas, terminated
the last
certain instrument, purporting t<>
successfully Jan. 20th, when the steamer A will and testament ot JAMES U WHITE,
and the barge arrived safely at Boston latent I* el fast, in said County ot Waldo, deee. is
from Galveston, Texas, with the largest ed. having been presented lor probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in
consignment of baled cotton ever brought terested by causing a copy ot this order i<> be
to that port.
With 8,150 bales of cotton published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
on January 4th the tow started for Boston,
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
jogging along the entire distance of 2,- within and for said < ounty, on the second Tuessteamer
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SIGNATUR:

ting the Stomachs and Dowels of

sequel

woman has a natural curiosity to
how other women furnish their homes.
; To satisfy this The Ladies’ Home Journal will publish during the year interior
views of a hundred of the
j photographic
; most
artistic, cheerful and comfortable
homes in America.
These will show in
j
j detail tin construction, fitting and furnishing of parlors, drawing-rooms, halls,
j
; reception, music, sitting, dining, bed and
| bath moms, kitchen, porches, piazzas,
etc.
This unique series will be full of excellent ideas for every housekeeper or
home-maker. It will present views of tin*
of houses of
moderate cost,
| interiors
which are titted.and furnished with conand
at
spicuous good taste,
eomparative; ly small expense.
Early in the new year there will appear,
I timid the auspices of the Congregational
! Publishing Society, a book of notable inter.to religious circles, and, indeed, to
Tie general mass of thoughtful readers.
Its title will he, “Common-Sense Cliristianity.” and it will consist of many of
; the Congregationalist articles of the late
Lev. Alonzo H. Quint, I). I)., the acI knowledges Nestor of the denomination in
| the l nited States. For many years Dr.
Quint had been a regular contributor to
the Congregationalist’s columns, and bis
wise and witty articles on living religious
topics have found thousands of constant
readers.
A wide-spread demand that
these articles be put into permanent form
lias led to the forthcoming volume.
The
hook will contain over 100articles, will be
handsomely bound and printed, and will
contain a fine half-tone frontispiece, with
autograph of Dr Quint. The preface
will be written by Kev. A. E. Dunning,
I). I)., editor of the Congregationalist.
In 1G0:>, w hile war was raging over the
continent of Europe, William Penn published a remarkable “Essay towards the
Present aud Future Peace of Europe.”
He proposed a general union of the nations of Europe, with a federal diet or
parliament, as the only sure means of
attaining and preserving peace; and he
worked out his scheme in careful detail.
It was the first plan known in history for
international federation, save only Henry
the Fourth's “Great Design,” anticipating Kant’s “Eternal Peace” by a hundred years.
The essay attracted much
attention at the time, but is has become
almost entirely forgotton.
Now, when
there is a deeper interest in international
arbitration and federation than ever before, the directors of the Old South Work
in Boston have added this notable tractate to their series of Old South leaflets,
so that for five cents
anybody may now
It will have a wide reading at
possess it.
this time, and it deserves it.
William
Penn was a pioneer in this great cause,
and due honor lias not been done hwn.
This leaflet |is No. 75 in the invaluable
Old South series.
It therefore completes
a third volume; for the leaflets are now
j gathered into volumes, with twenty-five
! leaflets in a volume, sold at the low price
These volumes should find
I of Si.50.
! place in all oui libraries.
They make
accessible to the people a great mass of
historical documents of the highest value,
otherwise almost impossible to find.

be

it is not sent

requested. With The Journal furing all the local news, and much other
matter of local interest, and the Tribune to
supply the news of the world, political and
general, with fashions, household science
and mechanics, literary and other departments, stories and miscellany, 20 pages in
all, it is a very taking combination at 82 a

AVege table Preparation Tor As
simila ting the Food and Reg ula

“The Prisouerof Zenda.” It is a novel
of the same high, romantic kind as “The
Prisoner of Zenda’’ itself, In a ring the
title of “The Constable of Zenda,” and
carries the attractive personages of the
early story through a new series of strange
and moving incidents.
The exclusive
right of serial publication in America has
been secured by McClure's Magazine, and
the publication of it will begin in that
magazine in the course of a few months.
In “A Study of American Liquor I/iws"
in the February Atlantic, President Flint of
Harvard College sums up the conclusions
drawn by himself, President Seth Low of
Columbia College, and James (
Carter,
Esq., of New York, who constitute the
committee that have investigated the actual working of liquor laws in eight States.
There has been no previous study of this
subject so thorough. The icsults of prohibition, of various forms of high license,
and of other efforts at restriction are duly
set forth, together with President Eliot's
far-reaching conclusions concerning them.
The Art Amateur for January is notable
for t lie large number of articles relative to
artistic house furnishing, a feature which
will be much appreciated.
These articles include Tiemodelling a City House,”
“Ideas for Furniture Gleaned from the
‘Arts and Crafts’ Exhibition in Loudon,”
“Economy aud Art in the Home," aud
“Photographs for Wall Decoration,”
The jeolored and black and white designs supplements are of a high order.
Among the remaining articles are noted
the tollowing: “The National Academy
of Design Exhibition,” “Painting of
Snow and Ice.” “Working from Photographs,” and “Hints on Miniature Portraiture.”

by others

To

CASTOAIA.
It m
Mery
ttippn,

;
I

H. POWERS.

which I paid little
attention at first. This sore refused
to heal, and after a while became quite
obstinate, and began to grow. I placed
myself under the treatment of prominent physicians, who said I had cancer
of the most stubborn type, and though
I took their treatment faithfully, the
cancer grew steadily all
the while,
increasing in size and severity. I
also took
nearly every medicine
that
was
recommended
for
the
blood, and applied various salves
and ointments, all without the slightest
benefit. Year by year, I found myself
steadily growing worse, for the cancer
was sapping my life
away, although I
spent hundreds of dollars with doctors,
and as much more experimenting with
various so-called remedies.
I was
strongly urged by the doctors to submit to an operation, which they
claimed was the only hope for me.
I had well-nigh abandoned
hope of
ever being cured, when I was induced
to trv S. S. S., and even the first bottle
afforded relief. The medicine caused
the cancer to discharge, thus forcing
out the poison, and ridding the system of it. I continued to take S. S. S.
until the discharge ceased, and the
cancer healed up entirely, and I am
perfectly well. My cure is regarded
as truly remarkable, and demonstrates
what a wonderful remedy S. S. S. is.
I shall take pleasure in always recommending it.
S. S. S. is the only
remedy that
gets at the root of all blood diseases,
all so-called remedies fail to
that
reach. It is guaranteed

Year for The Journal and Tribune.
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Notes.

McClure's Magazine for February will
have a paper by H. .1. W. Dam, on “The
Maki ng of the Bible,” giving a popular
account of the principal
manuscripts
(with fae similes) from which the Bible as
we now have it is derived,
and a description (with numerous illustrations) of the
famous Oxford University Press, where
Bibles are produced by the million, with
the finest art ever achieved in bookmaking, and in every known tongue.
Appletons' Popular Science Monthly
; for February will opeu with uu account
of
Herbert Spencer: the Man aud his
Prof. William Henry Hudson,
( Work, by
who was at one time intimately associated
1
with the philosopher of evolution in his
! literary labors. The accoflnt explains the
; leading principles of Spencer's Synthetic
Philosophy, of which the tenth and eon! eluding volume has recently been issued,
1
aud tells under what conditions this great
work has been brought to completion.

charming.

invaiiably well-gowned,

and

McClure's Magazine for February will
contain a sea poem by Rudyard Kipling,
illustrated by Oliver Ilerford.
since the
publication of Kipling’s new book of
poems, “The Seven Seas,” there is a
special interest in him as a poet, and
particularly as the poet of the sea.
A discussion of Tendencies in Athletics
for Women will be contributed to the
February Popular Science Monthly by
Sophia Richardson. The writer points
out the superiority which earnestly played games have in some
respects over
gymnasium exercises, and shows how
American college girls waste time in
forcing a dulled brain through tasks that
could he mastered easily and quickly with
the aid of invigorating exercise.

(PKKKY DAVIS’.)
▲ Sure and Safe Remedy in
every case
and every kind of Bowel Complaint is

to have a sadly j
incomplete wardiobe; in fact, there are j
few w» men who can pleady guilty to such j
a deficiency, for is not the coat and skirt
not only the most useful, but the most
becoming attire for all purposes of every
day wear ?
Why, a tailor-made costume is really

skirt type is,
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CCKTIS ot B« Hast, in -aid <
Insolvent Debtor, who has been ileel .e
vent upon his ow n pel it ion. by the <
veiie\ for said Cmnitv ol \\ aldo
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Xotice of Assignee of ft is .!/>/'•
ment.
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!

At Belfast, in the County ot
Maine, the thirteenth day ot

W

aldo

.u

damnify

v

THK undersigned hereby uives notie1TTALDOSS. In Court of Probate, held at Belas Assignee of theesta:I
W fast, on the second Tuesday of January, I S. Hpointment
•
ui
A KDINH ot Biirnluim, in sai
1897. FKEI> I. G 11 J\ EY Administrator on tin- do, Insolvent Debtor, who has been destate of LINCOLN GILKEY, late of Searsport.
insolvent upon his own petition, by ;l
his
in said County, deceased, having presented
Insolvenev tor said Count\ ot Waldo
second and final account of administration of said |
IdiUlttiK It MoliSK, \
estate for allowance.
2w3
Bittsli.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons I
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to lie !
1
THK KlNANCh CO.MMITTKI
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of Eebruary next, and show cause, if any thc\ have, why Connell desire that all holders of <'it >
4 per rent, bonds of the issue of lsv
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
the same for payment at om e.
A true copy. Attest:
F. H. WKM1I,«
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
Belfast, Jan. 13, 1897. 3w5S.

NOTICE.

Fishing at Alford’s.

n

song and movement, and all nature was
The sun rose slowly over
the eastern mountains.
The center of
the lake was veiled in a gray mist.
As it
felt the influence of the sun it broke into
regular fluffy masses, which, as they
floated upward, glowed goldeu aloug their
edges as they caught and absorbed the
luminous sunlight.
Squirrels darted
thither aud you, whisking their bushy
tails as they peeped at us from behind
the sheltering tree trunks.
Not a breath of wind was stirring, and
as we rowed out upon the lake we seemed
like Mahomet’s coffin, suspended between
heaven and earth, so clear and transparent
was the
water.
All things, however
pleasant, must end, and with regret I
motioned Elmer to row on.
Our bait hail
gone from bad to worse during the night.
Those which still showed signs of life
were
in a dilapidated condition,
but
selectiug the best, we began fishing.
Later on a slight wind arose, and the sky
became overcast, followed by a flat calm.
We trolled patiently. Other boats came
out from various landings until we counted fourteen.
Occasionally some one had
a strike, a few
securing fish. Many of
the boats held each a single fisherman, a
native, who held between liis teeth a long
line which trailed over the stern, his rowing imparting motion to tile worm bait,
which some claim is desirable.
As hours
passed without a strike 1 became discouraged, and reeling in my line, directed Elmer to row to the Blanding. They
had all the bait we wished. We walked a
mile to a spring, then half a mile back to
our boat, where we arrived streaming
with perspiration.
Overtaking Quimby
and Chase I divided with them, their success having been poor.
I baited my hook with a fine cliub, and
east into the water, observing it carefully
as file slow motion of the boat caused it
to whirl and dart from right to left.
Satisfied with it appearance, I began payingout my line.
I usually run sixty yards in
trolling, and had put out about half that
when 1 got a strike which took the tip
under water.
The salmon had evidently seized the
bait on the run and continued its rush,
evincing speed and strength beyond anything I had ever seen exerted by a fish. I
grasped my rod convulsively, but too far
down the butt.
The reel was fairly
screaming. The whirling handle caught
in my coat sleeve, bringing everything up
short except the salmon, which continued on, parting the leader as though it
were a thread.
As t lie fish broke away it.
was on tile point of
jumping, and we saw
a tremendous swirl of
water, and a flash
of silver gleamed above the lake as the
salmon darted below.
A grunt of disappointment sounded behind me.
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awakening.

\\\ 11. L. Woodcock.
..ting and Fishing, New

v

Mien,

uniug?”
good, motherly

•n

!
S

York.]

what hour shall 1 call

at

old soul,
>tood before us, her arms
il, kindness and attention to
mild be seen beaming from
vt-s and wdiolesome face.
HMi't some one, to be smart,
asked Fred, whose morna rule, are hard to break in
as a

1 think we ought to
that time,” said Will.
uing bids fair to be calm and
W should be on the lake at
'\ >tli breakfast and all, 3 o’clock
■l

i

iou.-ly.
»v

j

early.”
3 o’clock, then?” agaiu

..

..Pij Mrs. W.
n

....

f,

d

local?”

or

Fred, who, by this
his chance for an exIt seemed strange to hear
it.
nt times thus mentioned; but
try many clocks still continue
ohl time—sun time they call
amount of argument or perowners
to
induce their
kn
■oil,” cried
saw

urn,

and the evenings
a fire comfort*
re gathered about the huge
;u which radiated a generous
age. low sitting room, in a
whose low eaves and huge
e
unmistakable evidence of
Idle the general air of thrift!
ty about testified to its re- j
lieside the family of mine
three—Chase, Quimby, and1
"ii
whom tlie moss of'
accumulated since child- |
spring for the past three !
!; 1 us at this same hospitable
\ car
together we liad enhad at.
11 uis sport to be
iany tine salmon have we

spring,

the

>1, rendering

>

mpid

waters.

.shioned

very, incitainly comfortable and
uv
the tire stands the
"eking chair, into whose
and generous cushions
a. sigh of rest; the rag\C;th braided rugs before I
ail sj>aces, broken and
rooms are

iily-colored prints,
s;

repole tombstones and dissorrowing amid the

•'irkahly

green

weeping-

hacked wooden chairs
ntci als along the wall;
ishioned china on the
1).
interspersed with
:stci Simmies; the air of
tinged with smoke and
odoi of apples in the
u inei in his shirt sleeves,
her industriously knit-

:

corner.

ncy
or

more

after tea

we

sat

'catling and smoking; then
a>

wrapped

in silence and

iiouored guests, snugly
beds in the spare room.
he hills and mountains
\ county, eighteen miles
spread out below as one
western heights, lie three
is of
water, the Alford
may travel far and wide,
the home of romantic and
;n-s. and fail to lind a more
beautiful chain of ponds,
proper, the central and
group, is most interesting
s standpoint. The water
of many Maine lakes
old free from any trace of
A few tiny brooks
ity.
c

the

mountains,

but most

from springs
supply
.dong the sandy bottom.
.md trout, bred under these concomes

'd

j’<u'}c< ti'uj m flavor, color,
j* sscssing great physical
■;d agility.
Trout, pickerel, i
)c]i me natives, and were;
d int.
Some eight years ]
c

■'■,

i silmon were introduced j
They took kindly to their
thriving and multiply- j
king, the ponds were !
cars.
When fishing was1
u) and white perch were
dance, while trout and
■ally extinct.
connected by narrow |
i"WAof the encircling hills !
iiiM-f; along the shore; high
heavily wooded except
here several cultivated
rph to the water. To t he
rise abruptly.
Wooded
"ints jut out into tlie
mountain air is fragrant
Altogether, tlie place has
wildness hardly to beexity so near railroads and

’-idfast that morning, driv-

Hiiug country, our route
heavy hills. Our drive
■me in many respects; the
■igh and unsettled, the rei spring rains.
There was
the atmosphere was hot
••

Then those hills!
When
the view from their sumt< liing and
beautiful; still,
ibt if the prospect of forout
below paid our
spread
vd horses for the fatigue
dious ascent.
However at
afternoon we reached our

•■‘•'■ged from the house after
)<
confronted by a gentle- I
■'who had arrived the day j
: » had been
fishing since I
soon had his catch spread :
‘ss—twelve salmon and one
in weight from 1 1-2 to 2 1-2
presented a beautiful apmake a fisherman’s heart
■ipation and excitement.
nu*(i us lie had many strikes
hold, and had put several
i'irk into the lake.
This
and jointing rods and
av were soon on our way

litcome

was

to

a

beauty,

sir.

liow

lose him?"

did

you

And we
“Carelessness; nothing
glared at each other in disgust. There
was nothing to do. however, lint
accept
the situation. I replaced the leader and
cast again.
It. was well 1 did; before I
had put out thirty feet of line I got an
other strike, which held a 2-pound fish,
which we lost no time in taking into the
boat.
Two-pound salmon are at fighting
weight, and are without doubt the smartest fish that swim; in proportion to size,
there is more tigl.t iu one of this weight
than in one four times as large. We trolled
over the middle ground, so called, although it. is much nearer the eastern than
the western shore.
Elmer had evidently got the lay of the
land, for each time we crossed we got a
strike, many of which held, until 1 had
five salmon weighing two or three pounds
each.
It was approaching the dinner
hour, but I determined to go down and
back, and if unsuccessful, go in.
“Now, my lad, go slowly, and let’s see
what we can do."
With a stroke as regular and measured
as the swing of a
pendulum we trolled
over the bar;
nothing. Then we turned
in a broad circle. The boat had straightened out on the up trip, although the
long line trailing behind was still slack,
and the bait must have been at a standstill. Below us were several boats we had
passed. In their midst, out of the dark
water siiot an immense salmon;
turning
in air it plunged into the lake with a
that
attracted
the
attention
of all.
splash
A cry of astonishment came from the assembled boats. Until then I had not the
least idea the fish was hooked or that
mine was the favored line.
The bait
must have been taken when it was rushing directly from our boat, and the jump
failed to take up the slack. Its rush then
took a different direction.
Twenty-five
yards away the salmon again shot into
the air, then darted straight down to the
bottom, where it lay motionless.
Elmer’s face was set and determined,
and he was sending the boat in the direction of the fish with all his strength. Taking in line as fast as 1 could, soou we were
well up, the hue trending straight down.
I brought every ounce of strain the rod
would stand to bear on the fish, the tip,
as rigid as au iron rod, hut a few inches
from my hand.
Line and leader were
tested to their utmost.
Nothiug could
stand that strain long, and far below I
felt the sulky, ugly swaying of the salmon’s head.
“Look sharp,’’ I cried, “it is going to
start.
Bee that it does not get under the
boat.
As 1 spoke the salmon sprang high
above the water, mouth agap, gills widely distended, the water flying in a sparkling shower from its broad tail; shaking
its head sharply in striving to free itself
from the hook, it turned directly for us.
Elmer whirled the boat like a flash; it
was handsomely done,
and the salmon
flew by the stern, my reel howling in response to the strength and speed of the
rush.
Again it settled and sought a breathing
We were surrounded by spectaspace.
tors, all the boats on the pond having
gathered to see the sport The nearest
one was less than fifty feet
away, and the
next jump of the salmon was in their
very
faces.
Startled, it turned toward the
center of the lake, we following, our
neighbors trailing behind. 1 begged them
to stand off and give me working
space.
They did so for a time, then closed in
again. Hemmed in as we were 1 felt our
chances of landing the fish were small.
However, we did our best to keep clear,
although once the salmon rushed directly under the nearest boat, and except for
the prompt shoot ahead which Elmer
gave us, we should certainly have lost it.
Realizing this, the boats stood off, giving
else.”

with a line lot of live
ti«ui of.our carriage over
i' had thrown them violentwire netting in the bait
them badly. A roomy tin
bulky, is the only thing in
•1:t can be
transported with us ample room.
r
an excellent idea to put
Jump after jump, rush after rush
with them.
which I resisted with all my strength; for
-"ii v lot we felt our chances
a half hour this
continued, when the fish
""leed, but as they were the began to show signs of exhaustion, the
bad. we trusted to luck, got
jumps were less frequent, the rushes
''
ntn the
boats, and rowed out shorter and less powerful.
Finally, I
in,As three overcrowd a boat,
carefully and deliberately brought it to
'1
.* ,1;lt »nj friends go on together, ; the surface, the light shining along its
an.
wed >nk flatboat. Unfortunate- j
t;
silvery sides as it turned on its back exmy rod holder, and was | hausted.
Elmer grasped the landing net
riij* !.'"gotten
1
ProP my r°d into position as and passed it deep down under our victim,
begt
111,1 with sticks.
Itwasa bun- bringing it
gliu
up quickly as I guided the fish
inadequate, as the one into the opening. With a cry of joy he
s'l lke I had twitched
d
%
everything brought it into the boat, the hook dropI just succeeded in seiziag r,i 1,‘:uaQd
ping from its mouth as he took it from
’1
was
overboard.
I the net.
going
It tipped the scales at exactly 7
itrucL- * aK.it:
as
but
of
'fifickly
possible,
tours,
pounds and 8 ounces.
dng was there. As a rule salWe rowed to the landing.
On our way
Hioq\|( wait
for a fisherman to fumble we secured our seventh
bef,„
salmon; had a
heavy strike, which w’e lost; also a white
!llr 1 could do
i !k;
nothing under perch, which, being out of season we put
fishback.
We returned to the farmhouse for
having already
"Mirs; and as darkness was coming dinner, and soon after were on our
h,ij
way
to ^he landing. I saw the home
othtr i
rejoicing; yes, rejoicing, for we had
near the eastern shore, and as
nine fine salmon, the other boat having
were sitting quietly I judged taken two.
j
meeting with poor success.
Parties from the west wishing to visit
iVv Urned
with one salmon.
Alford’s should come to Rockland. Swan
Oi tj
we
were
*odowiQg morning
lake is more conveniently reached from
appointed time, and after Belfast. The steamers of the Boston &
wended
our
way Bangor line leave Boston each evening at
U fiifc 4ke* breakfast,
lairds were breaking into 5 o’cloak,
I
arriving at Rockland and Bel'one
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POUNDS,

Got Strong and Well by
Using
Dr. Greene’s Nervura.

j

Mrs. J. W. Beale, 52 Eastern
Are., Worcester, Mass., says:
“I was sick for more than seven
rears, not
able to do my housework for live years. The
whole length of my spine was verv i
which

>ad,
head, being so bad that it was
about impossible for me to stoop to the door or
went to iny

A very

Any girl wdio
on

Maine Post Offices.

Kansas, Globe.]

There are sixty-five presidential offices
in Maine and the Democrats who now fill
them received last year salaries that
amounted to $101,025.
Before McKinley
goes out these places will all be filled by
Republican /rncumbeuts. But there are
1,124 move places for Republicans in
Maine fourth class post offices.
These
pay salaries that range from a few dollars
up to a $1,000 a year.
The exact classification in the post, office department shows
that 177 of these offices pay less than $50
a
year; there are 290 that pay more than
$50 and less than $100 a year; 299 offices
pay more than $100 and less than $200 a
year; 209 pay more than $200 and less
than $500; and 89 offices pay more than
$500 and less than $1,000.

person never shows his age.

silly

A worthless
worthless dog.
sic

Sights.

tbe Atchison,

[From

man

is

w’ears

as

friendly

glasses

as

a

is too old to

her feet

No luxury
“promising”
It is
young

is more expensive than
horse.

youth, not learning,
people so smart.

a

that makes

A man who has anything else to
business in society.

do,

has

no

a

You cau hear anything you want to
hear in scandal or politics.
If clothes make the man,
should change their clothes.
__

Nearly
combings,

some

#>

every woman saves her hair
instead of her pennies.

Every

winter we long for a long
gown made out of a red blanket.

MRS. J. W. REALE.

my head to the right or left, my neck
was so stiff.
I also had kidney trouble.
“I used Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and

night

fast on tlie following morning. Leaving the
Union station in Boston at Da. m., the arrival is made at each place in the
evening
by trains of the Maine Central railroad.

Neuralgia

is the prayer

of the

for
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the One
pure blood.
True Blood Purifier and nerve builder.

Every

[Exchange.

keeps

days when nothing but
him out of fist fights.

A coal dealer and a grocer might fight
to decide the lightweight
championship.
That
fluence

lived who had any inover his wife the week before

man

never

“Darling,”

cried,

in tender tones, “I
never loved but thee!”
“Then we must part,” the maid replied;
“no amateurs for me.”
lie

'I here are so many “would-be” cough
in the market, that people are often
cautious about trying anything new. Before
buying any more, hunt up some one who
has used Adamson's Botanic*. Cough Balsam
and see*what he says about it.
10c. and ;>5c.
cures

“A honeymoon is not
moon, you know.”

exactly like the real

“No?”

“No.
You finally see the other side of
the honeymoon, don’t you know. Yes,”
lilve it

a

Trial.

On receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps, a
generous sample will he mailed of the most
popular Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure (Ely’s
Cream Balm) sufficient to demonstrate its
great merit. Full size 50c.
ELY BROTHERS,
50 Warren St New Y'ork City.
son
was afflicted with catarrh.
I inMy
duced him to try Ely’s Cream Balm and the
disagreeable catarrhal smell all left him. He
appears as well as any one.—J. C. Olmstead,

something

more than a fat.
Its peculiar
number of substances,
among which
might be mentioned iodine and phosphorus. There can be
no substitute for cod-liver
oil, because there is no other oil
known which has in natural combination
with it such a
large number of valuable medicinal agents.

action

depends

on

a

f§coU§ StmiftiorL

contains the whole
vi^er 0l1’ Wilth tIie hypophosphites
and in

ed 563 words since he
countin’ ’em on him.”

said

it.

I’ve been

[Chicago Tribune.

a
properties,
thoroughly emulsified
digested condition. The hypophosphites increase the
appetite and impart strength to the nervous
system. This
combination has marked curative
in a number of
properties
diseases
or

of the skin and

scalp, to which scrofulous persons
Such diseases as chronic eczema, ringworm, and other skin affections, are often
quickly cured bv
the constitutional effects
the use of Scott’s Emulsion.
following
a
50 cts. and
peculiarly liable.

are

*.

bottle.

SCOTT &

is

NO-TO-BAC“S"°
ln

a

wu

a

In

Sold aud Guaranteed by RICHARD H.
MOODY, Belfast, Me.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

giving

cost

on

tag
town.

a

it.

FATHERS AND MOTHERS,

present to a girl, leave the
It saves her a trip down

FOR

SONS AND

For almost every new beau a girl lias,
she rejoices over her escape from the last

ALL THE FAMILY.

Nothing

makes a man quite so mad as
to discover that some one is
fishing for
him witli cheap bait.

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured, by these
Little Pills.

It is not such a terrible tiling to lose
your reputation; some men would he
lucky if they could do it.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perthere
are
lots
of
i
changed;
hoys growing up who don’t know what a fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsi.
fine tootli comb is.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
When there is only one child in a
family, Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
aud tiiat child a girl, she steps from the
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
nursery into society.
Times have

Small Price.

A man’s idea of a good time is to be invited out to dinner, and eat so much that
he has to go home in a hack.

NERVE-LIFE

Tuere will be no real liberty in this
country until a man enjoys the right to
dislike bis kin if he wants to.

f

the look

on

pride,

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage.
Restores the
entire
nervous
/ system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.1
Cures Insomnia and
■'

her husband’s face is 10 perand 90 per cent. fear.

restores

“Great snakes!

diseases and

scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It remov es the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

pleasant to be paid a compliment,
course, but they have to be paid back,

For Over

Fifty lears.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wiud colic, aud
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasAn

ant to the taste.

Sold

by druggists

iu every

part of the world. Tweuty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.

“Well,” remarked the wife of the man
who has changed his mind about coming to
congress, “you have a clear conscience any-

how.”
“I know that,” was the comfortless
“But a clear conscience isn’t what
running for.” [Washington Star.
Relief

In

Six

Distressing Kidney

reply.
I

was

Hours.

Bladder diseases
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
South American Kidney Cure.” This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.

A man always lets his wife decide what
his religious convictions are, and to whom
he should give Christmas presents.
If a man is a generous giver at church,
bis daughters don’t have to know how to
sing to get places in the choir.
The greater number of women who earn
money, the easier it will be for the men:
women are easily robbed.
What
a

man:

to hear
him.

As

blessing a good newspaper is to
he can bury his face in it and fail
so many
things his wife says to

a

grow older we have less awe of
kings and queens, and more of the remarkable person who can bounce out of bed in
a cold room in winter at the first call.
we

No man can become a woman’s husband,
and be fair with her; the only men who are
fair with women are bachelors, equal suffrage lecturers, and preachers.

and

State

Normal

schools.

Presidential campaign THE TRIBUNE
the
fact
that
the
recognizes
American peop.e are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business Interests. To meet
this condition, politics will l ave far less
space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
the tight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored
from its inception to the present
day, and won its greatest victories.

Every possible

effort will be put forth, and
money freely
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE
spent,
pre-eminently a
NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER,
instructo make the

tive, entertaining and i dispensable

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N. Y.

KALAMAZOO. MICH.

East Sebago, Me.,
Gentlemen:
Feu. 28. '95.
I consider the “L. F.” Atwood's Bitters a blessing to the
overworked, both in mind and
the

tions,

building up

and giving

n.w

to the weal;.
Witness
^

I

I

:

nervous

the

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO., BELFAST, MAINE.
Write

your
Tribune

^tters

r

nervous

®

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

OASTORIA.
!« on
every

Trapper.

Did Too Ever
Try Electric Bitters as a remedy for your
troubles? If not, get a bottle now and get
relief. This medicine has been found to be
peculiarly adapted to the relief and cure of
all Female Complaints, exerting a wonder
ful direct influence in giving strength and
tone to the organs. If you have Loss of Ap-

petite, Constipation, Headache, Fainting
Spells, or are Nervous, Sleepless, Excitable.
Melancholy or troubled with Dizzy Spells

Electric Bitters is the medicine you need
Health and Strength are guaranteed by it*use.
Fifty cents and SI 00 at Kilgore &
Wilson’s City Drug Store.

Be

LET.

& SON

Have special cuts in prices to close out their stocl,.
Have still lift a fine assortment of

Oak&Ash Chamber Sets, Extension Tables,
FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES'arid CHAIRS,
CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A LINE ASSORTMENT.

func-

system,

J. G.

Thompson

&

Sen,

39 Main St.

To Wheelmen and fheelwomen.

HILL.

cure your
troubles also.

Columbian, ’07 Model.$100.00
*
’07
Tandems,
130.00

you get the
Avoid imitations.
sure

J. W. BLACK.

3w2

GEO. F EASESJ.D..DM,

’»«

INo. S40 Newbury Street,
(Near Corner

of

Fairfield

St.)
MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only
October, 1896.—Iy45*

*•

Hartfords, ’07
’.96

Bicycle Repairing, Enameling
^
**

Steneil

Cut

I have

full set of apparatus for EXAMELIXG
Bicycles, have made arrangements for re-nickeling all
or
worn parts, and am fully prepared to make
rusty
any and all repairs in the Bicycle line.

liny:

and K<‘r

C'licolt

Worn

E. W.

WILLIS,1 Newton

FURNITURE REPAIRING.
FURNITURE

REFINISHED

HAIR MATTRESSES a specialty.

JAMES PATTEE,
*nd

Accident Insurance.

OFFICE : nASONIC TEMPLE,
MAIN STREET ENTRANCE,

tf53

BELFAST, MAINE.

Small Farm for Sale.
SPICER PLACE on the Belmont corner
toad, one mile from Belfast post office, is of
ered for sale. It contains 14 acres of land, 10 of
which are cleared; a good orchard of apples and
fpears, with blackberries and other small fruits
Good two-story house: buildings new.
Apply to
LOUISA CUNNINGHAM,
49tf
Swanville, Maine.

THE

oui.ku.

$. Lord & Co.,

\o. 39 Main St., Belfast,

UPHOLSTERING and

to

44 Main Street, Belfast.

READ,

Fire, Life

Nickeling.

an»

a

GEO. T.

ANTIQUE

123 00
73.00
00.00
30.00

28 inch,
“
2d
“
28

’07

The Nose and Throat.
BOSTON.

TO

J. C. THOflPSON

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

Salve.

on a postal
card, send it to Geo W. Best,
and la sample copy of THE NEW YORK WtEKcY

STORE

Fishing

Arnica

City,

Closing Out Safe Furniture.

SHE Ml

Buckles’*

address

New York

Ilenry IF. Blake.

P1

ernor

and

name

Office,

TRI3UNE will be mailed to you.)

life and vitality

(Signed)
JOHN P.

Weekly Tribune

CASH IN ADVANCE.

Address all orders to

experience of Others.

body, restoring

family.

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2.00,

jI

The commission appointed by the gov“L.F.” kind.
to inquire into the propriety of establishing another Normal School, composed of Wm. DeW. Hyde, S. D. Leavitt
and E. F. Webb, have made their report.
that with a small additional
quick relief and cure this is your remedy. They say
Sold by A A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Bel- expenditure the present schools could be
made to accommodate 200 more students.
fast, Me.
Iy27
The standard of admission is not high
Literary young man (at a party): “Miss enough; the school should be supplemenJones, have you seen Crabbe’s ‘Tales’?”
to the academies and high
schools, or if
Young lady (scornfully): “I was not tary
you go
and not take the place of them.
The
aware
that crabs had tails.”
Literary locations of these schools
are in such out
Put yourself iu touch with the great frayoung man (covered with confusion):
“I I
beg your pardon. I should have said read j of the way places that it is a hardship for ! ternity of sportsmen by reading their parCrabbe s ‘Tales’?” Young lady (angrily | students from a large part of the State to I ticular medium, Forest and Stream. For
scornful): “And I was not aware that red ! get to them, but the commission thinks j if you are not so in touch, you are mi-sing
crabs had tails, either, young man!”
about the best thing this country has for
that one round trip mileage for each stua sportsman.
You make no mistake when you buy Dal- dent would be better than establishing a
The Forest and Stream is a weekly journal—alton's SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
new school. It
the
fact
though its readers of len say that it ought to be a daily
recognizes
though -filled
with sketches of shooting and fishing, stories
dalton’s family pills.
Everybody says that sometime there will be a call for ofwiodslife, and camp experience. It isnaiioual
so, and “what everybody says must be true.” another
scope and interest—an American sportsman’s
school, and gives the following as in
of spor tsmen, t y sportsmen, for sportsmen.
its conclusions regarding the location journal,
Get this week’s from your dealer and look it
I have before me a letter from a Parisian
of it:
through; or send us tea cents for a cony, with illusa
of
friend, geutleman
some literary note in
trated catalogue of books on outdoor sports, ami
First. The location should be central to circular
his own country, who informs me that he is
describing our beautiful premium pictures,
the entire section of the State not otherwise four of them, in colors: Jacksnlpe Coming In Bass
learning English by the aid of a small textat Block Island; Quail Shooting and Vigibook and a dictionary, without any other provided with normal schools. The extreme- Fishing
lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race. We send Forest and
of four picinstructor, and be adds: “In small time I ly unfortunate location of the existing Stream o^e year (price i4) and the set and
Stream
schools ought to stand as a perpetual warn- tures a £9 value) for $5. Or, Forest
can learn so many
English as I think I wiil ing against
two of the pictures for $3.
Cmos
and
choice
of
the attempt to consider merely
come to the America and
go on the scaffold
CO.
local
claims
in
of
the
location
State
AND
PUBLISHING
instituFOREST
STREAM
to lecture.” | Herald and
Presbyter.
tions.
P. O. Box 2832, New York City.
Second.
The
next
school
normal
should
English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem- be established in a city of sufficient size to
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs, afford three hundred students abundant
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone, Stifles, opportunity for practice work lit all the
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. grades of an efficient and public school
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted system.
The gentlemen composing the commis- will ask the Legislature Tor an Act of Incorporathe most wonderful
Blemish Cure ever
tion as the Searspi rt Water Company with the
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- sion were well qualified to judge of what
powers and privileges of water companies withis needed, and their report will doubtless in
gists, Belfast. Me.
town of Searsport.
Iy27
VV. GRINNELL,
have great weight with the legislature.
F. I. MORTLAND,
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fevei

interesting,

to each member of the

restores

development to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely

Stop!

Weekly.

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting

sleep.

It is
of

Great RESTORER

w>ih the close of the

7

There is one tiling to be said about
trouble: it is very faithful, and doesn’t
mind sitting up with you at night.

cent.

DAUGHTERS,

FOB

09

that scene yet.”
Supt. “It’s most time.”
“Don’t touch it. Juliet is there dead in
the tomb. If you move that canvas it will
let in a draft and she’ll sneeze.” [New Y'ork
move

is

FUR

like visits and borrowed dollars.

Stage Manager.

York.

to destroy the desire for tobacco in any —m—
f!7rm 1,(8P;°£bhaJ??«,s?hd* 300-09° c.urea Pr2T 0 itB power
gain 10 pounds in 10 days and it never
fails to^vike the wiJSf/5E^KStn£nre“?x><1
^he WOrld- Many
box. You will be demagnetic. Just try
lighted
»trODK’ vi^orout>and.
cure
absolutely guaranteed by druggists everywhotohoriH
Send lor our booklet lion t Tobaccosa7\for
where.
Spit and Smoke Your Life Away.” written guaramc* -»nd
*
free sample. Address THE STEHLING REMEDY CO.,
€hicaVoor New York.

When anything makes a woman sick to
read it, siie goes on reading it to the end.

time a woman returns from a visit,
her husband learns new ways in which a
man may be good to his wife.

every
wrapper.

New

FARMSR3 AND VILLAGERS,

Every

For Infants and Children.

BOWNE, Chemists,

FOR

What a tenacious memory a man has
when it comes to remembering the compliments that have been paid him!

CASTORIA

;

oil with its natural

A man never tells the truth about a
hunt until at least three months after his
return.

Old people are always saying that age
Areola, 111.
has its advantages, but they have never
“Mamma,” said Willie, leaning toward succeeded
in fooling anybody.
his mother and speaking in a loud whisper,
“the preacher said a little while ago, ‘one
word more and 1 have done,’ and he’s talkWhen a woman appears in her new hat,

Thefaetinilo
tignature
of

is

one.

Lack of vitality and color-matter in the
bulbs causes the hair to fall out and turn
We recommend Hail’s Hair Renewer
gray.
to prevent baldness and grayness.

Don’t

it all

see

L-od-liver oil

Christmas.

nerves

Mr.
Sappy. “Has not niv devotion
aroused in you some sort of feelingfor me?”
Miss Thorne. “Yes; ‘that tired feeling’.

lias

man

sixiy-nve

The money order business in the State
was very large.
The money order offices
issued 250,792 domestic money orders,
which shows that the people of Maine
send a great deal of money bv means of
the postoffice service.
The domestic
orders represented a face value of $1,930,
887.14 and the international orders a face
value of $114,510.79.
The fees charged
on the domestic orders amounted to
$15,on
348 56;
the international orders,$1,442.

There is nothing in the world easier
to say something mean about than love.
civilization

Maine s

Rockland, $4,424 96; Portland, $21,289.20;
Dexter, $200; biddefbrd, $4,368.92; Belfast, $2,633.88; Bath, $4,019.57; Bangor,
$9,021.51, and Augusta, $7,239.64.

remedy.

Words cannot express my
wonderful cure! Now all is changed, and T
am strong and well, and aide to do all
my
work. I have gained 26 pounds in weight,
and where before all was gloom and
despondency, there is now light and ho|>e.”
Dr. Greene’s Cathartic Pills should betaken
with the Nervura if the bowels are constipated. Dr. Greene, 31 Temple Place. Boston,
Mass., the* most successful physician in
curing nervous and chronic diseases, can be
consulted free, personally or bv letter.
nerve

but

Men generally behave for the same reason that
they pay taxes: they have to.

turn

irom

large figures. These offices took in $599,431.82 last year, and from this sura the
government saved $327,727.90, the total
expenses being $271,703.86, which of
course went into
the pockets of local
people. The amount paid to the clerks
in these post offices was $81,436.80, and
the entire sum paid for rent, light and
fuel was $13,715.74; for free
delivery
there was paid out at the eleven free delivery offices in the State, $73,026.86. Waterville received $4,384 37 of this
money;

men

The world may owe you a living,
all it ever pays is a pauper’s funeral.

revenue

ne

presidential offices is expressed in very

can’t

SAIL
And Successors

MAKERS,
to

J. W. Frederick &

Co.,

as

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,
AND

DEALERS IN

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

Click, Cordage, Paints,
No. 31 Front

St., Belfast,

<Pc.

Me.

TRY OUR^_

QUICK
FOR

«

RELIEF

HEADACHE.

It is taking the place of all other h *dache
pills and powders used heretofore, because
it is SAPK as well as KFFRCTIVK.

PRICE 15c.

POOR & SON.

SEARSPORT

COUNTY

LOCALS.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

CORRES PONDENCE.

Chakters.

lort

John M. Stevens spent Saturday aud Sun-

day

in town.

Edward W. Woods of Boston
relatives in town.

is

visiting

Capt. B. F. Col. old returned from New
York
A
fast

Friday.
large sleigh party
hriday evening.

is

expected

from

Bel-

Miss Mary N. McClure of Portland arrived
home by train Monday.

Seh.j Marcellus, Capt.
Sunday for Portland.

Larrabee,

sailed

Webber returned to his home in

‘ieni y A.

deverly, Mass., Saturday.
Cook of Brewer has been in town
the past week tuning pianos.
L. P.

is

Seh. A. J. Whiting, Capt. Chas. Closson,
loading kiln wood for Rockland.

Bark Alice Reed, Capt. Ford, sailed from
Montevideo Jan. 2<JLli tor New York.
Miss Aila E. Ridley ami Mrs. M. S. Sears
arrived by train last Thursday evening.
Sell. I). H. Rivers, Capt. Coleord, arrived
at BueLCS Ayrts Jan. 2d from Poitland.
Bessie C. Meritliew, who is

Me.,

W aneu,

short time.

E.

a

Bch.

a

business in

i). Blanchard of East Corinth
short visit in town the past week.

Capt.
li.aile

is at home for

in

Bailie 1 On, Capt. West, arrived at
Ayres Dec. olst from Annapolis,

Buenos
N. B.

Capt. H. P. Tapley has sold his house near
steamboat wliarl to Geo. W. Harding of

Baking

W inter port. A cobweb party was given
Methodist vestry Friday eveningThe popular drama, “Between Love and
Duty,” was presented by the W. R. C. at
Union Hall, Monday evening-Mrs. M. A.
Haley has returned from her visit to Hartford and
other places-Mr. and Mrs.
Ellery Bowden have gone to Boston fora
visit-Miss Nora Lufkin of Monroe is visiting Miss Mary Chase-Miss Essie Calderwood of Lincolnvilie is spending a few
weeks at tlie home of her brother, G. C.

at the

Powder

Philadelphia, switch

ABSOLUTELY PURE
Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
held their fair and dance the evening of
Jan. 19th and it proved a success in every
way. Mrs. Jennie Mudgett of Belfast won
the silk quilt and little Katie Lowe the
stand cover. The music was by Clark Bros,
of Frankfort... .Dr. and Mrs. O. S. Erskine
and sou and Mr. Noah Blethen of Frankfort
H. Littlewere guests of Mr. and Mrs. C
field last Sunday-Miss Sarah Littlefield
is in Boston visiting her sister.

Hopkins.
Camden. David Perry, the fourteen yearold sou of W. W. Perry, died Saturday from
a
week’s illness of appendicitis-Hon.
Reuel Robinson has been appointed agent of
the Boston stock and grain exchange in
Camden_The Camden Musical Association are holding weekly rehearsals of the
oratorio Emmanuel, which will be given in
the course of a few weeks-Miss Anna
Sabin has begun a course of parlor talks ou
scenes in Egypt and Palestine, visited by
her two years ago.... Fay Strong of Boston
is in town... .Miss Carrie B. Knowlton is
confined to the house by illness.

Monroe. The teachers and scholars of
this village are preparing tor an exhibition
at the close of the term, Feb 4th, at the
Town Hall... .MissLillian Maddoeks, one of
our popular teachers, will open a high school
soon after the w inter schools in town close,
in what is called the Pattee district, about
three miles from the village. Many of the
the
themselves of
scholars will avail

Liberty

Next Sunday evening the Y.
P. S. C. E. will observe Christian Endeavor
da}. The united society program will oe
carried out with some changes. Miss Julia
K. Darey will have charge of the meeting.
The Longfellow evening spoken of last week
will be given Feb. 2d at the church. Admis-

Mr Warren Weston is
chance to attend
still very sick. Madge Grant remains sick
aud Mrs. Charles Fletcher, who lives in
town near Jackson, has been in very poor
health all winter. Her 8-months old babe is
a feeble, sickly child.

ten

cents-At

recent

a

good in directing public sentiment on
this great question-The village school
closes this week with an entertainment at
Dirigo hall Friday evening-Mr. J. F. Burgess is
giving entertainments with his
graphophone in some of the schoolhouses in
town. His exhibition at Dirigo hall last
week was not largely attended on account of
the weather_The lumbermen now have a
chance to haul their lumber to the mills and
are improving it-J. W. Farrar was in Augusta on business a few days last week.
much

was

in

CORRECTED WEEKLV

-ui>.

n is <onuueting revival
the M. E. Church. The meetings

v. re suers

have t*eeu well attended.

Clark, Mr. aud Mrs. James Clark and Miss
Rose Clark recently spent an afternoon and
evening with Mrs. Abbie Clark. Supper was

Boston

prepared by tbe

hostess and all enjoyed
themselves very much... Mr. and Mrs.
been
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
YY
siting
parents,
Benj. Robertson and Will Sanborn of JackB. Sawyer, the past week.
sou visited here recently... Prospect Grange
Mrs. \Y
E. Gunnell will instruct pupils
is all the gathering we have in town that
n \«,.ral and lustnunent.al music.
See her
brings out the numbers. The Grange is loadvertisement in another column.
cated near the post office and the best vaCapt. C. C. McClure and family are at riety grocery store on the river, J. F. Libhome while Capt. McClure’s bark, lolani, is
by's. Everybody comes there to get their
loading at New York for Honolulu
mail, sell their eggs, swap the news and go
Mrs. D. C. Sweetser, who has been stop- to the Grange. Among the number is the
ping with her daughter, Mrs. Colson, in town treasurer, collector, supervisor, selectNew bury port, Mass., arrived borne by train men, road surveyors, school teachers, a conThursday evening.
stable, with old and young, and something
is always said to benefit, some one, and the
A. M. Kane and A. E.
went to
Jennie

Mis.

Sandy] oint has

Shine of

Trundy

Sto« ktou
assist in
sonic

Springs \\ ednesday evening to
the musical programme as the ma-

is

prospering

with

funds

South
been

Daws has opened his blacksmith shop in Mechanic's Ho.low—and has
moved with Ins family into the Grinnell
house on steamboat avenue.
\V.

Boyd

will

run

his

Montville.

visiting

in

David Gilman

has

Haverhill, Blass-George

dall lost

a horse with lockjaw a few days
of the matched pair-Mrs. J. H.
Simmons is sick with the grip.A very
successful term of school closed last Friday,
taught by Josie Knights of Searsmont. We
are unable to report the number not absent
during the term, but Carl and Johnnie

Adams

in the

saw

getting rich very fast-An
some business in this

ago—one

are

.Peopleare

among the number...

improving the sledding getting

treasury. The late fair last week was a sucand the hall will be enlarged in the fu-

ture-Arthur

not

Holmes and wife left town Monday-H.
T. Jackson closed business in the store Saturday and A. Wentworth took possession
Monday....C. M. Howes has been laid up
with the grip, but is out again-C. T. Ran-

winter’s

cess

installation.

Henry

Grange

are

apple buyer could do
vicinity.

when the logs come along-C. O. Hatch
and others are hauling their pressed hay to
Searsport....!. F. Gould lias butchered his
sheep and shipped them t<> Boston_The
sheep are sold off pretty close this year.
Herbert Black of Searsport is buying sheep
to winter-Sanford J.
Lane has finished
his school in Hancock county ami
begun

Snow

of

their

wood and lumber.

Prospect Ferry.

mill

out

Mr.

Norfolk, Conn.,

and Mrs. Aubrey
are

visiting

rel-

20a30
dried.
||,.
4a 5
1 207/1 di
Beans, pea,
medium, 1 40«1 50
yePw eyes J 4(>.a 1 50
Butter. |> lb,
1 da20
5«i: 1-2
Beet, j.) ib.

Barley, |j bu,
Cheese, j

Batchelder. ...Mr. and Mrs. Ed If o ward and

goods

Potatoes.

Ladies’ Felt Lace and

1g
over to another year, and *e
:,av,

Ask

sick

again this, Thursday, afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase-The remains
of Mr. Isaac Walker were brought here Saturday from Union where he had been stopping with bis brother. Services at the
church Sunday. He was for many years a
staunch member of Comet Grange. He
leaves three children_Samuel Tripp aged
72 years and 9 month, was also buried last
Sunday. His was a long and painful illness.
His daughter, Mrs. Wood, and her
husband from Boston were present at the
funeral. His wife, two sons and two daughters survive him-Mrs. Nancy Smith, another aged citizen, died Sunday morning_
Mrs. Henry Beals is quite sick with a bad
cold. John McKeen is suffering badly from
a wrench in bis side.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham has been poorly, but is improving.
-li. R. Marden, who has been keeping a
boarding house near the quarry in Prospect,
moved back on his farm Monday.
meet

Some

one

We

are

“

"

“

“

“

“

“

“

now

the remainder of our Over-Shoes at
duced prices on account of broken sizes.

selling

One Buckle
Men's
“
Ladies'
“
Misses’

Advised.

we are

67c
1.15, now 97c
.85, now 53c
1.00. now 73c
90, new 63c
.85, now 53c

"

High Jersey Leggings,
Misses’ High Jersey Leggings,
Children's High Jersey Leggings,

We have

a

Over-Shoes,

“

Children's

man

has said

«■

2

OVER-SHOES.

about health.
He can tell you more in a minute
Than a well man can in a month.
When you’ve lost it, you 11 realize it.
And when recovered, you’ll know its worth.
He tied to the house for six months.
And you’ll admire the very mud and stumps.
And dismal rain—when cured, and out of doors.
a

sacrifice.

Congress, former price $100.

Ladies’

Swanville.

The Swanville Centre Sunday school sociable will meet with Mrs. H.
P. White Feb. 3d-The L. A. S. at Capt.
T. D. Nickerson’s was largely attended.
Mrs. G. E. Chapin took the first prize. They

a

Ladies' Kid Fcxed Button & Lace,
Ladies’ Felt Sole and Lac=,

35:a4o

Retail Market.

as

“

75c
&5r
55c
40c

....

“
“

small lot of Ladies and Children’s
we shall sell as follows:

High Buc

Shoes which

“creatures of circum-

stances.”
We

“creatures of conditions.”
govern conditions largely to-day.
We apply special remedies and get special
sults.
are more

But

we

Women's High Three Buckle Over.Shoes.3
Misses..

re-

Specialists are the only successful physicians.
special remedies are demanded.

Children's

And

There

are

doctors for the heart.

There
There

are
are

doctors for the lungs.
doctors for the brain.

Specialists—and for that reason successful.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are specialists.
The Kidneys are the battle ground.
They are useless outside these limits.
But always victors in their field.
Nothing erratic in their triumphant march.
They come to conquer and they come to stay.
It’s not a question of helping once, then lose

Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United
Remember the

/torta's— and take

name—

The above

Seme People w? Know and we wiil
Profit by Hearing About Them.
a purely local event.
place in Frankfort, Me.,
In the County of Waldo.
You are asked to investigate it,
Asked to believe a lady’s word.

Me.,

75

Kenney of Frankfort,
following statements, which are

Enlarged Glands, Boils, Ulcers, Eczema, Sores,
Dyspepsia, Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Heart
Disease, Exhaustion, Despondency, Loss of Memory, Sleeplessness, St. Vitus Dance, and diseases
of’ the Nervous System.
Mrs. Kenney was cured in 1890, and remains
cured.

A

sk her about it.

Indigestion and all the Liver Ills most frequently start in Constipation. Constipation is one of
the commonest ills and to it are traceable most
of the disorders that make people sick. There is
only one remedy that you don’t have to keep on
taking forever, that is iS I ¥ m AVIin mf ¥ 0
They will cure coneti0
pation and all Liver
Ills, Headache, etc.

UAL 1 UK

rlLLo.

Entertainment
and Supper.
|

HOUSE,

OI’lOKA

|

j!

FEB.

FRIDAY,

5th

SUPPER AT 6.
COMEDY, CHUMS, AT 8.

By

Best

our

Followed bv

a

Supper and

short

Local

concert

and

Talent.
a

few dances

ADMISSION,
Entertainment,

50c.

E. H. DUIMjLN, M. I).

Fitting

“Rainy Day.”

the

know how little it
surprise
be heated with the
and how comfortably your house
It would

of Glasses and Diseases ol

Eye

and Ear

a

Office hours until 9

Specialty.
a. m.

From 12.30 to 3 and 7 to 8 p.

MAINE.

SEARSPORT,
!

j

I

Tel Pa hone Connection.

For Sale
A
In

in.

or to

13tf

Rent.

seven-oetave, square piano,
good condition. Apply to
C. O. POOR, Belfast.

j

ADAMS7
the Pec

to

Main Street, Belfast, Me
BOBU._

supported by her neighbors and many friends:
‘‘Y'es, I have gained twenty-two pounds of flesh
and regained my health by taking ‘DALTON’S
SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC,’ after suffering the agonies of a living death for many
I was totally incapacitated for work
months.
from heart trouble, nervous prostration and other
complications; bad become emaciated, pale and
weak, suffered from shortness of breath, from
sleeplessness, often had to sit up in bed to breathe
at ail, appetite and digestion gone.
In fact, my
physicians had given me over as incurable, and as
they and many of the most highly recommended
medicine had failed, 1 had despaired myself. A
friend in Winterport had been cured by taking
DALTONS SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE
TONIC,’ and advised me to try it, and it lias resulted in a cure. Last September I was wishing
for death as a relief. Now (May 9, 1890.) 1 am
enjoying life. Yes, 1 can recommend your medicine conscientiously after having tested it thoroughly.” Mrs. Kenney is only one among the
many who have found DALTON’S SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC to be the remedy
which has cured alter others have failed. It will
be found invaluable in forms of Scrofula, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Erysipelas, White Swelling,

^

you cannot fail to a]

SAMUEL

M.

makes the

bargains which

“Jeweler

This is

Susan

100;

33 Main St., Belfast,

j

It took

Mrs.

are

1

B. C. DINSMORE,

other.

lnteresi.1

Of Local

“

“

CALL AND EXAMINE.

Stares!

no

‘‘

$1 50
1 25

Men’s Good Combinations Felts and Rubbers

their usefulness.
They can be appealed to if kidney trouble recurs, and they will not be appealed to in vain.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-Milburn Co.

few dollars spent for comfort
hoarded for that
little

FURNACE.

these

Price, /‘aid Producer.

Hay, p ton,10 00al2 00
Hides, p II.,
3 1 2a4
Land),
lb,
5«,7
Lamb Skins,
25«.4o
Z'a5
Mutton, fc> It.,
Oats, f> bu, 32 Ib, 25a.30

Sill II

-_-

Glenwood

carrying

That the Wise will I isten to an<l Act

Think of it!
home--PAY?

lb,
fc> lb,

winter j0Q|

Current.

Retail Price.

..

--

we find we are over-loaded on

wear, such as Felt Slippers, Jersey Leggings, etc. (|
this has been a backward year for these article*
tJ
have not used our usual amount. We are adverse

90 a L 00
lb, 7 as Lime,
Beef, corned,
bbl,
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, LX Out Meal, p lb, 3 a3 1-2
Corn, p bu,
37 Onions, | > lb.
2 1-2 a3
Cracked Corn.
bu,
Oil,kerosene,gal. 12al3
Corn Meal. t> bu.
37 Pollock, p lb.
3 l-2a4
14a 16 Pork, p lb.
li«7
Cheese, p Ib,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, i 25 I latter,
1.12
bbl,
5a.9 Rye Meal, p lb
3
Codfish, dry, | > lb
5a9 Shorts, fc> cwt,
Cranberries,
70a,75
qt,
Clover Seed, (j 11., 11 a 1 2 sugar, p it.,
5a5 1 -2
Flour, P bbl, 4 50a.5 75 Salt, T. 1
40
p
2 a3
il.G.Seed, bu, l 9o«2 00 Sweet Potaios,
8a9 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p lb
3a3 1-2

j

—

On taking stock

40a.45 Round Hog,
4,a4'l-2
lOa 12 Straw, p ton, 5 (><)« 6 oo
lo« 1 2 Turkey, p It..
Ida 18
50 a 75 Tallow,
1 l-2fa3 I
14a 16 Veal, p lb,
6«7
L. Wool, unwashed, 12 a 13 !
Salo Wood, bard, 3 50a.5 00
13 a 15 Wood, soft, 3 00(0.3 50

Chieken,
Calf Skins,
Duck, fc> lb.
Eggs, p doz,
Fowl, {.> 11,,
Geese, f> lb.

Mary

here....Miss Lizzie Wilson visited
friends in Bucksport several days last week.
_Orriu Luke and wife are stopping a while
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph N. Putnam ceiebratwith Mrs. Harriet Perkins-Clifton Cog*
the lillj-lirst anniversary of tlieir margins arrived home from Hallowell last week.
nag*- ins; Saturday' evening. A large num-Will Tripp is treating all his friends.
It
ints called upon them and they reber » li
SHIP N KWh.
is an eleven and a half pound girl....The
cti v*. d many presents
the mountain school in Prospect_The Ladies’ Circle which met at the sclioolhouse
‘1 I.*iing men m tow u are agitating the stone workers of Prospect have no news of J;:n. 20th was a great success. The music
PORT OF BELFAST.
urinal!* a ol a
lub.
The rooms haw- U"i
a job for work m t he
ARRIVED.
spring in the near-by by Batohelder’s Orchestra was fine and Mrs.
he. n ia11\ decided upon, out they w ill prob- <I Marries-Our representative, J. H. KneeJan. 24. Sells. Hattie E. King, Johnson, New
Luke’s readings were unusually good. The
Stinson,
York; Mazurka,
Boston; Commerce,
Mrs.
Rebecca Harri- | Gilkey, «lo.
ably .* cate in the rooms iormeily occupied land, is missed on his routes as merchant ! Circle met with
ami egg buyer-Prospect- apple raisers are
by (lie old J. U. ,1. «: 1 ul•.
SAIL* D.
j man Jan. 27th.... E. L. Warren’s quarry has
Jan. 22. Sclis. H. S. Boynton. Cooper, R«>ckAt a citizens meeting m G. A. K. Hail Mon- feeding out tlieir apples to the stock. C. O. j stopped work entirely and the men have !
port: Maria Webster, Turner, Mt. Desert; \ olant,
day afternoon a dec]* interest was manifested Hatch cut down his poorest apple trees last gone to their different homes.
Pendleton, Rockland.
in relation to inducing
manufacturers to fall and others will follow, where the hay |
Morrill. The winter term of schools in
AMERICAN PORTS.
locate here. Committees were appointed to raised will be worth more than the apples,
town closed last Friday. A school exhibiNew York. Jan. 19. Ar, sch. Nat Ayer, Bangor,
ascertain how much stock would lie takeuin
Apples for dry cows and young stock, sheep, ! tion was he!il at the Grange hall Friday via New Bedford; 22,ar, bark Matanzas, Havana;
23, ar, scb. Penobscot, Dodge, Jacksonville; 23,
horses ami hogs, help out some; Lut for
the enterprise.
evening, the audience filling the hall to its sld, bark Carrie L. Tyler, Savannah.
cows giving
Boston, Jan. 23. Cld, scb Jonathan Cone, Rolmilk apples- somehow will ! utmost
The
entertainment
the
The srhouis in town closed this w eek, and
capacity.
by
lerson, Wiscasset; 24, ar, scb. Daylight, Baltishrink up the quantity of milk.
school children was very much enjoyed by more.
the committee desire us to announce
they
Providence, Jan. 24. Ar, scb. Young Brothers,
all. Mr. Davis and Miss Mason, teachers of
win
tie in session at the selectmen’s rooms
Philadelphia.
Brooks. James G. Morse, whom everyPhiladelphia, Jan. 19. Cld, scb. Young BrothSaturday afternoon, Jail. 20th, and will be body in town knows well, as lie is one of our the village school, will be remembered not
ers, Snow, Providence; 20, ar, scb. llattie H. Baronly as faithful teachers, but for their ready hour, Bermuda; 23, cld, scb. Win. E. Downes,
pleas* d to have presented all school bills oldest residents, is
very sick with the grip.
Haskell, Charleston, S.C.
and influence in every Christian effort in
against the town.
help
-Mrs. Geo. Godding, whose life was at
San Francisco, Jan. 24. Sld, ship May Flint,
the place... .Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown go Honolulu.
T he annual sale, supper and entertainment one time
is
said to be on the
despaired of,
Brunswick,
Ga., Jan. 23. Ar, scb. James A.
to
Lawrence, Mass., on a visit to relatives
at the Congl. society was held at Union road to
Garfield, Wood, St. Pierre, Mart.
recovery-Mrs. T. A. Elliott is this week-Mrs. Joshua
E. Cross has been
Jan. 23. Cld, scb. Charlotte T.
Jacksonville,
Jan.
Hail, Friday evening,
22d—postponed again very sick. Her father and mother,
Ferguson, Elizabethport.
quite sick-Mrs. Sarah Mears, widow of Sibley,
from Thursday on account of the storm. The Mr. and Mrs.
Mobile, Jan. 23. Cld, scb. Edward H. Blake,
Houghton, have both been the late James
Mears; is confined to her bed, Blake, Tampico.
entertainment, notwithstanding the disap- quite sick this winter_Fred W. Brown,
Punta Gorda, Jan. 23. Ar, brig H. C. Haskell,
and is very low. She lives with her son,
f ointment of not having Sanborn’s Orcheswho
had
a
Fajardo; scb. Talofa, Fletcher, TampiJr., Esq.,
recently
leg amputated, Robie Mears-Mr. Herbert Foss was in Wingfield,
co; both to load for Wilmington, N. C.
tra, by the reason of the postponement from is about on crutches looking fresh and
Fall River, Jan. 22.
Sld, scb. Flora Rogers,
on a visit last week.
He has just beeu
Feruandina.
Thursday evening, passed off very well. healthy. His friends are glad for him that town
from the Navy after three years
discharged
The sum of £115 was takeu, which will uet he has
FOREIGN
PORTS.
got out of it so nicely_Mrs. A. E.
service.
He was latterly on the cruiser MarAnjer. Dec. 20. Passed, ship Wm. J. Rotcli,
the society about £100.
Chase, who has been very sick, is said to be
Hong Kong for New York.
blehead.
A letter from J. A. Clement, wTio is
Barbadoes, Jan. 1. Ar, sch. Susan N. Pickering,
spend- much better-Mrs. Eliza Leathers has
Haskeil, Jacksonville.
been
Unity.
but
the
Geo.
R.
seems
to
winter
at
President
Oliase
of
be
Bates
quite ill,
ing
Daytona, Fla., denies the
improving in
Tampico, Jan. 13. Sld, sch. Talofa, Fletcher,
College, Lewiston, was in town last week Punta Gorda.
report recent.y printed in the Boston papers health. Her sister, Mrs. Carrie Nickerson
Montevideo, Jan. 20. Sld, bark Alice Reed,
that Maceo was at Daytona.
He says the of Bangor, has been taking care of her_ calling on friends and relatives. He was a Ford, New York.
Buenos Ayres, Dec. 20. Sld, sch. Ellen M. Wilstory probably originated from the fact that While at Church last Sunday Mrs. Abbie former resident of this town_Perley Clark
New Yolk: 31, ar, sch. Sallie POu,
about a month ago a Cuban by the name of Edwards was taken seriously ill_Mr. and from Kent’s Hill spent Saturday and Sun- ley, Willey,N. S.; Jan, 2, ar, sch. D. II. Rivers,
Annapolis,
Antonio Maceo registered at the Palmetto Mrs.
Charles Merritt of Lowell, Mass., day with his mother-Oliver Whitten was Colcord, Portland.
Marseilles, Jan. 23. In port, ship Great AdHouse, remaining only one night. It is said are spending the winter at Isaac Staples. called to Freedom Sunday to attend the miral, to load for New York.
St.
that Antonio Maceo is as common a name in .John C.
Thomas, Jan. 10. Ar, sch. Belle Hooper,
Lane has
finished,
his funeral of his uncle-Rev. E. S. Bnrrill
Hall, Barbadoes.
Cuba as John Smith in New England.
term of
school at West
Ar. scb. Sarah D. J. RawPort Spain, Jan. 2.
Brooks. began a series of meetings Jan. 16th, assistson, French, Fernandina.
On account of the severe cold weather and The annual Masonic installation and supper ed by Rev. Mr. Whitten of Montville. The
Demerara, Dec. 28. Ar, sch. J. Manchester
was a very pleasant affair.
hard travelling Jan. 19tli, D. D. G. M.
The officers meetings have been well attended so far_
Haynes, Matthews, Portland, Me.
St. Pierre, Dec. 24. Ar, sch. Carrie E. Look,
Kodei A. Packard was unable to be present were installed by P. M. John H. Gordon, Mrs. E. S. Burrill, our minister’s wife, gave
Stevens, Jacksonville.
at the installation of the officers of
Cieniuegos, Jan. 19. In port sells. S. M. Bird,
Mariner’s and are as follows: W. S. Jones, W. M.; the Junior Christian Endeavorers a little
Merrill, from Philadelphia; S. G. Haskell, RichHodge, F. & A. M., and it devolved upon A. B. Stantial, S. W.; F. K. Roberts, J. W.; social Saturday night. There were speeches ardson, from do.
Past Master E. J. Wentworth, assisted by M. J. Dow, Treas.; David Curtis, Secretary; and songs by the little ones and refreshments
DlAKlAt. JlKXJtLLAAJ.
W. B. Sawyer as Grand Marshal, to perform E. G.
Roberts, S. D.; T. D. Jellison, J. D.; of candy and apples. About 25 were presSpoken. Dec. 25. lat. 6.20 S., Ion. 26.50 \V.,
the ceremonies. A large company was
pres- A. R. Pilley, S. S.; Charles
Josephus, from Hong Kong for New York.
Irving, J. S.; ent and all seemed to enjoy it_The Ladies’ ship
ent, and a collation was served in the dining
Bark
Tucker, Oakes, is reported a total
has been revived and loss at Payson
Isaac Leathers, Tyler. After the installa- Sewing Circle
Barbadoes. Crew saved. (The Payson
room, after which the young people enjoyed
Tucker was last reported sailing from Barbadoes
a social dance.
tion ceremony the Masons repaired to the met with Geo. Clark Jan. 27th_Mary
Jan. 2, for Demerara and New York. The vessel
NORTH SEAKSPORT ITEMS.
banquet room of Knights of Pythias where Fogg has gone to Belfast to visit friends_ was built in Portland in 1883 and is now owned
Farmers
are
of
the suow,
The winter terms of school throughout with their ladies and invited friends
by J. S. Winslow & Co., of that city.
taking advantage
they
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 22.
Yesterday the
tow n will (dose this week.
did ample justice to a nice picnic supper_ and from eight to ten teams can be seen on water was pumped out of the schooner Jennie
There will he a social hop at the Grange
The body of Caroline, widow of the late the road at a time loaded with wood-No Greenback which was capsized of York Nubble
last Monday afternoon. This morning an examball this, Thursday, evening.
Judge Woodbury Davis, was brought here new cases of diphtheria. The children who ination of the vessel’s hold was made and the
Dr. Cook attends
body of Angus Hart, the cook, who was drowned,
H. T. Scribner has bought a very nice
for interment last Saturday morning. She are sick are doing well.
was found in it. Hart was 24 years of age, single
horse of Simon Cilley of South Brooks.
died in Minnesota. Judge Davis was born them. Quite a number have taken their and belonged, in Thomaston, Me., where his reMiss Lida Nickerson of Swanville was in in Brooks and passed his boyhood here_ children out of school-Ida Whitehouse mains will be taken.
Tallahassee, Fla Jan. 24. Schooner Norman,
town last week, the guest of Mrs. J. \V.
returned Jan. 20th from Portland, where
The closing exercises of the Good Templar
Captain B. Gray of Castine, Me., from Barbadoes,
Smart.
When olT San
arrived
at Carrabelle yesterday.
lodge for the quarter were held last Satur- she has been for the last five months....
Domingo, Jan. 11, Mate J. .1. Leighton, with two
Sumner Nickerson, who has been in the
day evening. They are to have a picnic sup- Joseph Libby is on the sick list.
men, was aloft. The lashings holding the topmast
employ of Herbert Black for the past year, is
broke, letting it fall to the deck, and the captain’s
G. A. R. Hall
per next Saturday evening.
Mrs.
Sandy point.
Lucinda Harriman son Walter, about 18, was instantly killed. He
at home for the winter.
is now filled to overflowing with members
was buried at sea.
Leighton was so overcome
left last week for Biddeford, where she will
Miss Millie Dorr returned recently from
that he attempted suicide, but he was put in irons
and
visitors.Deputy Sheriff Isaac visit several weeks and then go to Boston until arriving
in port when he was released.
the West and will spend the winter with her
Leathers has bought the Daniel Jones place for the remainder of the
Vineyard Haven, Jan. 23. Bark Issac Jackson,
father, Mr. Thomas Dorr.
.Mr. John
winter.
Davis, from Bonaire for Boston, with salt, went
in the village and is to reside there. He has
Vineyard Sound, at ten
Bert and Fred Scribner left Monday mornDaggett of Plymouth, Mass., and Mrs. Cora ashore on Basque Island,
a fine location either for a residence, hotel
o’clock last night, in a thick snow storm, ( apt.
Plummer of Needham, Mass., have been
ing for Unity, where they have engaged for
from
crew
and
Gay beau Life Saving
Hayman
or summer boarders, but has not yet decided
the winter in the employ of Ed. and Will
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Station went to her assistance and took the crew
Master Cook has gone to the
Ames.
off.
on his future course.
Wrecking
Daggett, the past week....Miss Ethel Max- wreck to make arrangements to float her. She is
I_
full of water and lies in a bad position on the
field lately arrived home, having completed
rocks. Cargo insured, but there is said to be no
her school at Sherman Mills-Capt. Frauk insurance on the vessel. The Jackson is owned
Crockett of Winterport spent several days of by J. S. Winslow & Co. of Portland, Me.
New York, Jan. 21. The three-masted schooner
last week with friends here-Capt. and Nahum Chapin, Capt. Arey (of Rockland, Me.)
from Baltimore for Boston, went ashore some
Mrs. Francis Heath of Bucksport have been
time last night, near Quogue, L. I. The vessel is a
a
DOES IT
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Erskine a few total loss, and the crew, consisting of nine men,
were drowned. The Nathum Chapin registered
of
Boston
Greene
is
days.Mr. Eugene
more
or a
at
600 tons, and was built at Rockland, Me., m 1882,
visiting his sister, Mrs. Clara Erskine- where she was owned. She was valued at about
$15,000 and is partially insured in the Boston
Miss Abbie Cousins is very sick at the home
The cargo consisted of
Marine Insurance Co.
of her sister, Mrs. S. L. Hall. She is attend- 1,020 tons of bituminous coal,
to West
costs
to
you
ed daily by Dr. Pierce-There is consider- End St. Ry. Co., and valued consigned
at about $3,417,
able sickness here at present.
are
which is fully covered l»y insurance. Capt. Arey
Many
can
confined to the house with bad colds- the commander of the vessel, who is reported to
Several from here attended the Masonic in- have lost his life, resided at Malden, Mass., where
children survive him. He was
stallation last week at Stockton Springs- a widow and threeHead.
a native of Owls
Following is a list of the
There was a sociable in the hall Monday officers and cretv: Mrst Mate, A. E. Davis of
evening which was well attended-Sell. Malden, leaves a wife and one child. Second
Mazurka arrived Friday from Boston with Mate John Neiber, residence unknown. Steward
grain for C. F. Snow and freight for F. S. L. A. Mad docks of Cambridge, leaves a widow
Harriman-Mr. C. F. Snow has men at and several children. Seamen, Albeit Lowe,
Roy Anderson, Victor Stevenson, Oscar Anderson,
work cutting ice. He will furnish the Duck
Lucyanich. The seamen and the others
Farm, Hersey Retreat, and cut one hundred Anthony
were shipped from New York just previous to the
tons for his own use-The much wished for
A body washed ashore
vessel’s departure Jan. 6.
I
Made by THE WEIR STOVE COMPANYi
For sale in all prominent cities and
snow came Jan. 22nd and it is now fine
Friday, was positively indentifled as that of Capt.
towns in New England.
I
TAUNTON, MASS.
Arey by his brother, who went from Boston.
sleighing.
atives

Stock of Warm Goods.

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Produce. Market.

Camden

sister, Mrs.

Price

Apples, p bu,

East Searsmont. Elmer Fowles worked
for Joe Packard last week.... Fred Marriner
and wife of Belmont spent Sunday with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Marriner_
Mrs. Harriet Heal is in Camden.... Wm. H.
Arnold and wife of Belfast were m town
Ames

our

1-2 cents.

decided to close them out at
Belfast

....

service-* at

The Remainder of

Ontt

w

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simmons of Belmont
Missionary
Prospect.
were in town Sunday-Leslie Marriner is
Waldo. J. H. Cilley lias finished his
meeting held by the young people Wm. H.
H V. Starrett of \\ arren, Me., was in town
Moody gave a very interesting talk on the school in Lincolnville, and left Monday for harvesting his ice-Joe Leonard of Beltins week in the interest oi the Maine State
Armenians.
Although Mr. Moody is not Castiue to attend the Normal School-E. mont was in town last week, the guest of
Register.
connected with the church, he is very much L. Harding is at home from Troy, where he Frank Donnell-There is now plenty of
snow and the men are busy getting out their
Mis. l. B. Richards of Sandypoiut was in interested in it and is always ready to help
has been teaching-Esther Cilley, who has
uuii D1 is week \isiting her father, J. B. all its organizations with his time and been on the sick list for some time, is imwood... .Miss Georgie Thomas and brother
Sw eetser.
proving_H. S. Littlefield finished his I Dana of Lincolnville were in town Friday.
money.
school in the Station district last Friday. He
\VTe would advise Joe to hitch his horse
Li/./ie Sweeney, Western I'nion Telegraph
Prospect.
Our new hotel, under the
will begin again in the Holmes district
when he goes to the P. O.; then perhaps he
at
is
at
home
on
a
opiiator
Damanscotta,
management of H. B. Littletield, is progres- about the middle of
February-The Hard- wont have to walk home-Mr. and Mrs.
vacation.
sing finely, ami we are glad to have a hotel
ing Bros, cut one of their horses quite badly Oscar Young and daughter of Camden and
1K. Whitcomb has taken
his rishing in town which lii!s the bill in every respect.
last week_('old weather and the low
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Heald of Lincolnville
Swan Lake and is narvesting his It has been named Maplewood Hotel... .Mr.
ami
price of eggs have discouraged the hens- spent one day last week with Mr. and Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Mr.
and
Mr.
ice lor the summer use.
G. O.
Boyd.
Dairymen who are sending their goods to Gilbert Wellman.
sion

ties, 14

Boston Produce Market.

Another of the series of
temperance meetings was held at the M. E.
church last Sunday evening. A good interest is shown and we think they will do

his

To be Closed Out at

Boston, Jan. 23. 18977"The following are today s quotations of provisions, etc.
Blitter—Northern cream, choice, 217122c ; dairy
north, best, 17(&18c.
Cheese—New, northern, choice, 10 S-4@l\c.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 20(S23c; Eastern. 16c.
Beans—North, small pea, $1 20ol 25; yellow
eyes, $1 20(*i l 30; red kidneys, $1 Zofal 55.
fancy, $16 00a 17 00; new. good,
$14-00^,15 50; new, lower grades, $12 a 14.
Rye straw, 18$a$19; oat straw, $9 0(7.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice, p
bush, 40(a43c; choice rose, 40a45c.
Apples—Baldwins, fc> bbl, 75c(a$l 00; Tolman
sweets, $1 25sal 50; Kings, $l7tl 50.

Searsmont.

recently.... Peter
Saturday visiting

Bark R. A.C. Smith, New York to
general cargo, 24s. Sch. R. F.

Elizabeth,

Pettigrew, Boston to Buenos Ayres, lumber, $8 ;
Kosano, $9. Sell. Melissa Trask, New York to
Wilmington, .\.
coal, 60 cents and discharged,
Ltience to Jacmel,
lumber, $6 and port charges,
soli. Win. E.
Downes, Brunswick, Ga., to Boston,
umber, $4.62 1-2. Sch. S. G. Hart, Ap lacliicola
Lo Boston, lumber,
p. t. Sch Jennie F. Willey,
5t. Simons, to New
York, lumber, p. t.; coal out
to
75 cents.
Sch. Young Brothers,
Sayammh,
niiadelphia to Providence, coal, 70 cents. Sch.
). Manchester
Haynes, Demerara to New York,
10
sugar,
cents. Sch Olive T. Whittier, Satilla
River to

Benner. In Waldoboro, .Ian. 13, i>> Mr. and
Mr'. V. H. Benner, a son.
Beverage. In Caiutien, to Mr. and Mrs. A. S.

Beverage,

j

a son.

Bridges. In Brooklin, Jan. 1). to Mr. and Mrs.
C. R. Bridges, a (laughter. Ruby Oneita.
Carter." In Medford, Mass Jan. 2 1. to Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Carter, a son, 8 pounds
Cl<> gh. In Rockport, Dec. 17, to Mr. and Mr>
(t. B. Clough, a daughter.
Coates. In Rockport, Jan. 11, to Mr. ami Mrs.
Herbert Coates, a son.
Carver. In North Haven, Jan. 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Carver, a daughter.
Dt; Nit A it. In Orland, Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs
Henry E. Dunbar, a daughter.
Huntley. In Rockport, Jan. It), to Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Huntley, a daughter.
Jones. In North Washington, Ian 14, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cyrus Jones, a daughter, Lydia Jane
Jones. In Sedgwick, Jan. lO, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley W. Jones, a daughter.
Keen. In Swanville, Jan. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Keen, twiiEsons.
Mahoney. In Centre Lincolnville, Jan. 18, t
Mr. and Mrs Wilber J. Mahoney, a son.
McFarland. In Rockport, Jan. 15. t<> Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McFarland, a son.

MARRIED

NOW IS THU TIM I

SILVERWARE
We Can Fit You:
You

can see

wh

want in

SATURDAY
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WIN

Benner Morse. In Friendship. Jan. 13, Da
inon E. Benner of Waldoboro and Eda J. Morse of
National Bank
P. O. Square

Friendship.

Dyer-Monteith. In Merchant's Isle, Isle au
Ilaut, Dec. 2i), James E. Dyer and Miss Mina E.
Monteith, both of Merchant’s Isle.
Norwood-Shepherd. In Rockport, Jan. 20, at
the home of the bride, by Rev. Henry Jones, rector of St. Thomas Eju^opal Church, Camden.
Joseph Frederick Norwood, M I)., and Minnie
Pierson, daughter of ('apt. and Mrs. S. E. Shepherd, both of Rockport.
In South Union, Jan. 1(3,
Thurston-Hoyt.
Wilbur C. Thurston and Lou B Hoyt.

I

li J. LOCKE

DIED.
Ames.
In Matinieus, Jan. 12, Capr. Lewis
Allies, aged 83 years and 10 months.
Chapman
In Beverly, Mass .Jan. 19, Michael
S. Chapman, aged 87 years and 7 months.
In East Maehias, .Liu. 25, Ursula,
Cooper.
widow of Thomas Cooper, formerly ot M<>ntvilh*.
Closson.
In Sedgwick, Jan. il, Nathan A.
Closs >n, aged 40 years. 4 months and 17 *l.-i\s.
Crockett. In Camden, Jan. 20, Mary A .widow
of (.'apt. John Crockett of Rockland, aged about
75 years.
(Its it ee. In Appleton. Jan. 1(5, John B. Gushee.
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Gushee.
Haines. In Ellsworth, Jan. 19, Walter M.
Haines, M. Lb, aged 4 1 y ears, 5 months, 14 day
Howard. In Bluehill, Jan IS. Robert Howard,
aged (54 years and 9 months.
Hart. Drowned at sea, on passage from Bos
ton for Rockland, .Ian. 18, Angus Hart of Thomas
ton, cook of schooner Jennie Greeubank, aged 24
years.
Howard. In Brooksville. Jan. 22, Jennie Howard, aged 21 years.
Lincoln. In Middletown, Conn., Dee. 20, Matilda R widow ot Nathaniel Lincoln, formerly of
Washington, aged 8(5 years.
Lancaster. In Belfast, Jan 22, David Lancaster, aged 82 years, 2 months and 12 days.
Lear. In'Philadelphia, Jan. It*. Benjamin O.
Lear, formerly of Nortliport.
Patterson.
In Belfast, Jan. 2(5, Carrie G.,
wife of Andrew M. Patterson, aged 3(5 years, 5
months and 28 days.
1’erry. In Camden, Jan. 23, David, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Perry, aged 14 years.
Peters. In Bluehill, Jan. 14. Augustus C. Peters, aged (54 years, 1 month and 7 (lays.
In Swanville, Jan. 24, Mary Smith,
Smith.
aged 85 years and 8 months.
Swazey. In liueksport, Jan. 25, William D.
Swazey, aged (59 years, 11 months and 20 days.
Stone. In North Union, Jan. 20, Rufus Stone,
aged 70 years. 11 months and 10 days.
Tripp. In Swanville, Jan. 22, Samuel Tripp,
aged 82 years and 9 months.
Walker. In Union, Jan. 20, Isaac Walker,
aged 73 years.
Wellman. In South Union, Jan. 15, James B.
Wellman.
Wescott. In Knox, Jan. 22, Horace W. Wescott, aged G7 years and (5 months.
Wigc.in. In Knox, Jan. 21, Charles Wiggin,
aged 82 years' 5 months and 23 days.

Building.

LEGISLATIVE NOT
Ordered. That the time for
titions and bills for private an
he limited
Monday. 1- elo
all petitions and ldils presen
be referred t > tin next I.e<_
Read and passed.
W S
A true copy. Attest
W. s
•Jw3
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INLAND FISH I k
1
The committee on Inland
have assigned for pul.lie h.
in their committee room. >
turns asking for ;t repeal ■•!
the taking of trout and salm
(loose fond.
C. E. Cl'Sli M

;

j
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RAILROADS, TELEGRAPHS
The

committee

on

Railroad-

Expresses will give public

hear:

2 o’clock p. m., in Railroad
tice at Augusta, on an act t-> am
the Waldo Street Railway Com
Per order.
J. M K \
at

:i

j

JL’DICIARN
The committee on Judiciary
hearing in its room at the Sta;
as follows: Wednesday. Feb. !•
p. m., an act to establish a la.laws of other States tor the a<
execution of written instni"
law, weights and measures am
2w2
W.J.FvNOW:

;i

|

J
'<

SALARIES
The committee on Salaries \\
road Commissioners’ rooms on
2, 1897, at 2.30 p. in., to give
No. 2 of Geo. E. Johnson et al>
of Treasurer of Waldo Counts
WM. EN«-i
lw4
li.m KTd>

i

/
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